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INTRODUCTION
On June 17, 1975, the Subcommittee on International Trade of the
Senate Committee on Finance asked the United States International
Trade Commission to undertake a study of the experience of the United
States with international commodity agreements to assist the subcommittee in its oversight function and with a view to the possibility
of future legislation.
Following receipt of the subcommittee's request, the United States
International Trade Commission instituted an investigation on June 24,
1975.

Public notice of the institution of the investigation was

issued on June 26, 1975.

Notice of a public hearing in Washington,

D.C., was issued on July 29, 1975. I/

The heari-ig, at which all

interested parties were afforded an opportunity to be present, to
produce evidence, and to be heard, was held on August 11, 197S.
The Commission obtained information during this investigation at
the public hearing; from written briefs submitted by interested
parties; from interviews by members of the Commission's staff with
associations, importers, and consumers; and from Federal agencies.
The report itself is in the form of a summary of conceptual problems in negotiating and operating international commodity agreements,
a summary of actual experience with agreements on five commodities
I/ Notices of the investigation and public hearing were posted at
the Commission's offices in Washington, D.C., and New York City, and
were published in the Federal Register (40 F.R. 27737, July I, 1975,
and 40 F.R. 31995, July 30, 1975, respectively).
41)
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(tin, coffee, cocoa, wheat. and sugar),, and a statement on the legal
basis for U.S. participation in such agreeents.

There are five ap-

Appendix A is a Comprehensive background

pendixes to the report.

report dealing with the subject matter in this summry report; appendix B reproduces that part of the International Trade Organization

Charter (Havana Charter) dealing with international comodity agreements; appendix C is a bibliography; and appendix D provides a list of
persons and organizations presenting testimony or briefs along with a
sualry statement of their positions.

Appendixes A through D are

botW in one volume, and appendix E, which reproduces original copies
of the five conodity agreements, is separately bound.*
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INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY AGREENTS
International commodity agreements take various forms, but in
general they are agreements between governments of both producing and
consuming countries that attempt to raise and stabilize the prices of
comodities.
In the pursuit of these objectives, such arrangements impose
restrictions on the free movement of commodities in international
trade.

They often result in economic waste and the misallocation of

scarce productive resources, and historical experience has demonstrated their frequent failure to achieve their objectives.

Many of

the problems that gave rise to agreements in the past remain; however,
new agreements are being discussed in the hope that increased cooperation between producer and consumer countries will result in ultimate
success.

Although producer and consumer interestss can and often do

diverge, "success," broadly defined, implies the stabilization of
prices, the maximization of producers'

earnings, and the delivery of

steady, adequate supplies to consumers.
International commodity agreements aim to control supplies and
prices and usually attempt to support price levels above those that
would prevail in the absence of an agreement.

These objectives result

from general dissatisfaction with the relatively severe instability of
commodity prices (demonstrated dramatically in the 1970's) and from a
specific attempt by developing countries to force or negotiate a
transfer of income from consuming countries to developing producer
countries.
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International commodity agreements employ the economic mechanisms
of stocks, long-term multilateral contracts, and quotas.

Stocks and

multilateral contracts are designed principally to achieve price
stability. Quotas are used mainly as a device for holding up price
levels.

Supply shortages and strong upward pressures on price have

generally exceeded the capacity of all three types of control mechanisms to maintain prices within negotiated ranges and ultimately have
resulted in either the abandonment of particular mechanisms or the
breakdown of the agreements.
Buffer stock arrangements attempt to stabilize the price of a
commodity between maximam and minimum levels.

Price is artificially

controlled as the managers of the buffer stocks buy up the commodity
when the price falls and sell when the price rises.

This approach

has the disadvantage of requiring considerable capital to acquire and
maintain the stock.

If sufficient commodity stocks and financing to

support them are not available, a buffer stock will exhaust itself
without successfully controlling the price of the conmodity.

Histori-

cally, buffer stocks have failed to maintain price ceilings, but they
have had somewhat more success in preserving floor prices.
Quotas, if sufficiently flexible, can be directed toward maintaining price stability.

Export quotas are most ,:oinonly used; quotas on

national stocks have also been employed.

Any system of quotas promotes

resource misallocation, because quota shares often reward inefficient
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producers and penalize efficient ones.

Sufficiently flexible quotas

would tend to reduce this problem, but efficient reallocation of quotas
among producers has proved extremely difficult.

The quota approach

creates great pressure on producers to circumvent their quotas, and it
invites producers outside an agreement to expand production.

There-

fore, consuming countries are often called upon to police the quotas.
Export quotas have been used to protect buffer stock arrangements.

If

the price falls to the lower limit, quotas are imposed to prevent large
purchases for the buffer stock.

This relieves problems of financing

large stocks, but it also means that the buffer stock seldom acquires
supplies adequate to defend price ceilings at some later time.
A system of multilateral contracts is based on a negotiated price
range.

Consumer countries agree to purchase particular quantities at

no less than the minimum price, while producer countries guarantee to
supply stipulated quantities at no more than the maximum price.
market mechanism then functions between these price levels.

The

The wider

the price range, the closer the system approaches a free market, while
the more restricted the range, the closer the system approaches export
and .import quotas with guaranteed prices.
A principal flaw in the multilateral contract, aside from problems
of enforcement, arises from the difficulty of anticipating the correct
price range.

If the range is lower or higher than "normal," a trans-

fer of income from one party to the other will result.
sumers pay too much or producers receive too little.

Either conThis difficulty
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in forecasting the required conditions is a problem for the other
schemes as well.

If the price range for a buffer stock is too high,

the stock will be quickly depleted.

Under a quota system, if the

target quantity of the commodity that will be demanded at the target
price is too low, the price will be forced above the target level.
The largely technical problem of forecasting the normal or equilibrium prices or quantities is compounded by an inherent conflict
between producers and consumers, who must agree on negotiated prices
or quantities that anticipate future market developments.

In negoti-

ation to achieve price stability alone, the compromise may approach
the normal price to the extent that it can be accurately forecast.
However, in negotiation to determine a price that will ultimately
result in transfers of income from consumers to producers, the
compromise solution is very difficult to achieve and has several
important political and economic consequences.
Heretofore, such transfers have becn thought of in terns of aid
to develo•g

countries as producers.

Critics question whether aid

from consuming countries to producing countries should be carried out
by international commodity agreements, which are, in effect, financed
by individual consumers of the commodity and not by the body politic.
Questions also arise concerning the long-term success of maintaining
the agreement price above the equilibrium price, whether for aid or
other purposes.

If the higher price is received by producers, they

will respond by expanding production, which results in the building of
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stocks.

These stocks exert downward pressure on the price and an a conse-

quent threat to the agreement itself.

They must be dealt with, some-

times through their destruction--a wasteful solution.

If the govern-

sent of the producer country, through its export policy, captures as a
tax the aid transfer represented by the difference between the agreesent price and the equilibrium price, this revenue can be used for
reallocations of production in the export sector or for general
development.

This raises for the producer country a question similar

to that posed above for consumer countries--i.e., whether a specific
sector of an economy should finance overall economic development.

A

further question is whether an international commodity agreement can
effect this transfer to the desired recipient.
A final question in the context of an agreement price in excess
of the equilibrium price relates to the concern of consumer countries
to maintain access to supplies.

t

If adequate supplies are to be forth-

coning, there must be sufficient stocks on hand and adequate productive
capacity in times of even acute shortage.

An agreement, such as a

supply access agreement designed to guarantee equitable access to
supplies, if it chooses the price mechanism to provide this reserve,
would require an agreement price in excess of the equilibrium price to
encourage the necessary investment and to finance the costs of adequate
stocks.

If there are to be adequate supplies, there would also

necessarily be provisions in the agreement to insure that the agreement price would be passed to the individual producers without
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diversion to finance development of other sectors, so that capacity

could expand.
In summary, the purpose of international commodity agreements is
to solve problem of commodity trade that Van themselves cause waste
and inefficiency; but such agreements are extremely difficult to
negotiate and operate, and their restrictive provisions for stocks,
quotas, and contracts cause various degrees of additional waste and
inefficiency.

The difficulties, generalized above, have been demon-

strated in past agreements.

The effects of these agreements on

producers and consumers and the success or failure of the agreements
are discussed below for five comodities--tin, coffee, cocoa, wheat,
and sugar.
Tin
World tin production has been under some form of international
control for most of the last SO years.

Successive agreements made up

solely of producing nations began in 1921.

The First International

Tin Agreement, including both consumers and producers, came into
effect in July 1956 for a period of S years.

There have been three

subsequent agreements, also of S years' duration.

The current agree-

ment, the Fourth International Tin Agreement, is in effect through
June 1976.
The principal objectives of the agreements have been "to provide
for adjustments between world production and consumption of tin and to
alleviate serious difficulties arising from surplus or shortage of
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tin" and "to prevent excessive fluctuations in the price of tin and
in export earnings from tin." The primary methods of obtaining these.
objectives are buffer stock operations and export controls.
Most major producing and consuming countries have been parties
to the agreements.

The People's Republic of China, the fourth largest

exporter, is the only important producing country not a party to the
agreement.

The United States, the major consumer, has not joined

primarily because of opposition by domestic tin consumers, particularly the tin-plating industry.

In early September 1975 it was

announced by the U.S. representative on the floor of the United
Nations that the United States intends to sip the agreement subject
to congressional consultations and verification.

The Fifth Inter-

national Tin Agreement was drafted in aid-1975 and is scheduled to
become effective on July 1, 1976.
The chief tool of the agreement in defending both the floor and
ceiling prices has been buffer stock operations.

S'.Och operations

have not only contributed to price stability but also resulted in
profits in the normal function of buffer stocks of being purchased
when prices are low and sold when prices are high.

Export controls

have had to be imposed on only four occasions and have been operative
for less than S of the 19 years of the agreements.
The agreements appear to have been extremely successful in maintaining the established floor prices.

Since 1956 the price has fallen

below the floor level only during a short period in September 1958.
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The price decline then was primarily the result of sales by the
U.S.S.R. 9 which at that time was not a member of the agreement.
The agreements have been less successful in maintaining ceiling
prices.

Ceiling prices were exceeded during parts or all of the

years 1961, 1963-66, 1973, and 1974.

Ceiling prices would hav'e been

exceeded for longer periods if increases in the ceiling prices had not
been made.

Control of ceiling prices is more difficult than that of

floor prices.

For the latter, buffer stocks may be purchased and

export quotas tightened.

The agreement, however, has no mechanism to

control ceilirg prices after all buffer stocks are sold and export
quotas suspended, a occurred in the 1970's when stocks were exhausted
and the price exceeded the ceiling.

To improve the effectiveness of

buffer stocks in protecting the ceiling price, the draft of thi fifth
agreement authorizes a doubling of the buffer stock.
The new agreement specifies that during periods of tin shortages
the International Tin Council can recommend that producers give
preference to consuming countries wh~ch are members of the agreement,
unless such action would be inconsistent with other international
agreements on trade.
agreements.

Such a provision has not been a part of previous

This was apparently aimed at the United States, which,

as indicated previously, is not a member oS.the agreement but which
is the world's largest tin consumer.

It was further stipulated that

voluntary contributions of up to 20,000 metric tons could be =ade by
the consuming members and that, if the producing countries were not

II

I

°

satisfied with the level of such contributions, thelagreement could
be renegotiated in 2-1/2 years.
I

Despite the difficulties in defending the ceiling price, the
I

agreements have probably contributed to relative stability in tin
prices--a goal sought by both producers and consumers.

It is reason-

able to assume, however, that in the absence of thi agreements average
prices would have been lower and that from a strict monetary standpoint producers have benefited more as a result of. the agreement than
consumers.
Contributing substantially to the stability Of tin prices and the
viability of the tin agreement have been sales from the large U.S.
strategic stockpile acquired in the early 19SO's.! Sales have been
made primarily when prices were high.

The Unite4 States has agreed

in principle not to sell except under tight supply conditions.
Coffee
The 1962 and 1968 International Coffee Agreements have been
multilateral treaty arrangements between the major coffee-importing
and coffee-exporting countries, including the Upited States.

The

agreements, administered by the International Coffee Council, have
had the primary objective of achieving a reasonable balance between
supply and demand at equitable prices.

The objective was to be

attained principally through a system of variable export quotas which
were automatically adjusted to keep prices within specified price
ranges.

There were no provisions for buffer stocks.
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The United States emphasized two major objectives in its membership in the 1962 and 1968 International Coffee Agreements--(1) guarding the interests of the U.S. consumer through ample coffee supplies
at reasonable prices and (2) promoting the economic development of
coffee-producing countries.
It is difficult to specify what the price of coffee would have
been to the U.S. consumer without the influence of the agreements.
However, it can reasonably be assumed that retail coffee prices would
have been lower during 1963-72 in the absence of the agreements.

A

1969 report by the Comptroller General of the United States projected
that a transfer of income from the United States to producing countries
because of higher coffee prices as a result of the agreement during
1964-67 averaged $314 million a year.

Under the 1962 agreement, no

explicit attention was given to the use to which coffee-producing
countries put their coffee revenues, and therefore there was no assurance that the higher revenues obtained as a result of the agreement would be =d for economic development.

The 1968 agreement did

establish a diversification fund to enable producing countries to
shift coffee resources to other economic activities.
The agreements were basically designed to deal with the large
coffee surpluses and the declining coffee prices of the late 19S0's
and early 1960's.

The agreements achieved a degree of success in

stabilizing the wild price fluctuations associ,-ted with the coffee
"boom or bust" cycle, and, in general, pricesheld within the price

V
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ranges specified in the agreement.

This degree of success was in

effect financed by coffee-consuming countries, chief among which is
the United States, accounting for more than a third of world coffee
imports.

Frosts in Brazil in 1969 and 1971 materially reduced supplies,
and coffee prices began to rise.

In contrast to its success in defend-

ing the floor price, the agreement was not successful in dealing with
price increases and consequently fell apart after producer and consumer disagreement over quota and price adjustments following the
devaluation of the U.S. dollar in 1971.

Another frost in 197S re-

sulted in severe damage to the Brazilian coffee crop, causing coffee
prices to rise sharply.
The current agreement, effective through September 30, 1976, does
not include economic provisions, serving merely as a forum for the
collection and dissemination of coffee statistics and as a basis for
the renegotiation of a new agreement.

A drafting group has prepared

some proposals for a new agreement which would include more flexible
export quota provisions and automatic suspension of quotas when prices
are high.

The matter of provision for buffer stocks is still

consideration.

under

The United States is participating in the preparatory

drafting, and the next negotiating session is scheduled for November
3-21, 1975.
Cocoa
A cocoa conference, convened by the United Nations Conference on

60-64

0-

7$-

2
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Trade and Development# resulted in October 1972 In establishment of the
International Cocoa Agreement.

After ratification by most producing

countries and by countries accounting for about 70 percent of consumption, the agreement became effective for the period of 3 crop years
beginning October 1, 1973.

The principal objective of the agreement is

to prevent excessive fluctuations in the price of cocoa.

The techniques

provided to obtain this objective are export quotas and buffer stocks,
which are to be manipulated to keep prices within a target range.
Because of unanticipated increased world demand and slightly
reduced crops in 1972 and 1973, prices have been above the ceiling
throughout the effective period of the agreement.

Because no buffer

stocks have been available to sell to depress prices, the agreement
has been helpless to date in bringing prices down to the target price
range.

The failure to keep prices within the objective is basically

due to an inability to anticipate these market developments.

More

than $55 million in funds for eventual purchase of buffer stocks has
been accumulated through an export levy, but the agreement may expire
before prices fall to the level that would trigger the purchase of
buffer stocks under the agreement.
The United States participated in the negotiations for the Cocoa
Agreement of 1972, but did not sign it because of reservations that
the objective price range was too high and that the export quota and
buffer stock operations specified in the agreement would not be likely
to achieve the specified price objective.

The United States has
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continued to cooperate with the International Cocoa Organizatiop by
supplying statistics and participating in current negotiations to draw
up a new agreement.

The stated U.S. position in the current negotia-

tions is that "the provisions of any cocoa agreement must be technically feasible, flexible, and nondisruptive to fundamental market
forces and established trade practices.

They should be designed to

deal vith present and future market developments, not the past.

They

should be flexible enough to adapt to changing production and consumption trends, and to encourage, rather than hinder, the expansion
of cocoa production and consumption."
Wheat
International discussions on the possibility of bringing a
greater degree of stability to world wheat prices began in 1930.

How-

ever, the first international commodity agreement covering wheat did
not come into effect until 1949.

This and subsequent agreements in

1953, 1956, 1959, 1962, and 1967 have been "multilateral purchases
and sales" agreements.

The currently effective International Wheat

Agreement, 1971, has no economic provisions and is essentially a
statistics-gathering operation.
All of the agreements from 1949 through the 1967 agreement provided for some or all commercial transactions between members to take
place between specified maxiama and mainimm prices.

The United States

and Canada, together often accounting for two-thirds of world wheat
exports, have been members of all of the agreements, as have most of
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the major importing countries and other major exporting countries,
although some major importing and exporting countries have not joined
particular agreemw ts.
The 1949 agreement was negotiated at a time of high prices and
shortages and had coverage of 60 percent of world trade.

Surpluses

developed in the 1950's. but owing to effective export control by the
major exporting countries, the price remained within the price ranges
specified in the agreements.

This price maintenance resulted in the

refusal of major importers to participate in the agreements of 1953
and 19S6 and coverage of trade fell to 25 percent by 1956.

In 1959

the ceiling price was reduced and important importers rejoined.
The apparent success of the earlier agreements is attributed
more to the pricing, inventory, and export policies of the major exporters, the United States and Canada, which accumulated large stocks
and, in effect, administered export sales through the Commodity Credit
Corporation and the Canadian Wheat Board.
The failure of the 1967 agreement, during which prices remained
below the minimum, was due primarily to the accumulation of burdensome
stocks which the national governments would no longer carry.

The

agreement was powerless to require importing countries to pay minima.
prices or to prevent exporting countries from selling below mininum
prices.
The United States, as the major exporter, also subsidized commercial exports at levels below the agreement's minimum prices as world
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market prices declined.

The failure of the 1967 agreement casts doubt

on the effectiveness of purchase and sales contracts as a mechanism to
maintain prices within specified limits.

Member governments have

generally not been willing to buy and %ellwithin agreed price ranges
unless the natural and usually unpredictable market forces of supply
and demand happen to result in equilibrium prices within that range.
The 1967 and 1971 agreements also provided for a Food Aid Convention (FAC) wherein member ccuntries agreed to contribute as food
aid to developing countries a specified quantity of wheat. coarse
grains or products derived therefrom, suitable for human consumption.
or the case equivalent thereof.

The amounts specified are signifi-

cantly less than the total food aid shipments made by participating
countries, and undoubtedly most of the shipments would have been made
in the absence of the FAC.
Discussions on a new wheat agreement are still in a preliminary
form with most substantive matters still undecided.

Because of ex-

ceptional market forces, prices for wheat have been more volatile in
recent years than at any time during which pricing provisions of an
international wheat agreement have been in effect.

The current

skeleton agreement of 1971, as extended, contains a provision calling
for the International Wheat Council to request a negotiating conference to be convened when it is judged tKit the question of prices and
related rights and obligations are capable of successful negotiation.
Such a conference has not been convened.
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International sugar agreements were negotiated in 1937, 1953,
1958, and 1968.

The agreements have not included that large part of

international sugar trade covered by preference arrangements such as
the U.S. Sugar Act, the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement, and U.S.S.R.
trade with Communist countries.

In view of the large portion of world

sugar products and trade benefiting from protection or preferential
arrangements, the residual free market covered by the agreements has
generally amounted to only about 10 percent of world production.

This

free market tended to be a residual market for surplus sugar which
could not find an outlet in preferential markets and was put up for
distress sale for whatever price could be obtained.

Because sugar

production continued on the basis of the blend price resulting from
sales in both preferential and free markets, free market sugar prices
often remained below costs of production.
All of the sugar agreements attempted to raise the general level
of and to stabilize free market prices for sugar.

While the agree-

ments were prompted primarily by exporting countries, importing
countries, most of which also produced sugar, had an interest in
elevating free market prices so as to simplify maintenance of prices
on their protected domestic production and their preferential sugar
imports.
The 1953, 1958, and 1968 agreements all had objective price
ranges which were to be achieved through automatic changes in export
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quotas as prices fluctuated.

There were no provisions for buffer

stocks, but members mde commitments on maxima and minimum national
stocks.

The 1968 agreement had a provision of particular significance

to consuming countries.

It required member exporters, in tines of

high prices, to offer sugar at ceiling prices to member importers.
The United States was a member of the 1937, 1953, and 1958 agreements.

However, U.S. imports were excluded from the terms, and there-

fore U.S. membership was primarily a gesture of cooperation.

The

United States did not join the 1968 agreement, holding that the terms
were too favorable to Cuba and the U.S.S.R.
The U.S. Sugar Act effectively isolated the U.S. sugar market
from the free market until its expiration on December 31, 1974.
Prices available in the U.S. market were generally well above free
market prices.

Thus, foreign suppliers had a strong incentive to

always fill their quotas in the U.S. market.

For purposes of U.S.

access to supply, the U.S. Sugar Act was a most effective arrangement,
although it was effective at the cost of higher priced sugar.
During part of the time when the international sugar agreements
were in effect, free market prices were within the objective price
range of the agreements.

However, it appears that when this occurred

it was as much a result of normal market forces as of effective supply
management under the agreement.

For long periods during the agree-

ments, free market prices remained below the minimum of the objective
range, but in S years--19S4, 1972, and 1973--prices were well above
the maxima.
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The agreements were generally unsuccessful in achieving their
price objective for several reasons.

Export-quota changes often failed

to affect the market as anticipated--a recurrent problem of failure to
anticipate future developments correctly.

Actions of nonmembers

diluted the effectiveness of controls on members, and members did not
always abide by commitments. Price-stabilizing measures in preferential markets such as the U.S. quota system had a destabilizing effect
upon the free market by either shunting supplies to the free market
or attracting supplies from the free market.
The economic provisions of the 1968 agreement expired at the end
of 1973, but the International Sugar Organization is still functioning
as a statistics.-athering apmey.

Failure to renew or extend the

economic provisions of the 1968 agreement in 1974 was largely due to
the failure of importers and exporters to agree on prices for quota
operations.
In the near future the achievement of any agreement on prices
between importing and exporting countries is doubtful in view of the
extreme sugar price instability in 1974 and 1975.

The International

Sugar Council has scheduled a decision, to be made in November 1975,
as to whether to attempt to renegotiate the agreement or to extend the
current statistical functions.
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Presidential authority to enter into international commodity
agreements
Presidential authority to enter into international commodity
agreements comes in three forms--executive agreements, treaties requiring ratification by a two-thirds majority of the Senate, and
specific legislation delegating authority.

The international commodity

agreements discussed in this report have all been effected by treaty.
The most substantial U.S. legislation affecting international
trade recently enacted is the Trade Act of 1974.

However, nowhere in

the act do the words "international commodity agreement" appear.
Section 102 addresses itself to nontariff barriers and "other
distortions of trade." The President is urged by subsection (a) "to
take all appropriate and feasible steps within his power . . . to

harmonize, reduce, or eliminate such barriers to (and other distortions
of) international trade."

In subsection (b), the President is given

the authority to enter into trade agreements to accomplish that
objective.
When international comodity agreements possess features such as
buffer stocks, export controls, and price floors, they must inevitably
distort trade within the meaning of the act. 1/ The President is
1/ "Nontariff barriers to, and distortion of, trade cover a variety
ot-devices which distort trade, including quotas, variable levies,
border taxes, discriminatory procurement and internal taxation practices, rules of origin requirements, subsidies and other direct and
indirect means that nations use to~discourage imports or artificially
stimulate or restrict exports." Trade Reform Act of 1974: Report of
the Coamittee on Finance, United States Senate, Tojether With Additional Views on H.R. 10710 . . .,1974, p. 74.
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authorized to harmonize, reduce, or eliminate suck distortions of
trade.

In the General Statement of the report on the Trade Act by

the Senate Finance Committee (cited in footnote 1 on p. 21), the
problems arising from the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) and other producer cartels are mentioned.

The report

finds that in light of this trend "it is imperative that the fundsmental inequities in the world trading system be corrected in a spirit
of international cooperation."

This statement suggests that since

producer cartels are likely to continue, they should be brought within a broader international arrangement which includes consumers.

Such

action is within the President's section 102 authority to "harmonize"
distortions.
One means of obtaining such harmonization is through supply
access agreements.

Section 108 states that a principal objective in

section 102 negotiations is to assure "fair and equitable access at
reasonable prices to supplies of articles of comerce which are important to the economic requirements of the United States ..
This objective is extended beyond concern for articles important to
the United States in section 121(a)(7) of the act, as well as in the
Senate Finance Conmittee's report:
0 . . the Committee wishes to emphasize that the
problem of supply access goes well beyond articles
"important" to the United States. Bananas may not
be considered of dire importance to the U.S.
economy; oranges my provide an acceptable substitute. However, the Comittee believes that banana
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cartels are not to be encouraged and that efforts
should be made to bring the members of suck or
other cartels into supply access agreements. Yf
Although the act does not specify what is to be encompassed within supply access agreements. section 108 sets out the purpose of such
arrangements as the assurance of sufficient supplies at fair prices.
Such agreements should attempt to be as free of trade distortions as
possible or should harmonize distortions in the spirit of international cooperation.

One way that this objective may be attained is by

international comodity agreements, wherein producing countries assure
consuming countries of supply access in exchange for assured prices.
However, in the Trade Act of 1974 it is not clear whether international commodity agreements are being endorsed or condemned.

"1 Trade Reform Act of 1974:
op. cit., pp. 81-82.
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This volume consists of appendixes to the United States International Trade Camission's sumary report on international commodity agreements
(Investigation No. 332-75), which is in a separate volume.

Appendix A is

a comprehensive backgromd report dealing with the subject matter in the
summry report.

The reasons for international comodity agreements

(ICA's) are examined in part I of appendix A along with consideration
of their mechmaisms and the theoretical aspects of the regimentation involved in ICA's versus the free market.

The constitutional and legis-

lative authorities and limitations on Presidential negotiation of ICA's

are detailed in part II.

Part II examines the special concerns of con-

suaing and producing countries and the practical problem in operating

an ICA.

In part IV there is an examination in some detail of the U.S.

experience with som major ICA's--those on tin, coffee, cocoa, wheat.

and sugar.

Prospective agreements and related arrangements emanating

from international organizations such as the Food and Agriculture Orgaaization of the United Nations and the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development are detailed in part V, as are other existing or
prospective supply control arrangements of particular interest to the
United States.
Appendix 5 is a reproduction of the Havana Charter--Chapter VI,
Inter-Governmental Commodity Agreements.
used in the report.

Appendix C lists the references

Appendix D is a listing of persons and organizations

(31)

prusmeting testimuy or briefs alasg with a sumry statmen% of their
position.
Appendix E. which consists of the texts of the current iisternation&I comodity agreements on tin, coffee, cocoa, wheat. and sugar, is
separately bound.
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. I. INTERNATIONAL COMDITY AGREEMENTS-CONCEPTS AND MECHANISMS

The objectives of international comodity agreements (hereinafter
ICA's) and the mechanisms employed to achieve these goals have definite
ramifications for the functioning of the current system of international

markets.

This section of the report introduces the concept of an ICA

and the characteristics which distinguish it from other trade arrangements.

The aspects of an ICA which are inconsistent with free trade

and unrestricted world markets are also discussed.
Objectives and Mechanisms of ICA's
Trade arrangements take many forms, e.g.. bilateral or multilateral
trade agreements between countries, exporter groups, cartels, and ICA's.
What distinguishes an ICA from these other arrangements is the presence
of all of the following characteristics:

(1)It is multilateral in

membership; (2) membership includes both producer and consumer countries;
(3) the subject thereof is one commodity or two or more related commodities internationally traded; (4) it has an objective such as the stabilization of prices of such commodity or commodities, the assurance of
adequate supplies, and facilitating economic development; (S) it contains
specific economic provisions (e.g., those for buffer stocks, export and
import controls, or long-term contracts) to achieve the objective; and
(6) it is administered by a central body or council representing the
members.

Although the other trade arrangements noted above have some

of these characteristics, only ICA's encompass all of the provisions.
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For example, a cartel such as OPEC is not an ICA because it lacks consumer country participation; similarly, a bilateral arrangement effected
by an exchange of notes is not an ICA because it is not multilateral.
Internationally traded goods can be broken down into two broad
classes--primary goods or commodities and manufactured goods.

A primary

commodity derives from a natural resource which undergoes only that proc-

A

essing necessary to introduce the resource into the marketplace.

manufactured good takes a primary commodity one or more steps further
in processing, so that the natural resource is transformed and loses
its initial identity.
ICA's have been proposed to achieve price stability for those primary commodities with histories of extreme price fluctuations.

The

relatively large movements in price and quantity of primary commodities
are a result of the economic characteristics of these commodities, their
market behavior in the business cycle, and (for agricultural commodities)
the vagaries of weather.

An upturn in demand and production in indus-

trial countries is normally accompanied by accelerated raw materials
imports, partly caused by acceleration in stockpiling of raw materials.
Since supply of the raw materials cannot be expanded rapidly in the
short run, their prices rise, often substantially.

Similarly, indus-

trial slowdowns lead to more than proportionate decreases in raw
materials imports, partly caused by a running down of stocks, and the
prices of raw materials fall more rapidly than the general level of
prices.

These accelerations and decelerations have a tendency to be

particularly strong in easily storable raw materials.
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ICA's are administered by a central body or council representing
all members.

Generally, exporting and importing members as separate

groups are equally represented with the same number of votes.

Within

each group, votes are usually roughly proportional to volume of trade.
The council may employ a staff to develop and maintain market information.

The organization may attempt to influence price by direct price

fixing, negotiation of long-term contracts, or control of supply or
demand.

Supply control measures include export and import quotas or stock
control through internationally held buffer stocks or national stocks.
An agreement may have provisions for financing the purchase of buffer
stocks by marketing levies or may provide for diversion of excess stocks
to noncompetitive uses or outright destruction.
There may be measures to stimulate consumption through reduction
of trade barriers or through product promotion.

Conversely. the agree-

ment may promote efficient production through discouragement of export
and production subsidies and through awarding larger quotas to efficient
producers.

The agreement may provide special incentives to membership

by providing preference in sales to consumer members when prices are
high and restriction on purchases from nonmembers when prices are low.
ICA's Versus the Free Market
Conceptually, the economic regimentation imposed by ICA's is inconsistent with free trade and unfettered world markets.

ICA's may involve

planning and execution of supply controls as deemed necessary to achieve
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a planned price objective.

Sellers may be restricted in producing and

freely offering their product, and buyers may be restricted in purchasing at the lowest offer.
In the absence of knowledge of longrun equilibrium prices and
freely competitive conditions, the arbitrary prices resulting from ICA
actions may lead to distortions of real costs and to market inefficiencies.
If the price of a commodity was set above its equilibrium price, substitution of other less satisfactory comodities would result.

At prices

above the equilibrium level, to the extent that the demand for the
product is inelastic, consumers suffer a loss of real income, which
amounts in effect to a transfer of income to producers.

However, such

income transfers from consumers to producers are minimized-aif the demand
for the product is elastic.
Arbitrarily determined high prices and artificial division of the
market may interfere with the efficient allocation of investment resources, both as to country and comodity, wastefully encouraging increased capacity in those countries and for those commodities whose
prices are artificially high.

High-cost producers would be effectively

subsidized, while low-cost efficient producers would realize higher
than normal profits.
This concern over the economic inefficiencies of ICA's as compared
with competitive free markets is moderated to some extent by other
factors.

For example, there may be economic advantages to both consumers

and producers if an ICA results in relatively more stable prices, even
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though the average price over time is higher than would obtain in a free
market.

In considering ICA membership, the choice for an efficient pro-

ducing country may be in whether it wants to expand its share of the
market by cutting prices or by accepting an allocated share of the
market at more stable prices.

The similar choice for a consuming country

may be between facing a quasi-monopoly of exporters or joining them in
an ICA in an attempt to insure access to supplies at reasonable prices.
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II. AUHIOHITY OP 11 PRESIDENT TO NEOGTIATE IlNERNTIONAL
(ODOITY AGREWFS
The Presidemss General Authority To Enter Into ICA's
General Presidential authority to enter into international commodity agreements comes in two forms--executive agreements, and treaties
which must be ratified by a two-thirds majority of the Senate.
The executive agreement, it is interesting to note, has never been used
to formalize U.S. participation in an international commodity agreement. I/
The President's treaty-making authos"*.' as spelled out in article II,
section 2 of the Constitution, whica states that the President "shall
have Power, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate to make
Treaties, provided two thirds of the Senators present concur."

The

authority to enter into executive agreements, on the other hand, is not
specifically provided for in the Constitution.

Nevertheless, such agree-

ments are considered constitutional as a part of the President's inherent
powers to represent and shape U.S. foreign affairs.

The President is

also said to have authority to enter into executive agreements when in
his discretion they are necessary to carry out legislation.
Limitations oa Presidential Authority Under International Law
Buffer stocks, quantitative limits on exports and imports, and
quantitative allocations among suppliers are features common to
11 For purposes of this statement, an International comdity agreesent is a trade arrangement possessing the six characteristics set out
in .the previous section.,
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international comodity areements.

These mechaims, however, run

afoul of the GAT. particularly articles I (General Nost-Favored-Natioa

Treatment), 1I (General Elimination of Quantitative Restrictions), and
XIII (Nondiscrininatory Administration of Quantitative Restrictions).
Nevertheless, article XX(h) provides that nothing in the agreement s$all
prevent the adoption of measures-.
undertaken in pursuance of obligations under any

intergovermontal commodity agreement which conforms
to criteria submitted to the Contracting Parties and
not disapproved by them or which is itself so subsitted and not so disapproved.
Although the GAIT uses the term "conmdity agreement." no criteria
for such an arrangement are provided.
by the submitting contracting party.

The criteria are to be provided
Under pwt IV of the GAIT, con-

tracting parties my act through international arrangements to improve
access to world markets for primary products of particular interest to
developing contracting parties.

Is addition to the GATT, existing bilateral commercial agreements
may indirectly impose limitations on international commodity agreements.
The United States is a party to more than 700 bilateral international
agreements involvibg comdities with spproximstpy 77 couptries.

All

of the relevant trade agreements in force treat with agricultural commodities or with cotton, wool, and mamde.f~iber textiles.

Some cover

financing arrangements whereby the government of the exporting country
undertakes to finance the sale of agricultural comodities to selected
representatives of the importing country.

Most of the treaties provide
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for the sale of a particular comodity In a specified quantity over a
given period and at a set price.

Quantitative limitations is a bilateral

treaty sq not parallel suck limitations is an international comodity
agreement.
The first significant international law to be proposed on international commdity agreements was in chapter VI of the Havana Charter. 11
The Economic and Social Council of the United Nations adopted chapter VI
by resolution in 1965. bit the charter was never adopted by nations.
In spite of this, the chapter has acquired sam authority as a code of
behavior to be followed.

Therefore, although not legally binding.

chapter VI _/ of the Havana Charter should be considered in any discussios of international comodity agrgemests.
Specific Authorities
In addition to the President's general authorities--treaty and
executive agreement--Congress has enacted specific legislation with
respect to certain aspects of international commodity agreements.

The

broadest specific authority granted the President is within the Agricultural Act of 1956, as amended, particularly section 204 (7 U.S.C. 1854).
The authority reads as follows:
Il The Havana Chaer was the proposed agreement to replace the temipoiary GATT of 1947 and become the permanent international code of
principles designed to guide vorld trade away from restrictive and discriminatory trade practices.

2/ See a. B.
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The President nay, whenever he determines such action
appropriate, negotiate with representatives of foreign
governments in an effort to obtain agreements limiting
the export from such countries and the importatioe into
the United States of any agricultural comodity or product manufactured therefrom or textiles or textile products, and the President is authorized to issue regulations governing the entry or vithdrawal from warehouse
of any such commdity, product, textiles, or textile
products to carry out any such agreement. In addition,
if a multilateral agreement has been or shall be concluded
under the authority of this section amon countries accounting for a significant part of world trade in the articles
with respect to which the agreement was concluded, the
President may also issue, in order to carry out such an
agreement, regulations governing the entry or withdrawal
from warehouse of the same articles which are the products of countries not parties to the agreement. Nothing
herein shall affect the authority provided under section
624 of this title.
This provision provided the authority for Executive Order 11052 of
September 28, 1962, a delegation of authority by the President to the
Secretary of State to undertake negotiations for trade agreements on
cotton textiles and cotton textile products.

The provision was also

applied in the issuance of Executive Order 11539 of June 30, 1970, a
delegation of authority by the President to the Secretary of State to
negotiate bilateral agreements limiting exports of certain mats to.
the United States.

IL

Section 624(f) of title 7 of the United States Code, commonly know as section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as
amended, states that-No trade agreement or other international agreement heretofore or hereafter entered into by the
United States shall be applied in a manner inconsistent with the requirements of this section.
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Section 624 is designed to protect Goverment programs from imports and
requires the President, after certain preliminaries are met, to impose
fees up to SO percent ad valor.. or quantitative limitations on agricultural commodities which..
reader or tend to render ineffective, or materially
interfere with, any program or operation undertaken
under this chapter or the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as amended, or section 612c of this
title, or any loan, purchase, or other program or operation undertaken by the Department of Agriculture, or
amy agency operating under its direction, with respect
to any agricultural commodity or product thereof, or
to reduce substantially the amount of any product
processed in the United States from any agricultural
commdity or product thereof with respect to which any
such program or operation is being undertaken. ...
The requirement for Presidential action under this provision may,
by virtue of section 624(f). result in inconsistencies with international
comodity agreements the President negotiates with respect to agricultural comeodities.

The degree of congressional intent to maintain the

efficacy of this provision is illustrated by a continuation of section 624
in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.

Section 257(h) of that at states:

Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to
affect in any way the provisions of section 22 of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, or to apply to any import
restriction heretofore or hereafter imposed under such
section.
Congress has also chosen to enact legislation in the international
conodity agreements area affecting specific commodities and agreements.
19 U.S.C. 1356 treats with the 1968 International Coffee Agreement. 1/

e

The agreement continues in effect, but is devoid of its operative
c
provisions.
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&ubsction (f), which follows, sets out Presillential pawer and duties:
On afd after the entry into forcA of the laternational Coffee Agreement, 1968 ;ad for such period
prior to October 1. 1973, as the aprement remains in
effect, the President is authorized, in order to carry
out and enforce the provisions of that agreement-(1) to regulate the entry of coffee for com-

sLption, or withdrawal of coffee from warehouse

*

for conswqtion, or any other form of entry or
withdrawal of coffee such as for transprtation
or exportation, including (A) the limitation of
entry, or withdrawal from warehouse, of coffee
imported from countries which are not members of
the Intenational Coff*e Organization, (B) the
prohibition of entry of any shipment from any
mmber of the International Coffee Organization
of coffee which is not accompanied by a valid
certificate of origin or a valid certificate of
reexport, issued by a qualified agency in such
form as required under the agreement, and (C) the
imposition of special fees or such other measures
as he leems appropriate to offset discriminatory
treatment by other governments in favor of the
export or reexport of processed coffee;
(2) to require that every export or reexport
of coffee fru the United States shall be accompanied by a valid certificate of origin or a
valid certificate of reexport, issued by a qualified agency of the United States designated by
him, in such form as required under the agreement;

(3) to require the keeping of such records, sta-

tistics, and other information, and the rendering
of such reports, relating to the iqportation, distribution, prices, and consmption of coffee as
he ma from time to time prescribe; and
(4) to take such other action, and issue and
enforce such rules and regulations, as he may
consider necessary or appropriate in order to
implement the obligations of the United States
under the agreement.
Subsection (h) of section 1356 provides for the delegation of Presidential powers and duties and for certain Presidential action if there
is an unwarranted increase In the price of coffee.

Although this
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legislation remains on the books, by its ow tons it has not been

effective since October 1. 1975. Sftac this section has not bee
mended since 1972, it must be assumed that Congress did not intend to
exted Presidential authority beyond 1973.
7 U.S.C. 1641 sets out specific Presidential responsibilities with
respect to the International Wheat Agreement of 1949.
The Prs dent is authorized, acting through the
Comodity Credit Corporation, to make available or
cause to be undo available, notwithstanding the provisions of any other law, such quantities of wheat
and wbeat-flour uad at such prices as are necessary
to exercise the rights, obtain the benefits, mad
fulfill the obligations of the United States under
the Intemational Meat Agreement of 1949 signed by
Australia, Canada, France, the United States, Uruguay,
and certain wheat importing countries, along with the
agreements signed by the United States and certain
other countries revising and renewing such agreement
of 1949 for periods through July 31, 196S (hereinafter
collectively called the "International Wheat Agree-

mt").
Section 1642(a) of title 7 provides additional Presidential authority
for the implementation of the agreement.
The President is further authorized to take such other
action, including prohibiting or restricting the
importation or exportation of wheat or wheat-fliour
and to issue such rules or regulations which shall
have the force and effect of law, as my be necessary
in his judgpent in the implementation of the International Wbeat Agreement.
In 1967 the 1949 agreement was replaced by the International Grains
Arrangement

1967, whic,

Wheat Agreement, 1971.

in tufn, was replaced by the Inteo

tionI
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Presidential Authority Undar the Trade Act of 1974
The most substantial domestic legislation affecting international
trade recently mected is the Trade Act of 1974. Homwewr, nowhere in the
act do the words "intornatimal comdity greem t' qepear. Section 102
addresses itself to nontariff barriers and otherr distortions of trade."
The President is urged by subsection (a) "to take all appropriate and
feasible steps within his power . . . to barmomizeg reduce, or eliminate

such barriers to (and other distortions of) international trade."

In

subsection (b) a the President is given the authority to enter into trade

agreements to accomplish that objective.
Oum ICA's possess features such as buffer stocks, export controls,
and price floors, they must inevitably distort trade within the meaning
of the act.

Yf

The President is authorized to harmonize, reduce, or

eliminate such distortions of trade.

In the General Statement of the

report on the Trade Act by the Senate Finace Comittee (cited in footnote 1),o the problems arising from the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries and other producer cartels are mentioned.

The report finds

that in light of this trend "it is imperative that the fImdastal
inequities in the world trading system he corrected in a spirit of
11 '74ontariff barriers to, and distortions of, trade cover a variety
o-devices which distort trade, including quotas, variable levies, bor-

der taes., discriminatory procurement and internal taxation practices,
rules of origin requirements, subsidies and other direct and indirect
means that nations use to discourage imports or artificially stimulate

or restrict exports." Trade Reform Act of 1974: hport of the Committee on Finance, United States Senate, Toletber With Additional Views

on HR. 10710

.

."...1974, p. 74.
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Interatiomal cooperation."

This statement suggests that since producer

cartels are likely to continues, they should be brought within a broader
international arraneent which includes consumers.

Such action is

within the Presidentos section 102 authority to "bamyonize" distortions.
One mens of obtaining such harmonization is through supply access
agreements.

Section 108 states that a principal objective in section 102

negotiations is to assure "fair and equitable access at reasonable prices
to supplies of articles of commrce which are important to the economic
requirements of the United Stat.

....

*

This objective is extended

beyond concern solely for the United States in section 121(a)(7) of the
act, as well as in the Senate Finance Ciosittee's report:
. . . the Comittee wishes to eqmpasize that the problem
of supply access goes well beyond articles "important"
to the United States. Bananas mey not be considered
of dire importance to the U.S. economy; oranges may
provide an acceptable substitute. Homwver, the Committee believes that banana cartels are not to be encouraged and that efforts should be made to bring the
members of such or other cartels into supply access
greoments. 1/

Although the act does not specify what is to be encompassed within
supply access agreemets, section 108 sets out the purpose of such
arrng

ets as the assunc of sufficient supplies at fair prices.

Such agreements should attempt to be as free of trade distortions as
possible or should.
cooperation.

O

ansize distortions in the spirit of international

way that this objective may be attained is by inter-

national commodity agreements, wherein producing countries assure
11 Trade Refom Act of 1974:
op. ct .9 pp. 51-M.

Report of the Comaittee on Finance . ..

-cosuminwg tries

of supply access in exchange

However, in the Trade Act of 1974 it is not cleaw

for 8ssuard prices.
wtbw international

comodity agremmts we being endorsed or cosdeind.
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RU
PARTICIPANTS IN JIN•IUITIONAL CMSOI
AND PR ICAL P1O)SW IN TH•EJ OPERATION

Historically, attempts to institute international comodity agreements have occurred under conditions of excess supply and depressed
prices, largely at the initiation of producer countries which want to
raise prices.

Participation by consumer countries has resulted pri-

marily from - interest in stabilizing prices at a level they consider
reasonable.

The difficulties in achieving a compromise on price and

workable supply control mechanisms in the face of the conflict of interests of producer and consumer countries constitute the complex combination of factors addressed in this part of the report.
Consuming Countries
For natural reasons, the production of any particular primary conmodity tends to occur in relatively few countries.

In contrast, most

countries consume that product, including the producers, e.g.. Brazilians
drink lots of coffee and Aericans eat a great deal of wheat products.
Consumers cannot be equated with developed countries any more than the
producers can be taken to mean the developing countries.
experience with OPEC is a revealing example.

The recent

Developing countries,

along with developed ones, have very strong consumer interests indeed.
The basic interests of consumers in the conduct of international trade
in commodities include (1) access to supplies, (2) reasonable prices,
and (3) stable prices.
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Access to supplies
The threat to the achievement of the first of these goals. access
to supplies, may reflect either a political, economic, natural, or pro-

ductive constraint.

Thus. a group of producing countries may decide to

withhold available supplies of a commodity to a particular consuming
country or to all consumrs in order to enforce political demands, as
the Arab oil-producing nations did in the aftermath of the 1975 ArabIsraeli war.

Countries may use export taxes, licensing, dual exchange

rates, or other devices to discourage exports of primary

products and

thereby promote domestic processing or prevent foreign buyers from bidding up prices, e.g., U.S. controls on exports of wheat to the U.S.S.R.
Access to supplies may be limited because of genuine natural scar.
city, i.e., the supply of a raw material my be completely depleted or
agricultural production may face a technological limit.

Short-run vari-

ations in production because of natural scarcity occur mostly in agricultural products, generally as a result of natural disasters or the vagaries
of the weather.

Such supply interruptions are usually only temporary but

can be disruptive to ongoing production and consumption patterns.

With

regard to food supplies, the threat of starvation is real and particularly tragic.
Another threat to supply availability is a shortage of productive
capacity, i.e., although there is no natural scarcity of a commdity,
there is a scarcity of capital investment to expand or even maintain
production.

Thus, the continued growth in world income and consequent
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incsing demand for primary comodities require the maintenance of
adequate productive capacity of specific commodities.
Amon

other measures to assure access to supplies, consuming coun-

tries have in sow instances sought this guarantee through participation
in commodity agreements.

Some ICA's have given preference in sales to

members or encouraged investment for adequate productive capacity.
Reasonable prices
A second basic interest of consumers in comodity trade is in
obtaining their requirements at reasonable prices.
imprecise.

This concept is

Almost invariably the consumers' concept of a reasonable

price range is at a lower level than that of the producers.

It is, of

course, in the consumers' interest to provide the necessary incentive
for producers to maintain or expand production, utilizing the most
efficient technology and resources, but not in the consumers' interest
to pay monopoly or cartel profits.
"

The notion of a reasonable price may not be consistent with the

economically efficient price discussed earlier.

It may include a premium

to assure access to supplies in periods of shortage, either through
buffer stock sales or excess capacity.

In an ICA, a negotiated price

target or range generally is agreed to by consumers as their part in a
bargain with producers to guarantee access to supplies.
Price stability
,

The third aspect of consumer interest in commodity trade is the

maintenance of stable prices. i.e., prices that do not fluctuate

&ST
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erratically and excessively.

Instability can be generated by demand

factors such as swings in the business cycle and speculative purchases
or by supply factors such as natural shortages alternating with abundance.
At tines the erratic and unpredictable entry of the Socialist countries
into the market has upset price stability.

Price instability can con-

tribute to inflationary pressures as well as balance-of-payments disruptions as imports become cyclically expensive or some price increases
prove irreversible.

In the developing countries, development plans may

be upset owing to increased cost of necessary imports.

The investment

process may be disturbed, posing a long-term threat to the availability
of an adequate supply of the commodity.
When the prices of a primary product are unstable, processing and
marketing markups in all consuming countries are probably higher for
the manufactured goods than when the primary product prices are stable.
Larger inventories and long-term contracts prove necessary.

Long-range

market planning and promotion by processors are facilitated by stable
and predictable prices for primary products.
Producing Countries
As with consumers, producers of primary comodities cannot be
identified by their level of development.

Developing countries, instru-

mental in the current push for ICA's, are not the major source of primary products.

In 1973, developed countries supplied one-half of world

exports of all primary commodities; developing countries supplied twofifths to one-third.

The remainder were supplied by Socialist countries.
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Although developed countries are the principal producers and exporters of primary commodities, their economic base is usually sufficiently broad and their total exports sufficiently diversified to be
relatively well insulated from adverse movements in revenues from exports of primary commodities.

Adverse developments in these revenues

can have a serious effect on developing economies, both in the present

and in the continuing implementation of their development plans.

The

economies of many small developing countries rely to a great extent on
a single comodity for their export earnings.

Estimates have been made

that for half of the developing countries as few as three primary commodities represent over 50 percent of their total merchandise exports.
Developing countries
The issue of economic development has had a fitful evolution in
the past two decades, culminating in increased support of international
commdity agreements by developing countries as a means of obtaining redistribution of wealth.

Efforts to coordinate several different policy

alternatives have not been entirely successful.

Efforts to obtain

assistance from developed countries began in the 1950's and resulted in
the goal put forth at the Delhi session of UNCTAD in 1968 that the
industrial countries devote 1 percent of their gross national product
to the aid of developing countries through public and private transfers.
On the average the transfer of resources to developing countries through
this scheme has fallen short of the I-percent goal.
A second method designed to increase the transfer of resources
from developed to developing countries was advanced within the context
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of international monetary reform.

Its purpose was to achieve a transfer

of resources through tying aid to the issuance of special drawing rights
(SDR) by the International Monetary Fund.

This approach is still under

consideration but there is a reluctance to incorporate development aid
with international monetary reform.

Also, the widespread adoption of

floating exchange rates has reduced the need for new reserves through
SDt allocations.
A third approach to assist the economic position of developing
countries has been to increase the flow of export earnings to developing countries through a generalized system of preferences (6SP).

The

United States is scheduled to join other developed countries in providing GSP on January 1, 1976.
A principal reason cited in favor of needing ICA's to improve prices
for developing countries is the long-term deterioration of the terms of
trade between their traditional exports and their imports from developed
countries.

Most simply, the "terms of trade" is the ratio of export

prices to import prices.

A long-term deterioration implies that, on a

price basis, exports can purchase fewer imports.
The issue of deterioration in the terms of trade is subject to
some disagreement and debate between developed and developing countries
over concepts and measurement.

Changes in export and import prices

must be viewed in conjunction with changes in quantities traded and in
productivity.

For example, an increase in the quantity of exports may

more than offset a decrease in a country's export prices, so that the
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terus may decrease, but the total import purchasing power of the country's exports may be unchanged or higher.

Thus, a consideration of the

terms of trade based on prices without consideration of additional
factors may be misleading.
Another issue in this area is the renewed interest in the concept
of price indexation owing to the increased rate of worldwide inflation
since 1969.

Under this concept, the actual market price of a primary

comodity exported by a country or countries would be tied to the market
prices of products imported by that country or countries.

As generally

proposed, an index of the prices of goods imported by a country would
determine the price of the product exported.

In this manner, primary

coammdity prices would be maintained at par with manufacturcd goods--a
concept not unlike some domestic agricultural programs, but much more
rigid in operation as currently proposed. I/

Objections to this scheme

are that (1)owing to the fact that most raw material production takes
place in the industrial countries, indexation would benefit those least
in need of assistance and would have an adverse effect on developing
countries which are net importers of raw materials, particularly foodstuffs, (2) such a scheme would cause misallocation of resources, distortion of investment patterns, and introduce increased rigidity in the
world economy, and (3) the complex technical problems involved in the
implementation of such a scheme.
I/ See pt. Vj the section on UNCTAD, for more discussion of indexatLon.

There is general dissatisfaction among developing countries with
the various forms of assistance offered in the past few decades, and
the issue of deterioration of their terms of trade has convinced this
group of producers that not only do they need additional support, but
they are falling farther behind.

The current push for ICA's as one of

the few remaining alternatives is a direct result of these conditions.
and this campaign has received considerable fuel from the success of

OPEC. 1/
Developed countries
Developed countries are the principal producers of primary commodities, as noted in the introduction to this section.

It is difficult

to generalize on their position, but it can safely be said that their
enthusiasm for ICA's is not as high as that of developing countries.
Producers in those countries are generally reluctant to submit to the
inflexibility of ICA's, with the opinion that they can probably do better
in a free market.

In many ICA's, the allocation of export quotas is

politically influenced, and producers in developed countries prefer the
freedom to expand their markets and market shares as they see fit or
find economically possible.
In many developed countries producers of agricultural products
would rather depend on the services of a domestic agricultural program
than on the uncertainty of a multilateral organization.

Sometimes, how-

ever, a domestic program has not been enough, and the developed countries
I/ See pt. V. t

section on OPEC.
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have turned to ICA's, as did Canada and the United States for wheat.
Finally, it should be noted that ICA's are negotiated between governsents, and it is their reading of the problems described in preceding
paragraphs that determine their positions as member producers in any ICA.
Practical Problems in Operating an ICA
Some supply control programs, when used in a single country for
a particular standardized primary commodity, have been fairly successful in achieving their price objectives.

In contrast, under an ICA the

practical problems of supply control are compounded manyfold.

Instead

of one government there are many governments with varying degrees of
dedication to abiding by the terms of an agreement.

While one govern-

ment may decide on a price objective, it is often difficult for several
producing and consuming countries to agree on a price objective for a
commodity.

Furthermore, there are usually nonmembers who make no com-

mitments and who pose a threat to an agreement's successful operation.
Changes in monetary systems and fluctuating exchange rates make it difficult to achieve a common price objective, sometimes to the detriment of
individual countries.
In attempting to set a price goal. ICA's often lack the specific
market knowledge that is needed to establish supply controls that will
achieve that goal.

For many commodities adequate information is not

available on price elasticities of supply and demand to enable an ICA
council to initiate appropriate supply control actions to counter unanticipated changes in supply.

The market price for a commodity often

varies significantly from expectations.
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A further complicating factor for some lCA's is the lack of bowgeneity of products, e.g.. grains or coffee, that have many grades,
types, and qualities.

Markets seldom recognize rigid price differ-

entials anong different grades; thus, attempted supply control in teras
of fixed differentials can generate pressure om prices by traders bidding
in response to market conditions, making such differentials difficult to
maintain.
In practice, there has been little prolonged experience of an ICA
attaining price objectives by engaging in market allocation and buffer
stock control.. There remain many unresolved technical questions relating
to reallocatiOn of quota deficits, adjudication of requests for supplemental quotas, and buying, selling, storage, financing, and rotation of
buffer stocks.
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IV. HISTORY OF SELECTED ICA'S
The history of commodity agreements extends over a considerable
period of time and encompasses a number of products.

A comprehensive

discussion of the variety of agreements. the particular market circumstances, and the effects on participating countries and important nonembers would require a voluminous report.

This section of the report

presents case histories of ICA's on five major comeditios--tin, coffee.
cocoa, wheat, and sugar.

Appendix E includes copies of the following

agreements:
The
The
The
The
The

Fifth International Tin Agreement
1968 International Coffee Agreement
International Cocoa Agreement of 1972
International Wbeat Agreement, 1971
International Sugar Agreement of 1968

At various times producers and consumers of these commodities have
been organized in agreements, although for some of the products considerable periods of time have elapsed without agreements in force.
Although the Waited States has been only tangentially involved in two
of the five agreements, the discussion attempts to examine the experience of the United States with each of the five agreements.
The International Tin Agreements
The international tin agreements in effect since 1956 have been
multilateral treaties between the governments of tin-producing and

6•#-88 0 - 75 - 5

tin-cossuaing nations.

Administered by the International Tin Council,

the agreements haev provided for supply control through export quotas
and buffer stocks.

Although the United States has not been a signa-

tory to any of the past agreements, it is expected to participate in
the next agreement, which is to become effective in 1976. 1f
World tin production has been under some form of international
control for most of the last SO years and is, in many ways, adaptive
1/ For a track of congressional interest in these international
omodity agreements, the following library references are provided:
International Tin Agreements
U.S. Congressy House Committee on Foreign Affairs
. Investigation of the extent to which the U.S. is dependent
upon foreign nations for its supply of tin. . . . Report.
Pursuant to H. Res. 717. . . . Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.
193S. (74th Cong., 1st Sess.. House Rapt. 748)
U.S. Congressa, Hus Committee on Foreign Affairs
Tin investigation.
on Foreign Affairs. .

.

Report of the Subcommittee of the House Committee
. on House Resolution 404, 73d Congress, 2d

Session, and House Resolution 71, 74th Congress, 1st Session, to authorize an investigation into the extent to which the U.S. is dependent upon
foreign nations for its supply of tin and for other purposes ...
1934-35. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1935.
U.S. Congss. House Committee on Military Affairs
Provide for protection and preservation of domestic sources
. . Report. [to accompany H.R. 47S41 . . . . Washington,
U.S. Govt. Printing Off. 1935. (74th Cong., Ist Session, House Report
of tin

.

.

2S7).

U.S. Congress, House Committee on Military Affairs
Supplies for the armed forces in time of an emergency. Hearings.
75th Cong., Ist Session on H.R. 1608, acquiring certain commodities essential to the manufacture of supplies for the armed forces in
*

.

.
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to such control.

Production is geographically centered in a few coun-

tries, primarily in Southeast Asia.

In 1974 Malaysia, Thailand, and

Indonesia accounted for so•e 62 percent of total free-world production.
Bolivia, Nigeria, Zaire, and Brazil account for much of the remainder.
Brazil, with soe 2 percent of total free-world production in 1974,
and the People's Republic of China are the only major world producers
that are not

members of the current International Tin Agreement.

The

People's Republic of China has significant tin reserves and is kiowa
to be a major world producer and exporter of tin.
Consumption, on the other hand, is centered in the industrialized
nations of Western Europe, Japan. and the United States.

In 1974 the

United States accounted for some 27 percent of total world consumption

timeof emergency, May 16, 25. 26, June 1.1937. Washington. U.S.
Govt. Printing Off., 1932.
U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Armed Forces
Governmental control of tin production in the United States. Hear. . 80th Cong., 2d Session . . . . May 24,
and 26, 1948. Washington, U.S. Govt. Printing Off., 1948.
ings before a subcomittee .

Preparedness Subcomittee of the Committee on Armed Services, U.S.
Senate, Investigation of the Preparedness Program, 6th Rept., tin: 82d
Cong., 1st Sess., 19S1, and U.S. Senate, Supplemental Report on tin; 82d
Cong., 2d sess., 1952.
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of primary metal.

Secondary tin recovery is an important source of

supply and in 1974 accounted for more than 20 percent of total U.S.
consumption.

The United States is the only major world tin consumer

not a member of the agreement.
It is generally recognized that supply and demand for tin are not
readily responsive to price changes.

Because relatively small amounts

of tin are required in most tin-containing products, consumption does
not readily increase in response to price declines.

Similarly, as a

result of the dependence by the major producing countries upon revenues
obtained from tin and the investments made in production facilities,
production tends to be maintained when prices decline.

Owing primarily

to these factors, it was generally believed that tin-mining countries
had an inherent tendency to overproduce.
Tin is generally sold to industrial buyers, and tin production is
dependent upon a single use (tinplating) for much of its viability.

In

1974 this use accounted for slightly less than 50 percent of total primary consumption in the United States. Moreover, tin is more expensive
than mny other metals, such as aluminum or lead, and substitution of
these products--for example, the substitution of aluminum for tin in
foil and canning--have affected tin consumption.

After World War II the

hot-dipping process for tinplating was replaced by electro-deposition,
which meant that significantly less tin per unit was required to plate

shoot steel.

This process change has been one of the mest significant

factors affecting tin consumption.
Circumstances leading up to the International Tin Agreemnt of 1956
The resurgence of world tin consumption and rising prices which
occurred immediately following World War I were short-lived, and by
1921 consumption had substantially declined.

The producing countries

were unable to adjust readily to the changing economic conditions, and
tin stocks substantially increased.

In early 1921 the Federated Malay

States (now Malaysia) and the Netherlands East Indies (nov Indonesia),
which together accounted for about half of total world tin production,
established the Dandoeng Pool.

The Bandoeng Pool was the first inter-

governmental arrangement to be established in the tin industry.

Its

purpose was to keep excess supplies of tin off the market until the
price recovered.

Liquidation of the pool, which amounted to 19,000

long tons, or about 15 percent of world production, was accomplished
in 1923 and 1924 at a substantial profit, and the principle of concerted action to control the tin market was firmly established.
The remainder of the 1920's was a period of increasing production,
consumption, and prices, which changed the character of the industry and
made it more conducive to the future imposition of controls.

The rising

price trend attracted substantial amounts of capital, primarily from
outside sources.

Tin production became increasingly mechanized.
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Production costs declined, and the proportion of fixed overhead costs
increased.

This change in the cost structure lessened the responsive-

ness of supply to price durin; a declining market, I...* producers were
more inclined to maintain output in order to reduce fixed costs per uMit
when prices declined.
By 1928, however, stocks began to increase, and prices began to
decline.

In mid-1929 some 300 directors of tin-producing companies that

accounted for about 60 percent of total world production met and established the Tin Producers Association.
tion voluntarily.

The members agreed to limit produc-

The restrictions did not extend to nonmdhers, such

as Chinese miners in Malaya and relatively low-cost producers in the
Netherlands East Indies.

By the end of 1930 it was generally recog-

nized that such an arrangement was not workable and that effective inplementation of restrictions would require intergovernmental action.
By 1930 the major tin-producing countries were being severely
affected by the loss in revenue resulting from declining production
and were sympathetic to such a control mechanism.

As a result the Inter-

national Tin Control Scheme of 1931, administered by the International
Tin Comittee. was established by the Goveruments of the Federated
Malay States, Nigeria, Bolivia, and the Netherla8ds East Indaes.

The

first agreement was in effect from 1931 to 1933; the second agreement;
from 1934 to 1936; the third agreement, from 1937 to 1941; and the
fourth agreement, from 1942 to 1946.

The principle of the agreements

was to regulate production through a quota system enforced by governmental action.

By the end of 1931, some 9S percent of total world tin

production was controlled.
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The first agreement did not provide for a buffer stock, although
the privately financed International Tin Pool was in existence from 1931
to 1933 and acted with the knowledge and approval of the Committee.

In

June 1934 a buffer stock (consisting of slightly more than 8,000 long
tons) finance by the producer countries, scheduled to operate until
December 31, 1935, was made a part of the second agreement.

The inclu-

.ftoo of the buffer stock expanded the authority of the Comittee at a
time of high prices and insufficient supply.
stock came from several quarters.

Criticism of the buffer

The chairman of the Tin Producers

Association resigned, the Malayan Chamnber of Mines voiced strong objections, and, in the United States, a subcomittee of the House Committee
on Foreign Affairs inquired into the possibility of reducing U.S. dependence on foreign tin supplies.

As a result of these criticisms the

Committee invited consumer representatives to form an advisory panel
to attend its meetings, but with no voting rights.

By -he end of 193S

the buffer stock had been liquidated with apparently little effect on
the market.
The control measures. i.e.. export restrictions, adopted by the
Coanittee appear to have been successful, for by early 1937 the price
had reached its highest level since 1927.

By yearend. however, the

price had declined as industrial consumers began liquidating stocks,
and a new buffer stock, financed by the producers, was placed in effect
in 1938.

The buffer stock (initially authorized at 10,000 long tons

and later at IS,000 lons tons) was to last the life of the agreement
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and was to be bought and sold within specified price limits.

Objections

to the buffer stock were again evident, primarily from the Malayan Chainher of Nines and the United States.

With the beginning of World War It

in September 1939s the stock was quickly liquidated.

As a result of the wartime situation, the controls administered by
the International Tin Committee cosed to be effective, although it continued to operate until 1946.

In that year the International Tin Confer-

once was convened, and it was attended by Belgium, Bolivia, t•.e United
Kingdom, Franceo the Netherlands, Siam (now Thailand). China, and the
United States.

The United States indicated its cownitment to the expanm-

sion of free trade and to the elimination of restraints to trade, such
as international arrangements which restricted markets or fixed prices.
It did recognize. however, that surplus tin supplies could arise and
recoensnded that a study group be established to make recomendations.
among other functions, regarding tin to participating countries.

The

study group was established in 1946 and operated until the First International Tin Agroement--administerod by the International Tin Council-hecame operative in July 1956.
The international tin agreements since 1956
The first agreement was operative from July 1, 19S6 9to June 30,
1961; the second agreement, from July I, 1961, to June 30, 1966; and
the third agrement•t

from July 1, 1966, to June 30, 1971.

The fourth

agreement became effective on July 1, 1971. and will remain in effect
through Juno 30, 1976.
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The first aemient went into effect with & mobrship of 6 producisg countries, which accounted for soew 90 percent of total freo-world
production, and 10 consuaing countries, which accounted for sow 40 percent of total free-world conssmption.

The fourth agreement has 7 produc-

lng members, which account for about 95 percent of total froe-world
production. and 22 conosming members, which account for about 70 percent
of total freeo-world consumptiom.
Producing and consming members are represented in the administering
body and are each provided with a total of 1,000 votes, distributed among
the individual members according to their percentage of total production
or consuaption by all the members. Of the 7 producing members, 4 (Malaysia, Bolivia, Indonesia, and Thailand) account for 870 of the total producing countries' votes; of the 22 consuming members, 3 (Japan, the
Federal Republic of Germmny, and the United Kingdom) account for 462 of
the total consuming coumtris' votes.
Operations
The two basic objectives of the agreements (10 objectives are listed
in article I of the fourth agreement) are "to provide for adjustments between world production and consumption of tin and to alleviate serious
difficulties arising from surplus or shortage of tin" and "to prevent
excessive fluctuations in the price of tin and in export earnings from tin."
The primary methods of obtaining the objectives of the agrements are
export controls and the buffer stock.

In fixing permissible export ton-

nages, the International Tin Council attempts to maintain the price between
the established floor and ceiling prices.

The periods of export controls

during the agrements were from December IS, 1957, to September 30, 1960;
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from September 19, 1l65, to December 31, 1960; from January 19, 1973, to
September 30, 1973; and from April 18, 1975. to Septenber 30, 1975.
armt

The

provides for pematies, which range from additional contributions

to the buffer stock to forfeiture of a portion of a country's share of the
buffer stock. against countries which exceed the permissible export amount.
The principle of sovereign government liability for exceeding the export
mout was established in 1960, when Thailand mae" a voluntary cash contribution to the buffer stock after exceeding its quota Jn 1959.
A swrym of buffer stock operations is provided in table 1. In gemeral buffer stock sales *orrespond to periods of tight supply, while purchases correspond to supply surpluses.
In each of the agreements, the buffer stock has been financed by compulsory contributions, either in cash or metal as determined by the International Tin Counciý from the producing countries. Voluntary contributions
were also authorized for consumers, and in 1971-72 such contributions were
made by the Netherlands and France.

A buffer stock of the equivalent of

25.000 metric tons was authorized in the first agreement; this was reduced
to 20,000 metric tons in the subsequent agreements.

Although no provision

was made in the first agreement for the Council to borrow funds for buffer
stock operations, such funds were obtained from banking sources in 1958,
after the buffer stock manager had depleted his resources, and the price
retained close to the established floor.
visions were made for such borrowing.

In subsequent agreements, pro-

In 1969 the International Monetary

Fund agreed that members of the agreement could use their drawing rights
on the Fund to pay for buffer stock contributions if they were experiencing
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balance-of-payments difficulties.

During the course of the fourth agree-

meat, several members used this means to satisfy their obligations.
U.S. relationship
The United States has not been a signatory to the agreements
primarily because of opposition by tin consumers, such as the tinplating industry.

The position of the consuming interests,

as expressed

by the American Iron and Steel Institute, is that "the Agreement as implemeated by the International Tin Council operated virtually exclusively
in the interest of tin producing countries."

A contributing factor nay

also include the influence which could be exercised by the International
Tin Council over the strategic stockpile.
With the start of the Korean conflict in 1950, the United States
began buying substantial quantities of tin for its strategic stockpile.
As a result, in large part, of these purchases, the price substantially
increased.

In March 1951 the Preparedness Investigating Subcomnittee

of the Committee on Armed Forces recoamended that tin purchases be
centralized in a single Government department and that stockpile purchases be suspended until the price decreased to a reasonable level.
Further purchases for the stockpile were suspended, and the private
importation of tin metal for resale was prohibited.

In January 1952 the

United States and the United Lingdom entered into a mutual assistance
agreement whereby the United States agreed to purchase tin at a price
which was substantially below that of early 1951.

Further. in March 1952
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purchase contracts were concluded with Indonesia and the 5elgian Congo.
In July 1952 a supplemental report by the Preparedness Subconittee
criticized tin producers.
In Aupgst 19S2 private importation for resale was asain permitted.
Purchases for the stockpile were discontinued in 195S after the acqui-

sition of some 350.000 long tons of tin, which was equivalent to sowe
2 years of world production or 6 years of U.S. annual consumption.
The second agreement came into effect in July 1961 at a time of
increasing tin consumption and a tin shortage.

The export controls

which characterized the period of the first agreement were apparently
maintained too long, and producers were unable to adjust readily to the
changing economic conditions.

The United States became increasingly con-

cerned about the shortage, and discussions were begun with the International Tin Council regarding stockpile disposals.

At the beginning of

these discussions in 1962 the United States affirmed that disposals
would be regulated in accordance with market conditions but did not
agree to the Internativnal Tin Council's proposal that a cutoff price
be established below which sales would not occur.

The shortage estimated

by the Council,, however, was less than that anticipated by the United
States, and, in July-December 1962, stockpile releases coincided with
buffer stock purchases.
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By the end of 1966. however, the economic situation had changed.
Consuqption began to decline and prices weakened.

In October 1966 the

United States agreed in principle to moderate its tin sales program if
that program was inconsistent with operations authorized under the agreemeat.

On July 1. 1968, commercial sales were suspended and not resumed

until the supplies became tight in 1973.
During the 1962-6 period, commercial sales from the stockpile
totaled some 79,000 long tons; additional sales of more than 43.000
long tons occurred from 1973 to June 1975.

Un 1967, 1968, and early

1975. stockpile disposals had apin coincided with buffer stock purchases.

Disposals during these years. however, were at lower levels

than in preceding years.

The stockpile inventory at the end of 1974

totaled more than 207,000 long tons.
The agreements appear to have been extremely successful in maintaining the established floor prices.

Since 1956 the price has fallen

below the floor level only during a short period in September 1956.
This price decline was primarily the result of sales by the U.S.S.R.,
which at that time was not a member of -he agreement.

The agreements

have been less successful, however, in maintaining the ceiling prices.
Periods during which the price exceeded the established ceiling prices
were from about Nay 1961 to December 1961, November 1963 to July 1966,
¥•

and November 1973 to October 1974.

These periods would undoubtedly
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have been extended if increases in the ceiling prices had not been
authorized by the Council (see table 2).
Suffer stock sales which closely corresponded to the latter periods
do not appear to have been successful in holding the price.

This lack

of apparent success can be attributed primarily to the size of the buffer stock's being inadequate for effective control.

Authorization has

been grated in the draft of the fifth agreement for doubling the buffer
stock through voluntary contributions by consuming members.
Maintenance of the established floor price has undoubtedly kept
marginal mines, generally gravel pump mines, in production.

These pro-

ducers are a significant factor in production, accounting for close to
50 percent of total Malaysian output.

In the absence of the floor price.

much of this production would probably be lost.! However, increased
production from more efficient operations would offset at least part
of the loss.
The only serious challenge to the agreement from tin produced by
nonmember countries began in 1957, whon the U.S.S.R. began selling substantial quantities of tin it had previously obtained from the People's
Republic of China.

By the end of 1958 the consuming members agreed not

to import tin from countries that were not members of the agreement,
thereby eliminating the market for U.S.S.R. tin.
WO

In 1971 the U.S.S.R.

became a member of the agreement, after it was unable to obtain Chinese
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Table 2,-Price ras
Period$

to the international tin sareoments, July is 1956-Jan. 31 197S
: Floor :
: price :

Sector
Niddlo

Lower

Upper

:Ceiling
price

Pounds sterling (per- long ton)
July
Ma.
Jan.
Dec.
Nov.
July
Nov.
Jan.

1,
22,
12,
4,
12,
6,
22.
16,

1956-Mar.
1957-Jan.
1%2-D0C.
1963-Nov.
1964-July
1966-Nov.
1967-Jam.
1960-Jam.

22. 1957--:
12, 1962--:
4, 1963--:
12, 1964--:
6. 1966--:
22, 1967--:
16. 1968--:
2, 1970--:

640
730
790
50
1,000
1,100
1,283
1.280

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

: 720. M0 :
00- 80 :
: 7W0- 530 : 930- sn :
: 850- 910 : 910- 965 :
: 900. 950 : 950-1.000 :
: 1.050-1.150 : 1.150-1,200 :
:1.200-1.300 : 1.300-1,400 :
: 1.400-1,S16 : 1.$16-1,633 :
: 1.400-1.51S : I.S!S-1.630 :
sterling (per metric ton)

8I
an
96S
1.000
1,200
1,400
1.633
1,630

Jam. 2. 1970-Oct. 21, 1970--: 1.260 : 1.260-1.380 : 1.3I0.1.490 : 1.490-1.605 :
Oct. 21. 1970-July 4. 1972--: 1,S50 : 1,350-1,460 : 1,460W1,$40 : 1.S40-11650 :
:
Malaysian dollars (per picul) Y/

1.605
1650

July 4. 1972-Sept. 21, 1973--:.
Sept. 21. 1973-May 30, 1974-ay 30, 1974-Jam. 31, 1975--4
Jam. 31, 197S------------- :

S83
635
I5S
0

:
:
:
:

640. 720
730. 780
790 850
&50- 900
1,000-1,050
1,100-1,200
1,Z1-1,400
1,2W0-1.400
Poumds

583-635
635S-675
8s0.940
900-980

:
:
:
:

63.- 668
67S- 720
940-1.010
960-1,040

: 668. 718 :
718
: 720. 760 :
760
: 1.010-1.OSO : 1.050
: 1,040-1.100 : 1,100

Y I Malaysian piculol33.33 pounds.
Source: Inteirnational Tie Cmil, Monthly Statistical Bulletin, No. 7, vol. X1X,
July 1975, p. 5t.
Mote.--Tbe current floor and ceiling prices are equivalent to about $2.92 per pound
and $3.57 per pmod, respectively. based upon etchange rates in effect in June 1975
(S1 US-2.310$ Oblaysian dollars or 0.45S pound sterling). In early August the price
of tin en the Now York miruht was S3.38 per pomnd.
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tin supplies.

In 1974 the People's Republic of China was the fourth

largest world exporter of tin (shipping 8,918 long tons, 37 percent of
which was importod by the United States).

Although little is known of

Chinese intentions or the capability of the Chinese tin industry, substantial continuing exports by a nonmember primarily to a nonmember
could have deleterious effects on the viability of the agreement.
woch of the effectiveness of the agreement depends upon the ability
of the Intonational Tin Council to judge existing and prospective market conditions.

Export controls imposed from 1957 to 1960 appear to

have boen mintained too long and hence to have contributed to the tin
shortage which subsequently followed.

More recently, the Council

apparently misjudged the shortage which began in mid-1973 and continued

export controls through September.

In addition, despite the imposi-

tion of export controls, buffer stock sales occurred t

h

the

year. Complicating the supply situation at that time. however, was
the possibility of General Services Administration (GSA) stockpile
releases.

These sales have relieved two periods of tight tin supply

and have thereby probably contributed to continued viability of the
agreemt.

Current status of the agent
____

The Fifth Intornational Tin Agreomnt was drafted in midyear
1975 and is to become effective on July Is 1976, for a period of S
years.

Buffer stock financing was one of the most important areas

04i55 0-015

*-6
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of consideration during discussions relating to the new agreement.

The

producer nations demumded that the size of the buffer stock be doubled
(from 20.000 metric tons) and that it be financed by compulsory contributions from both producer and consumer nations.

Apparently as a result

of the world recession and tin oversupply, such a concession by the consnming members was not forthcoming.

An additional factor which may

have contributed to the lack of agreement was the suspension of the
buffer stock manager and his deputy. No reason for the suspension was
given by the Council.

It was stipulated, however, that voluntary con-

tributions of up to 20,000 metric tons could be made by the consung
members and that if the producing countries were not satisfied with the
level of such contributions the agreement could be renegotiated in 2-1/2
years.

It was further specified that contributions would be made at the

floor price prevailing at the time of the contribution instead of at the
floor price prevailing when the agreement went into effect, as was true
in the previous agreements.
The nmw agreement further specifies that during periods of tin
shortages the International Tin Council can recommend that producers
give preference to consuming countries that are members of the agreement,
unless such action would be inconsistent with other international agreements on trade.
ments.

Such a provision has not boen a part of previous agree-

It was apparently aimed at the United States, which, as indicated
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previously, is not a member of the agreement but which is the world's
largest tin consumer.
In early September 197S the U.S. delegate to the United Nations
stated in a speech delivered to the U.N. General Assembly on behalf of
the U.S. Secretary of State that President Ford had authorized hin to
announce that the United States intends to sip the tin agreement subject to congressional consultation and ratification.

The International Coffee Agreements
Recent international coffee agreements have been multilateral
treaty aMnemnts between the major coffee importing and exporting
*wo

countries, including the United States.

Y/

The agreements, administered

I For i tM of congressional interest in these international cosoty reamts, the following library references are provided:
later-American Coffee Agreement. Legislation implemntin the Agreement
(the Act of April 11. 1941, St Stat. 133).
U.S. CoMrss Senate, Comittee on Forein Relations ....
The InterAmerican Goff" Agreement . . . .
ert to accowaley Executive A,

77th Cong.4 1st SOS$. [Washingtonj 1941.

Inter-American Coffee Agreement. Protocol between the United States of
AWericE and other American Republics modifying and extending for one
year from Oct. 1, 1946, the Agreement of Nov. 28, 1940 . . . . proclaimed by the President of the United States April 1. 1947. (U.S.
Dept. of State Publicatiom 2852. Treaties and other international
acts series, 160S.)
Iater-American Coffee Ageement. Protocol between the United States of
Amrca and other American Republics modifying and extending for one
year from Oct. 1t 1947, the Agreement of November n, 1940, as modified and mndoed . . . . proclaimed by the President of the Unlited
States June 9. 1948. (U.S. Dept. of State, Publication 3247.
Treaties and other international acts series, 1768.)
U.S. President, 1945
Protocol extending

runan)
Inter-American Coffee Agreement. Message from
the President of the United States . . . Jausary 21, 1948. ([U.S.)
80th Cong., 2d Sess. Seanato Executive A.)

International Coffee Agreement. 1962
S. 701 (H. Res, 364) --International Coffee Agreement, 1962, obligaRept. 53. Passed Senate Feb. 2, 196S. Reported Apr11 109 1965';•
Rap't"...
252. Union Calendar. Passed House, amended, May 12, 1965. Senate
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by the laternatiomal Coffee Council, have had the primary objective of
achieving a reasonable balance between supply and demand at equitable
prices.

TiU objective was to be attained principally through a system

agrees to House

May 13, 1965.
Mmmdbts

Approved May 22. 1965.

Public Low 89.23.
U.S. C

ass, Senate Comittee on ForeimHearing
Relations
beiror

International Coffee Agrement, 196Z.

the Comittoo as

Foreign Relations, United States Senate. n8th Cong.. 1st Seas.. on
Executive It. 87th Cong.. 2d Seas., March 12, 1963.
U.S. Cetems , Senate Comttes on Finance

Coffee berng before the Commttei
'sauce, United States Senate,
68th Cow. . 2d Seas. on u.R. 8664. February 25. 26. and 27, 1964.
U.S. Conressp Senate Committee on Finance
Coffee Agreement, hearings before the CImttee on Finance, United
Statt Senate, 89th Cong., 1st Seas., om S. 701, Jamnary 27, 1965.
U.S. ones=
House of Iteresentatives Committee on Ways and Means
, 1965Anual report on the Internatonal Coffee Agreement, Ist, U.S. President--submitted to the Congress of the United States,
January 14, 1966-, Washington.
International Coffee Agreemt. 1968

Legislation i. ple-nti g thAgreeamnt was signed into law (P.L.

90-234) om October 24, 1968. The legislation has been twice extended
to July 1, 1971 (P.L. 91-694), and to September 30, 1973 (P.L. 92-262).
U.S. Ccutress. Senate Committee on ForeiLn Relations -- International
Coffe Aroo.ent. 1968. Hearings, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., on Executive
D, June 4 -,ud 12, 1968.
U.S. Cofsss..Rs Committee on Ways and. Means
International C'offee Agreement, Hearings, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., on
U.S. C..ss
Senae
.
C:•ittee on Financeo
I rn ,onal Cof, Agreement. Report to accompany n.R. 8293, 92d
Cmi.. 2d Seas., Senate Report No. 92-65S. Sound with U. tept.
92242 and P.L. 92-262.
U.S. Conamssa Senate Commttee on Finance

The International
M
Coffee Agreement: its impact on coffee prices; its
ability to deal with unforeseen supply and demand conditions; alleged
(Continued)
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of variable export quotas which wero automatically adjusted in response

to changes in specified price ranges.

The current agreement,

however,

does not include economic provisions and presently serves as a form for

the collection and dissemination of coffee statistics and as a basis for
the renegotiation of a aw agremt- .

(Continia)
discr"Anatiom spinst U.S. ships in the carriago of coffee; and the
soluble coffee controversy. Report by the Comptroller General of the
United States, 95d Cong., 1st SOeS., July, 1973.
U.S. General Accounting Office

Foreign aid provided through the operation of the United States Sugar
Act and the International Coffee Agreement; report to the Congress by
the Coaptroller General of the United States. B. 167416. Oct. 23,
1969.

H.R. 17324 (H. Rea. 1181) --Renegotiation Amenasts Act of 1968. Reported from Ways and Neans, Way 20, 1968. Rapt. 1398. Union Calendar.
Reported in Senate, July 11, 1968; Finance; Rpt. 136S. R•pt. 1385,
pt. It,filed July 26, 1968. Conference report filed Oct. 3; 1968;
Rapt. 1951. Approved Oct. 24, 1968. Public Law 90-634.
H.R 16299 -- International Coffee Agreement Act of 1968. Reported from
Ways and Means, July 11, 1968; Rapt. 1704. Union Calendar ....
Union 667.
H. Res. 129S (i.R. 19567) -- International Coffee Agreement Act, consideration of. Reported from Rules, Dec. 8, 1970; Rapt. 91-162! House
Calendar. Passed House, Dec. 18, 1970.
H.R. 19567 (ii. Res. 1295) -- International Coffee Agreement Act, continue.
Reported from Ways and Meass, Dec. 1, 1970; Rapt. 91-1641, Union
Calendar. Passed House, Dec. 18, 1970. Reported in Senate, Dec. 30,
1970; Finance; Rapt. 91-1534. Passed Senate, Dec. 31, 1970. A4proved, Jan. 12, 1971. Public Law 91-694.
H.R. 8293 (H. Res. 46S) -- Tariff, International Coffee Agreement Act of
1968, continue. Reported from Ways and Means, June 2, 1971; Rapt.
92-242, Union Calendar. Passed House, Nov. 5, 1971. Reported in
Senate War. 9, 1972.--Finane; Rapt. 92-685. Passed Senate Mar. 13, 1972.
'Approved Mar. 24, 1972. Public Law 92-262.
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Circumstances which led to the formulation of the aLreements, their
structure, and their
rations
The coffee market was characterized by persistent overproduction.

and depressed prices from the aid-1920's to the early 1940's.
%

Although

several international conferences were held to discuss measures intended
to be of benefit to the coffee trade, no definitive agreements were
reached until the outbreak of World War II, when the Inter-Americam Coffee
Agr

t was signed.

This agreement, which was signed in 1940 by the

United States and 14 Latin American coffeeproducing nations, was
intended to solidify U.S. relations with Latin America during Wald
War II and deal with the particular wartime problem created for Latin
Americam producers by the closing of European markets, rather than to
solve basic coffee problems.

The agreement functioned through annual

import quotas for the U.S. market, both for members and no members, and
export quotas for members to other markets.

No provisions for price

controls were contained in the agreement.
The quota arrangements of the agreement were terminated in 1945
(at the end of World War II), and the agreement expired in 1948. with
the Inter-American Coffee Board reporting that the oversupply problem
was under control.
After World We II the demand for coffee increased, and by the late
1950's world coffee production was again such larger thar demand. and
prices were declining sharply. '.In August 1961 U.S. Secretary of the Treasury DOuglas Dillon formally declared that the United States w's "prepared
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to join a workable coffee agreement, to wse its good offices to urge
the participation of other consuing countries, and to help in the
enforcement of export quotas through the use of import controls," and
'the United States would propose that a new agreement be drafted to
achieve these ends."
Thereafter, negotiations mved swiftly as an Intermatonal Coffee
Conference was held in July and August of 1962 under the sponsorship
of the United Nations.

At the Conference. the International Coffee

Agreement, 1962, was successfully negotiated and adopted.

Membership

in the agreement consisted of 54 countries (32 coffee-exporting and
22 coffee-iuporting countries),

accounting for about 95 percent of world

coffee imports and exports.
The agreement functioned through the International Coffee Organization (ICD) which was governed by the International Coffee Council (ICC).
The Council was composed of aWrepresentative of each member country with
exporting and importing members (as a group) having an equal number of
votes.

The nmber of votes each country was delegated was related to

its share of total coffee trade (see table 3).

The stated objec.

ties of the agreement were as follows:
(1) To achieve a reasonable balance between supply
and demand on a basis which will assure adequate supplies of coffee to consumers and markets for coffee to
producers at equitable prices and which will bring about
long-term equilibrium between production and consumption;
(2) To alleviate the serious hardship caused by burdensome surpluses and excessive fluctuations in the prices
of coffee which are harmful both to producers and to consumers;
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(3) To contribute to the deve0oJmet of produtive

resources and to the promotion and maintnnce of employmnt and income ia the umber countries, thereby helpinR

to bring about fair wages, higher living standards, and
bettor working conditions;

(4) To assist in increasing the purchasing power of
coffee-exporting countries by keeping prices at equitable
levels and by increasing conssption;
(5) To encourage the coasumption of coffee by every
possible means; and,
(6) In general, in recogntion of the relationship
of the tredt in coffee to the economic stability of markets for industrial products, to further international

cooperation in connection with world coffee problems.

These objectives were to be attained principally through a system of
variable export quotas.

Each exporting maber country was assigned a

basic quota which was negotiated prior to ratification of the agreement.
The annual quotas were established for each year (beginning October 1) by

a distributed two-thirds majority vote (i.e., a two-thirds majority vote
of the importers and exporters voting separately).

The annual quotas

were based on an estimate of total world coffee imports and probable

exports from nuIonber countries.

Each country's annual quota was.

determined by applying its share of the basic quota to the annual quota.
The annual quotas were broken down into quarterly quotas which were to
be, as nearly as possible, 25 percent of the annual export quotas.
Exqprting uvmer countries were required to affix certificates of
origin to coffee exports to amber countries.

Importing mmber coun-

tries were to refuse any shipments from exporting countries not accompanied by valid certificates.
The annual quota limited exports from mmber countries to
"traditional markets." Excluded were exports to "new markets" consisting
of 29 countries with low coffeWconsuption.

p

-

-.

i
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One of the chief problems encountered with the quota control system
was the provision permitting unlimited sales to "new markets .

Coffee

transshipments through nonmember countries did not require certification of origin.
to "new markets"

Consequently, substantial amounts of coffee shipped
Were subsequntly transshipped to the hither priced

markets of member countries.
In order to remedy the transshipment problem, the ICC adopted additional control measures In 1966 and 1967.
from nmem

Imports of coffee by members

ers were limited to the average annual iqports of 1960-62.

Member country transshipment* of coffee through nonmber countries had
to be accoqmanied by a certificate of origin and were valid only if they
had an attached ICC-issued stamp corresponding to the ammont of coffee

shipped.
The mechanism for quota adjustment was modified after 196S to allow
quota adjustments with respect to the demand for coffee of a particular
Before that time, the annual quota was adjusted to changing

type.

prices on an ad hoc basis.

After 1965 the annual quota was adjusted

whenever an indicator price fell below or rose above a predetermined
level.

The indicator price was an average for the three major types

of coffee.

Later the ICC adopted a system for adjusting annual and

quarterly quotas in relation to the movement of prices for each of four
different types of coffee in accordance with its own indicator price.
The agreement's policy on coffee stocks was undefined.

Although

Brazil and Colombia traditionally performed the unction of stockpiling,
there was no precise obligation on the part of any country to hold stocks.
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The International Coffee Agreement. 1962, expired on September 30,
1968# and was replaced by a similar S-year agremest--the International
Coffee Agreement. 1968, signed by 53 memb mgoverments (34 exporting and
19 importing), effective October 1, 196S.
The objectives and basic mechanisms of the 1968 agreement remained
unaltered from those of the 1962 agreemmet, altbhou

major changes vere made

with respect to a diversification fund and individual members' production goals.

The diversification fund was established to enable exporting

countries, heavily dependent on the production of coffee, to shift resources to other economic activities.

All

members with an export entitle-

mnt of 100,000 bags or amre were required to contribute 60 cents per bag
of coffee exported to quota markets.
participate on a voluntary basis.

Importing members were allowed to

At the close of coffee year 1971-1972,

the diversification fund had approved 2S projects in 21 countries.
The 1968 agreement required each member exporting country to submit
periodic estimates of the production it would require to satisfy home and
After these estimates were

export demand and maintain adequate stocks.

received and accepted by the ICC, the exporting countries were required
to attempt to limit their crops to the accepted levels.

The ICC would

keep individual production goals under constant review and could revise them
to the extent necessary to insure that individual mmber goals were con__

sistent with estimated world requirements.

Individual exporting countries

were held responsible for production control.

A noncomplying country was

subject to loss of any subsequent increase in export entitlements and
possible suspension of voting rights.
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The International Coffee Agreement, 1968, was scheduled to complete
its fifth and finsl year of operation om September 30, 1973, but in
August an September 1972, producer and consumer countries were unable
•'•

to reach agreement on a working arrangement.

Consquetly, there was

o agreement on specifics for the remainder of the 1972-73 coffee year.
At the ICC meeting in August and September 1972, an interim solution was agreed on without a Council vote. The iterin solution provided
for a short-term marketing

rorngeet without pricing provisions; it

established a theoretical annual export quota.

A fl. st-quarter export

quota was established, and it was provided that the Council should meet
prior to December 10, 1972, to discuss arrangements for the remainder
of the 1972-73 coffee year. and, unless the Council at that tine confirmed the provisions of the woerall quota or took alternative action,
all provisions of the interim arrangement would cease to have effect.
The usual difficulties of the negotiations regarding quota size
and pricing provisions were increased in 1972 because of producer
insistence that prices be raised to reflect the lower value of the U.S.
dollar relative to other currencies as well as Brazil's desire to have
a relatively smail quota (because of small Brazilian crops which resulted from freezes, thus reducing Brazil's available export supplies).
In addition, a group of producer countries (21 countries that accounted.
for about 80 percent of the world's coffee supplies) known as the
Geneva group had agreo to withhold coffee from the market to increase
prices.

Their actions, if not in direct violation of the terms of the

International Coffee Apsoementg were certainly in violation of the spirit
of the agreement.
At the November-DOecmber 1972 meetings of the International Coffee
.

Coamcil, producer and consumOr countries oere still unable to remch
agreement on the quotas and prices for the adjustmnt of the quotas for
the last three quarters of the 1972-73 coffee year, and tLe interim
arrangement ceased to have effect.
In April 1973 the ICC approved a 2-yeer extension of the International Coffee Agreement for the period September 30, 1973, to Sep.
tember 39, 1975. The objeqtlyes of the extended agreement were stated
as follows:
(1) To preserve and prmomte the understading between
producers and consumers necessary for the conclusion of
a new International Coffee Agreement and to aypid the
consequences prejudicial to both which would result from
the termination of international cooperation;
(2) To preserve

the International Coffee Organization--

(a) as a forum for the negotiation of a new agreement
(b) as a competent and effective center for the
collection and dissemination of statistical information
on the international trade in coffee, in particular on

prices, exports, imports, stocks, distribution and consumption of coffee and on production and production
trends.
The extended agreement contained no provision for export-invort
controls, quota arrangements, or price stabilization mechanisms.

The

infrastructure that remained was essentially a shell which served as a
form for the collection and dissemination of coffee statistics sad as
a basis for the renegotiation of a new agreemet.
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U.S. relationship and effect of the International Coffee A8reemt on
the Inited States
U.S. participation in both the 1962 and 1966 areemets has been
by treaty.
%%woo

Congress passed enabling legislation for both agreements.

authorizing the President to perform certain functions in relation to
the control of imports.
Septwber 30, 1973.

The legislation, twice extended, expired on

The International coffee Agreemen•t, 1968, as

extended, now continues without operative economic provisions and, hence.
does not require implementing legislation by the United States.

The

International Coffee Council has adopted a resolution extending the
current agreemnt for I yeer to September 30, 1976, and ratification by:

the U.S. Congress is pending.
The United States emphasize& tuo major objectives in its mombership in the 1962 and 1968 International Coffee Agreements: (1) guarding
the interests of the U.S. consumer through ample coffee supplies at
reasonable prices and (2) the economic development of coffee-producing
countries.

President Nixon stressed these points in the 1971 report to

the Congress on the International Coffee Agreement: ,
It is accordingly appropriate that we join in a
collective effort which serves to protect the American
consure from the extremely high prices which prevail
in times of a coffee shortage. Moreover, we have an
equal interest in stabilizing the export earnings of
coffee producing countries whose economic development
program we have supported and most of which are isportant customers for American export products.
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It is Impossible to say what the average price of coffee would have
been to the U.S. consur without the influence of the a

treemns.
How-

eve:, it is generally assumed that retail coffee prices would ae bees
/

lower during 1963-72 in the absence of the

ogremts.
This assuption

is based am the following:
(1) There were large annual coffee surpluses ca.n

current with rising price trends during 1963-72, while
in the period inediately before agreement regulation
there wer significant surpluses but declining prices;
(2) Substantially lower coffee prices existed in
countries, such as Japan. which wer not subject to
agreement quota regulations; and
(3) any nmeder producing countries shipped less
than their quota, thus limiting the effectiveness of
the quota mechanism in controlling price rises.
Under the agreement regulations, productng countries were not
required to export the full amount of their quotas.

Consquetly, sos

countries such as Brazil, which followed price maintenance policies, shipped
less than their quotas.

hen prices rose 22 recent In 1969-70, adjust-

ment regulations Increased the world quota by 6 million bags, but shipmants amounted to 2.5

illiUa baSp under the quota.

Brazil received

37 percent of the total 1969-70 quota increases; however,, it shipped
only 2S percent of its increased quota.•
A 1969 report by the Comptroller Generl of the United States
projected the total foreipg

aid mede available through the Intecoational.
-4-
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Coffee Agreement and the U.S. share of the aid during 1964-67.

The basic

methodology used for the projection was to estimate what the price of
coffee, the world quantity of coffee exports, and the quantity of exports
to the United States would have been in the absence of the agreemnt' by
assuming that the characteristics of the world coffee market before the
1962 agreement would have prevailed for the duration of the agreement.
The result showed that U.S. coffee aid during 1964-67 averaged $314
million a year, which was about 8 percent of official aid disbusemets
durinS the same period.
Nost form of U.S. economic development 4•4, nre inte..d for--,
specific development projects or general development objectives.

Under

the 1962 agreement, no explicit attention was given to the use to which
coffee-producing countries put their coffee foreign aid. The 1968
agreement did establish a diversification fund, which was to enable
prýducing countries to shift coffee resources to other economic activities, This fund insured that at least some portion of the coffee aid
received through the 1968 agreement would be used for development
puwposes.
Generally speaking, during 1963-72 the agreements achieved a degree
of, success in stabilizing the wild price fluctuations associated with
the coffee "boom or bust" cycle, as can be seen in figure 1. This
stabilization or codity trade assistance was in effect financed
.

. through higher prices fnr the U.S. coffee consumer.
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Current

status of the International Coffee Aement

The 10 Exocutive Board held meetings thogbhut 1973-7S for the
purpose oi negotiating a new coffee agremnt.

o September 1974 the

ICC adopted a resolution extending the existing International Coffee
Agroement, 1968. as extended for 1 year to September 30, 1976.

The

extended agreement was designated the International Coffee Agreement,
19686 as extended by protocol.

The additional year is intended to

provide the time to negotiate a mew agreement and carry out the constitutional procedures for approval, ratification, or acceptance.

The nost recent session of the ICC began in London oa June 24,
1975% and continued through July 13, 1975.

Officials of the U.S. Depart-

ment of State have indicated that although the special ICC Working Group,
set up to negotiate a now international coffee agreement, was not able
to submit the text of a new pact for negotiation at this session, it had
accomplished enough to permit the ICC to reach positive conclusions on
the frework of a new agreement.
The essential elements on which the Contact Group agreed was that
annual and quarterly quotas be distributed among exporting members in
fixed and variable parts.

The fixed part should be distributed pro rats

to the basic quota of each exporter, and the variable part should be
based on the volume of verified stocks held by each exporter.

The

Council should be epowered to establish arrangements (a) for indicator
prices for different types of.coffee, (b)to effect pro rata adjustments
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in response to moments of a composite indicator price, and (c) to
provide for selective upward adjustments in response to movements of the
indicator prices for the different types of coffee.
In order to prevent excessive price rises, the Contact Group agreed
that quotas should be suspended automatically (1) in any year for which
the Council has adopted a price range, whenever prices reach 20 percent
above the maximum of that range, or (2), if the Council has not adopted

a price range, whenever prices reach 30 percent above the average price
registered in the first 3 Monthe of the previous 6 calendar mouths.

The

report recomended that shortfalls of quota entitlements should be redistributed among exporters of the sam type of coffee.
international guarantee stock was left pending.

The question of an

The agreement was to be

either S or 6 years in duration.
A detailed draft text of the Contact Group's woemeudation is to
be prepared by a special drafting group and ICA Executive Director
Alexandre Beltrao and will be submitted to the ICC at the session scheduled for November 3-21, 1975.
A few days after the completion of the July 1975 session of the
ICC, a widespread frost seriously damaged the 1976-77 Brazil ian coffee
crop, causing uncertainty as to future supplies and causing prices to
rise substantially.

At this time it is uncertain how the frost damage

will affect the next round of international coffee agreement negotiations.

Preliminary indications by major producing and consuming counr-
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tries ae that negotiatioms will costimue.

A further complicating factor

for the negotiations is the current political unrest in Anla&and
Ethiopia.
Tho International Cocoa Agreement
AC

Confa
e

e convened by the United Nations Conferenceo6

Trade and Dvelopment (UCFAD)q resulted in October 1972 in establish.
msat of the International Cocoa Agreement.

Upon ratification by Juno

30, 19735 by most producing countries and by countries accounting for
about 70 percent of consuption, the agreement became effective for the
3 crop years beginning October 1, 1973.
the agreemnt.

Tho United States did not ratify

The agreement is between glove me-ts that mako comait-

meats on supply control involving export quotas and buffer stocks.
council representing all member

A

moveruents administers the agreement.

Circumstances leading to the formulation of the agrement
Cocoa and chocolate food products are consumed t

the world

and particularly in temperate zon countries with relatively high per
capital incomS.

The United States alone accounts for about one-fourth

of total consumption.

Production, however, is limited to tropical

ar=s*and five countries--G(ana, Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Cameroom, and
grazil-often produce more than threefourths of the total output.
Internmtionsl trade is primarily in cocoa beans, with four-fifths of
the crop being exported from producing countries in raw form. Wast

processing has been done in the temperate zone co

sucmingountries, but
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to an increasing extent processing of the beams is now taking place in
tropical producing countries with shipment of semiprocessed products&particularly cocos powder and cocoa butter.

Sow producing countries

have used systems of export duties sd subsidies to encourage develop.
meat of this processing industry.

Final processing into consumer pods

such as chocolate confectionery, baked pods, and beverage bases still
occurs alsot entirely !a consuming countries.
Cocoa beea

prices have a history of being among the least stable

prices of all primary conodities.

In the period 196S-74, average

annual prices varied from one year to the next by about 30 percent;
annual production varied by less than 10 percent, and annual grindings,
as a measure of consumption, varied by less than 4 percent.
While the price elasticity of demand appears moderately inelastic,
the price elasticity of supply is probably even nor inelastic.

Cocoa

beam products are not a necessity, but consumers evidently do not react
strongly to moderate price changes in cocoa beans.

This is due in part

to the fact that there are no adequate substitute cocoa flavors and that
final consumer product prices are moderated by prices for other ingredients such as sugar, flour, and milk. There is also a significant and
relatively stable cost component of value added by manufacture which
further moderates changes in consumer product prices despite wide
fluctuations in cocoa bean prices.
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The smell respoms in year-to-year production to changes in price
my be attributed to the fact that cocoa beans are a tree crop with
usually s.re than 5 years between planting and harvesting.

A further

factor preventing a supply response to price change has been the market-

ing organization in some countries which has failed to pass increased
market prices on to the grower.

Year-to-year changes in production stem

largely from natural causes such as weather mad plant diseases.
For many years cocoa-producing countries made efforts to stabilize
and improve prices through quasi-governnt marketing boards engaging
in supply control for the cocoa beans of the particular country.
boards achieved only temporary successes.

These

There was so overall supply

control, and some countries continued to sell or even subsidize exports
while others wre withholding supplies frm the market.

To strengthen

their position by pooling crop information and timing sales, six major
producers (Ghana, Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Brazil, Cameroon, and Top) set
up the Cocoa Producers Alliance in July 1962.

This Alliance is still

active as a producers' form with enlarged membership.
In 1956 the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
had set up a Cocoa Study Group for consumrs along with producers to
develop statistical information and jointly explore possibilities for
an international agreement to stabilize prices.
row

The United States

opposed efforts toward stabilization that might result in generally
higher price levels.

The activities of the Cocoa Study Group were
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taken over by the NCKTAD in 1965, and a higher price level as an aid to
developing countries was clearly stressed as an objective.

With rising

prices from 1965 to 196%, there was not strong pressure from producing
countries to conclude an agreemnt.
break in 1970 and 1971, an

However, following & big price

International Cocoa Agreement was adopted in

October 1972.
Structure of the cocoa aemt

and administrative arr

ements

The agreement was originally intended to stabilize cocoa bean
prices within a range of 23 to 32 U.S. cents per pound.
market prices well above the mini.m,

In view of

the objective range was changed

beginning October 1974 to 29.5 to 38.3 cents per pound.

The agreement

provides for decreasing export quotas and buying buffer or reserve
stocks as prices fall toward the minimum level and for enlarging quotas
and selling buffer stocks when prices rise near the top end of the
range.
Membership of the agreement includes about SO countries representing producers of about 90 percent of the world output and consumers
of 70 percent of the supply.

All major producing countries are members.

Important, but still minor, producing countries which are not members
include Equatorial Guinea, Ecuador, the Dominican Republic, Mexico,
and Malaysia.

The United States and Poland are the only noummeber

saisuing countries that buy significant quantities of cocoa beans.
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T"e aireemmut is ministered bY a Council repremting all mbers.

Exporting asbvers asd iqPorting meA
1,000 votes.

as separate groups each b

The votes of exporters are distributed approximtely in

proporTo to production, and the votes of importers, approximtely in
proportiow

to net imports.

The initial basic export quotas for cocoa beans, and cocos products
in terms of beans, were assigned to major producing countries according
to each country's highest production of beans since the 1964-65 crop
year. This resulted in initial quotas well in excess of any likely
supply. The current basic quotas as revised in October 1974 take into
account production in the crop years 1971-73.

The current basic quotas,

which are somewhat closer to actual supplies, are as follows:
gasic

t
Gh ana-......
...

eort quta

1,000 atric toes
-54S.0

Nigeria--------..-.......

Ivory Coast-.212.1
Brazil--..
.
Caneroo .118.3
To Totsl--...-........

..

....

2&.l

188.4

rcmt
39.5
21.0

15.4
13.5
8.6
1.9

-26.5

1,379,T

17

Three minor producing countries--the Dominican Republic, Equatorial
Guinea, and Mexico--together produce about 7 percent of the vold supply.
Since these countries did not ratify the agreement, they are not assigned
quotas and assum no responsibilities under the agreement. The

nay

other minor producing countries were not assigned quotas by virtue of
two exemptions. The exports of fine or flavor grade cocoa beans, which
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alse

accomt for about 7 percent of world pdlution, wre not subject

to qWta Nor were amy of the exports of countries producing less them
10,000 tons of cocoa beams.
Te agreement provides for a reduction in export quotas to go percent of the basic quotas Whem indicator prices, based oa am average of
nearby futures an the New York and London exchanges, are at the Mnntim
and for successive increases in export quotas to 105 percent of the
basic quota and eventual suspesioa as prices rise, Sales of buffer
stocks w@ -amenced weM prices reach 1 cent below the axims, and
buffer stocks are purchased uAem export quotas are reduced below 100
percent of the basic quota.

of the quota reduction.
the minimM,

A special

The mount purchase is equal to the amount

If prices exceed the maxim or are less than
vote is taken on further measures to defend the

maximu and the minimum of the price range.
Funds are raised by an export levy of up to 1 cent per pound for
purchase of a buffer stock of up to 250,000 metric tons of cocoa beans
Ahet prices are low.

Pro-vision is mnde for initial payments to pro-

ducers of somewhat less than half the market value of beans going into
the buffer stock. Whem prices rise and buffer stocks are sold, final
payment is made to the producing country. When theo quantity of cocoa
beans held in the buffer stock exceeds the maxima smiat of 250,000
tons, each member country shall cooperate in the diversion of such
excess supplies to nontraditional uses.
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Operations of the International Cocoa Agreement
.1eagrement was signed following record world production and
declining prices in the 1971-72 crop year.
.v

The 1972-73 crop was sig-

nificantly lower and well below world consumption (see following table).
World production contained below cmnsmptiom in the 1973-74 crop year,
and prices have been wvll above the ceiling during the entire effective
period of the agreement to date despite an increase in the objective
price range it 1974.

As a consquence, export quotas have not bees

imposed, and no buffer stocks have beea accunulated.

However. funds

for financing a buffer stock have been accumulated through the aforementioned export levy and now total about $55 million--enough to make
partial payment at 10# per pound on the maximm authorized buffer stock
of 250,000 tons.equivalent to about one-sixth of the world annual output.

A negotiating conference to renew the agreement before the

September 309 1976, expiration date is scheduled for September 15October 17, 1975.

I

it
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World co*o bean production, grindings*
exports, and Wices, years beginning Oct. 1, 1964-74
0

Year beginning : Production
Oct. 1-metric tons

Grindings,Y
l.000
1

metAThons

1,494
1,216
1,344
:1,351
1,209

1,341

1973----------

1,419
Is5s
1,572
1,397
1,402

1974---- ------

1,435

1964--'--........
1966--------196S-------....

*
1967 ---------- :

1971 ----.1972---------

I

__

IIIIIII

I

i.,000

: US. cents
17.6
22.3

1.052 :
998:

29.2
41.4

1,355
1,442
1,557
1,541
1,464

1,121 :
1,166:

33.1
26.6

1,224 :
1.095 :
1,073 :

26.4
46.0
66.0

1,407

:

II

11 Data are for calendar year following year

!/

:

1.298
1,117 :

1,392
1,378
1,420
1,364

Im IIII
g

Exports / : Prices

:

1,081 :25.8

470.9

beginmig Oct 1.'

Yearly average of nearby future prices on the New York and London Cocoa

Exwaanges.

,;/ Not available.
T/ October-February average.
Source: International Cocoa Organization, guarterly Bulletin of Cocoa
Statistics.
U.S. relationship and effect of the International Cocoa Agreemen t on the
United States
The United States participated in the negotiations for the
International Cocoa Agreement of 1972 but did not sip it because of
reservations at that time that the price range was too high and that the
export quota and buffer stock mechanisms would not be likely to achieve
their objectives.

The United States has continued to cooperate with the
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International Cocos Organization in supplying statistics.

In view of

the fact that cocoa bees prices have beam above the maximum throughout
the effective period of the agreamt to date, the quota provisions
.•

have not been operative, and the agreement has probably had little
effect on the cocoa market.
cosar

It has set a precedent for producers and

getting together for a better wnderstanding of opposing

interests and for the collection of statistics bearing on the cocoa
market.

The United States is participating in the negotiations begin-

ning September 22, 1975. to draw up a new international cocoa agreement.
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The International Net Armts
The international wheat agreemts have been multilateral treaties
between the goveumats of wheat-iuporting and wheat-exporting nations.
. ~Administered by the International Wheat Councilo the agreements have
basically bow multilateral purchase and sales contracts providing for
whast trade between member nations to take place within specified price
ranges.
visions.

The current agreement, however, does not contain pricing proThe United States has been a member of each of the agreements

sine 1949.

l

YJ For a track of congressional interest in these international
comodity agreements. the following library references are provided:
International Wheat Agreement. 1949
The International Whet Agreement, Message from the President of the
United States to Senates 80th Cong. 2d sess., April 30, 1948.
U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. Agreement Revising and Renewing the International Wheat Agreement of 1949. Rept.

No. 4.. 83d Cong., 1st Seas.. July

1953.
So

H.R. 6305 (S. 2383) (H. Res. 391) -- International Wheat Agreement.
Reported from sinking and Currency Oct. 10, 1949; Report No. 1395.
Conference report filed Oct. 18. 1949; Report No. 1455. Approved
Oct. 27, 1949. Public Law No. 421.
H. Res. 391 (H.L 6305) -- International What Agreemnt, consideration.
Reported from Rules Oct. 11, 1949; Report No. 1400. Laid on House
table Oct. 13. 1949.
S. 2383 (i.R. 6305) -- International Wheat Agreement. Reported in
Senate Oct. S 1949; Agriculture and Forestry; Report No. 1123.
Passed Senate Oct. 13a 1949.
International Wheat agreement 1953
S.J. Res. 97 (H. Res. 360) -- International Wheat Agreement. Reported
in Senate July 8g 1953; Foreign Relations (see Executive Report No. 4.).
Passed'Stenate'July IS,* 1953. Referred'to Banking and Currency July 14,
(Continued)
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Circummntaces leading to the forunlation of the aVemet
latenational discussions on the possibility of bringing a greater
degree of stability into world wheat prices bega

in 1930, following a

buildup of whent surpluses in the late 1920's and the collapse of wbat
prices in the years 1930-31.

The initial discussions, which included

(Continued)
1953.
1953.

Reported July 21, 1953; Report No. 893. Passed House July 29.
Approved Aug. 1, 1953. Public Law No. 180.

H. Res. 360 (S.J. Res. 97) -- International Wheat Agreement, considersticm of. Reported from Rules July 28. 1953; Report No. 1008. Laid
on table July 29. 1953.
International Wheat Agreement, 1956
S. 4221 -- International Wheat Agreemet Act of 1949, mend. Reported
in Senate July 18, 1956; Agriculture and Forestry; Report No. 2623.
Approved Aug. 3, 1956. Public Law No. 945.
International Wheat Agreement, 1959

H.R. U89 (S. 2449) --Whest Agreement Act of 1949, extmd. Reported

from Banking and Currency Aug. 12o 1959; Rapt. 883. Union Calendar.
Approved Sept. 21, 1959. Public Law 86-336.
S. 2449 (H.A. 8409) -- International Wheat Agreement Act of 1949, extend.
Reported in Seate Aug. 13, 1959; Agriculture and Forestry; Rapt. 704.

International Wheat Aremnt. 1962
S. 3574 -- Agriculture, International Wheat Agreement, extend. Reported
in Senate Aug. 2, 1962; Agriculture and Forestry; Rept. 1804. Referred to Banking and Currency Aug. 9, 1962. Reported Aug. 16, 1962;
Rept. 2246. Approved Sept. S, 1962. Public Law 87-632.
International Wheat Agreement. 1971
Hearings before the A Hoc Subcommittee on Internatienal Wheat Agreemt of the Committee on Foreign Relations. 92d Cong., 1st Sass..
June 1971.
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mnly exporting coumtri.ss m directed toward a system of port qutas.
Further discussions of whet-eiporting countries wer held ia 1931.
A cR
S

siv export qota type of agroemt was approved ai1933

by 9 exporting and 13 Importiag countries. The agzrem t broke dom
during its first yer of operation, largely because it proved ispossible
to obtain full cooperation of all major eporters in adhering z. the

a-e" export quotas.
east prices were depressed during World War II because shipments
to Euro from the major exporting countries were reduced, and large
stocks accumulated. In 1941 and 1942, rvsentatives of Argentina,
Australia, Canada, the United States, and the United Kindom adopted a
Memorandum of Agrement, which included a Draft Convention to be submit.
ted to a general conference of wheat-trading nations after the war.

The

imorandum provided that the agreement should be administered by an
International Neat Council (INC). which was set up in 1942.

Further

international wheat discussions were hold in 194S, 1946, 1947, 1948, sad
1949.

Tho 1947 Conference marked a turnig point in negotiations on

wheat in that for the first time serious consideration was given to a
"multilateral purchases and sales" agreement rather than an agreement
based on export quotas.
At a meeting of the INC in 1948, an international what agreement
(INA) was negotiated. This INA, which was of the multilateml contract
type and provided for maximum and minima prices, did not go into effect
because the Unitcd States failed to ratify i".

In 1949, however, a
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similar agreement was negotiated, ratifeds, and put into effect for a
pero of 4 years.

Similar agreements operated frm 19S3 to 19S6, 19S6

to 1959. 19S9 to 1962 a"d 1962 to 1967.
Under the 1949, 19553 and 1956 agreement, each participating exporting country agreed to sell to participating importing countries (as
a group) a "Israatedquantity" of wheat at prices so lower than a

stated minimum. The concept of uaranteed quantities was adopted at a
time whoemn

t was generally in short supply; it was abandoned when

there was ma longer a world shortage of wheat.

The 19S9 INA was ex-

panded to cover the whole of the Importing countries' commercial requireents for wheat and flour. As long as prices remind below the maxdma specified in the agreement, each Importing country agreed to purchase
during each crop year a specified percentage of its total commercial
purchase of wheat from meber countries as shown in the following
table:

6043- 0- 76 - 8
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Members' purchase obligations and actual transactions under
the 1949, 1953, and 1956 IlA's (anmal averages)
Item

: 19/so'- : M953UM- : 19561s57
: 195Z/$3
IlIA

: 1955/56
:
liA

: 1958/59
:
INA

Members' total imports
Million metric tons---:
Members' total guaranteed quantities:
Million metric tons---:
Members' transactions under
:
agreement---Nillioa metric tons---:
Total world trade
Million metric tons---:

22.2 :

13.7

1S.3 :
:
14.4 :

10.7 :

8.0

7.0 :

S.4

25.8 :

26.3 :

34.6

Transactions under agreement as-:
A percent of members' total
:
imports - ---------------------.
A percent of total world trade ---- :

6
56

:
:
:
:

51
27

:
:

27
16

Ndmbers' total guaranteed
quantities as-A percent of embers' total
imports ----------------------A percent of total world trade----:

59

:
:

78
41

:
:

40
23

Source:

20.1

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.

The exporting countries agreed, as a gr•y, to supply all the commercial
requirements of the memer importing countries.

The 1962 lIA was es-

sentially a continuation of the 1959 agreement, with the mnximm and
minimum prices being increased by 12.5 cents per heshelv
The 1962 MEA
was extended unchanged in 1965 and again in 1966, in
view of the continuing negotiations aimed at a more cprehesive grain
agemnt.

In the year 1967-68, however, exporting members were no

longer prepared to continue this procedure, and the price and other
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operatiomal provisions of the agreement were suspended.
national Grains Arrant-m nt (IGA)

The 1967 Inter-

W b -enmtinto effect in maid1968)

contained a bat Trade Convention ChIC) and a Food Aid Convention (FAC).
The vIC was essentially the same as the 1962 IA, but with a higher price
ruse.
Shortly after coning into force, the minimum price provisions of
the VIC were ineffective. The IGA continued in effect t

the

reminder of its 3-yer life, with the minimm-price provisions of the
ageMent being ignored.
The 1971 INA. which continues in effect, having been twice extended
during negotiations for a -

agreement, also contains a WiC &adan FAC.

The WiTc contains no price provisions but does collect data and provides
a form for coatimued cooperation and discussions.
lIM is nearly identical to that of the 1967 IGA.

The FAC of the 1371
During the life of the

1971 agreement, world supplies of wheat have gone from a situation of
surplus to that of relative shortage, and prices have fluctuated wider
than in any other period since the first INA went into effect in 1949.
Structure of

_ wheat a__

s and

aft iit

Aivat

Besining with the 1949 EMs, all of the agreements have been malti-

lateral contracts for purchases and sales. Each has consisted of a
series of articles setting forth a coprehensive agreement regarding the
rights and obligations of

member countries with reference to trade in

wheat, the establishment of an administrative mechanism for the agreemeat, financing for the agreement, methods and time limits
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for accession to the agreement, sad specifics for tho entry into force
and duration of the agreement.
Al! of the international wheat agreemets sinco the 1949 INA (includ-

ing the 1967 IGA) have been administorod by the International Wheat
Council, which mets in Lono sand which is composed of the amber is-

porting and exporting countries.

Member importing countries (as a group)

and mmber exporting countries (as a group) have the sane mnber of votes.
Members of the IM and their votes as of June 30, 1974. are as follows:
Exporting members
Argentina

t-------------------.------

Votes
102

Australia --------------------------102
Canada ------------------------------252
European. fcwmic Commnity ---------- 102
Greece------------------------------Kenya -------------------------------Spain -------------------------------Sweden ------------------------------Union of Soviet Socialist RepublicsUnited States of America -------------

6
6
S
11
102
282

~ortinOg mEmbers
Algeria ---------------------Austria -----------------------------Bolivia-----------------------------

Brazil ------------------------------Cost& Rica --------------------------Cuba --------------------------------Dominican Republic ------------------Ecuador ------------------------------

14
I
S
so
3
2
I
3

Egypt (Arab Republic of) -------------

74

El Salvador-----------------European Economic C unity ----------

2
321

Finland -------------.---.......--------

Guatmala- ----------------------India ---------------------------Iraq--------------------------------

2
3
40
S
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Votes

19!1IM emr- (Contmid
Israel ---------------------------...

Japan---------o----------------.-

linagm of the etherdlam

---...

Libya
Arab Rpublic ---------------Ns"Itius ...........................
Nigeria .................
N

o

r

S
201

1

11
S

-----------

wa----------------

Pakistans----------------------------

16

19
2
29

Portugal -------------Republic of Korea ..................
Sm.U Arabia
ab----------a-----------

South Africa -----------------------Swit

ilrland .........................

Syrian Arab Republic-.----------.--Trinidad
and To bpp----------------Tunisia .............................

21
19i

12
11

is

United Kingdom V .....
--.......
Vatican city -------------........

S
4
S
12
1

Venezuela

34

------------------------

1J Votes with respect to the interests of Netherlands Antilles
and Surian.
Y Votes with respect to the interests of certain depndent
territories.
Decisions of the INC are (with certain specified exceptionde-

temined by a majority of the votes cast by exporting members and a
majority of the votes cast by importing members. couted separately.
Four exporting members and eight importing members are elected each crop
year to form an Executive Coamittee.

This Committee does much of the

basic work an issues confronting the INC.

Am Advisory Subcommittee on

Market Conditions consisting of not more than five exporting mbers
and not moe than five importing nmemrs is established

nuaally by the
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Executive Cioittee to keep current market conditions under continuous
review. The IVC has a Secretariat which is composed of an Executive
Secretary and the staff necessary to do the work of the INC and its
committees and subcommittees.

All of the major wheat-experting and wheat-importing countries
have generally bee. embers of the IMA's. However, there have been
notable absences from the agreements.

The United Kingdom. the world's

largest comnrcial importer of wheat, did not participate in the 1953
and 1956 agreements, and Argentina, an exporter, was not a member of the
1949 and 1953 agreements.

The United Kingdom did not participate in the

19S53 agreement because of the substantial increase in the price range
from that in the 1949 agreement.

In 1956 the United Kingdom again stayed

outside the agreement, feeling that the agreement .as no longer appropriate for the changed conditions of the world wheat market.

Argentina

stayed outside the 1949 and 1953 agroments, this at a time when wheat
sold outside the agreengts generally at prices higher than the maximms
stated in the agreements.
IGA.

The U.S.S.R. and Brazil did not join the 1967

The principal features of the IGA were negotiated in the Kennedy

Round of trade negotiations under the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade as part of an overall trade package and ware not renegotiable when,
non-GATT wheat-trading nations were invited to participate.
Operations of the international wheat agreements
The lEA's of 1949, 1953, 1956, 19S9, and 1962 provided for certain

commercial transactions involving wheat between umber countries to take:
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place bestu

specified mlain

. and maxima prices.

The obligations

applied omy to comnrcial transactions and not to other (i.o.0 speciala")
tranuactioms.
which,

Special transactions are defined as those transactions

ether aot

within the price range,

include features intro-

duced by the gwen t of a country concerned which do not conform to
the usual comercLal practices.
The apeents provided for a price range for only me class of
wheat (No. 1 Ilbitobe Northern) in one position (Fort William/Port
Arthur) with a formula for deterIning equivalent prices in other
positions. taking account of prevailing freight rates.

The price

ranges specified under the INAs wore as follows (in U.S. dollars per
bushel):

-

196- .........
1956 ---------1959 -------1962-----------

Maximum

Minimm

$1.80

$1.s5-$1.20

2.05
2.00
1.90
2.02S

1.S5
1.50
1.50
1.62S

The 1949, 1953 and 1956 agreements involved "guaranteed" quantities
of wheat that participating exporting countries undertook to soil to participating importing countries and that participating importing countries
undertook to buy from participating exporting countries in each crop year.
Nmer' phase obligations and actual transactions under these
agreemants are shown in a table on pag* 80.

In the 1959 and 1962

agreements, the rights and obligations applied to all of the importing
countries' commercial requirements for wheat and wheat flour.
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The Most Trade Convention of the 1967 International Grains Arrangement essentially provided for 8 coatiuastien of the 192 MA; however,
it provided for minima sad matma prices for 14 reference heats,
compared with the one reference wheat in the earlier Mil's.

The price

rawng in the 1967 IGA wa approximately 20 cents per bushel higher than
that in the 1962 IVA. The 1971 IVA does not contain sny pricing provisions.

A saminry of the main provisions In the international agree-

ments for wheat is shows in table 4.
The 1967 International Grains Arrangemet snd the current 1971
International Moat Agreement contain a Food Aid Convention.
country participating 1i the FAC has agreed to co

Each

ibute as food aid to

developing countries a specified quantity of wheat, corse grainss or
products derived therefrom, suitable for huam coMAsmtion, or the casb
equivalent thereof. The inclusion of an FAC in 8a international agreeent was possible because the 1967 International Grains ArrangeWent was
negotiated as a part of the overall trade negotiations conducted under
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. This set forth garanteed
quantities of food aid for the first time; however, the ammots specified
are. significantly less than the total food aid shipments made by participating countries and, undoubtedly, most of the shipments would have been
made in the absence of the FAC.

The U.S. contributions under the FAC

have all been made under the terms of Public Law 480.
U.S. relationhp and effect of the IVA on the United States
The United States, the world's largest exporter of wheat and wheat
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flour, has boee
meats.

During the 199 1M, there was a general shortage of world

Aneat supplies.
k

participant Ia each of the lnternational ubset agree-

In this period the United States and Canada provided

about two-thirds of the Wiest eteriang international trade and

virtually the r-ly countries with say stacks of heat.

re

In the early

1950's there was growing ccer over the emergence of surplus Wheat
stocks. Tha United States, in addition to storing surplus

heast.

employed acreage restrictions in order te control production.
In the period since the 1949 MA wet into effect, U.S. domestic
Wieat program have provided for supporting the price of Aeat, gemerally at prices above the price ranges specified in the various IAI's,
and usually for a fors of production controls. Legislation (7 U.S.C.
1641) aata~orized the President (acting through the Comodity Credit
Corporation) to make available such quantities of wboat at such prices
as were necessary to fulfill the obligations of the United States umder
the INA.

In practice, this often necessitated the payment of export

subsidies.
U.S. participation in the agreements has bees by treaty, the
latest extension ratified for an effective period through Junm 30g 1975.
The President transmitted to the Senate for advice and consent the
protocols for further extension of the agreement (through June 30.
1976) os June 11, 1975.

The Samutes advice and consent is pending as

of the date of this report. The Uaited States has filed its application
for provisional

s

in the further extded

InteraMtioMal hat CAoCI 1.

t with the
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Current status of the wuet SmEmt
Th current apemat thO

Om lat

Apest. 1971, has

been extended so that it will ramia Ia effect until Jume 30. 1976.
Intermational *at

The

Cooncil has been and contimnes to be at work an the

develepmat of a n

nteratiml wdeat greemnt.

Discussions as a

new agreemat are still Is a prelininsy foim with most substantive mtten still undecided.

resolved issues include the use of price pro-

visions as repglatorse iicators, or a
issue of stocks.

Intias of both, avd the

Prices for wheat have been moe volatile in recent

yeasm than at any tim during which pricing provisions of an internatiosal wheat agreemmt were in effect.

The current agrent costin a

provision calling for the International Nbat Comacil to request a
negotiating coerence to be convened whm it is judged that the question
of prices and related rights and obligations are capable of successful
negotiation.

Such a conferemce has not been coavesed.
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The International Sugar Agree

sts

Recent Internatiosal sugar agreements have bees aultilateral treaty
anangmsts of governmts of most importing and exporting countries
•

attempting to stabilize sugar prices as the free market through a system
of export quotas. The free market covers sugar traded outside of preferential markets--makets ujore spocfic quantities are sold at premium
prices, such as United States imports under the Sugar Act, United

Kingdom imports under the Csvealth Sugar
imports from Cuba under contract.

and U.S.S.R.

In the apemests, export quotas were

adjuted automatically in response to price changes, but the administrative arm, the Internationl Sugar Council, had some discretionary
authority in reallocating quota deficits.

U.S. Imports have never bees

affected by international sugar agreements.4
1/ For a track of congressional interest in these international
comodity agreements, the fcllowing library referencesare provided:
International Sugar Agreemnts
U.S. Senate Comittee on Foreigs Relations
International agreement and protocol regarding production and
marketing of sugar. Message from the President of the United States
transmitting an international
.resmm.t...Signedat London on Nay 6,
1937 (75th Cong., 1st Soe., Executive T). Washington 1937.
U.S. Senate Comittoe on Foreign Relations
International Sugar Agreement. Hearing before a subcomittoo
of...U.S. Senate 83rd Cosg., 2d Seass. on Ex. 5...IMrch 18, 19S4
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circumstances lOdisa to the fomelatiom of the sreemts
Sugpr is as intexatOmally traded agricultural comodity whch
is produced IS almost every Country In the world. About 60 percent of
,

world sugar proTactim, is derived fro suar c

anea peremial plant

produced in tropical and subtropical clint"s. Suiar ceo is milled
mear producing areas to make rawmr,
m
n ia
adaptabl, to bulk skipmat.

dato product easily

Im cam sugar, the principal comdity

of International sugar trade, is gpmrally further refined into refined
white sugar nar the point of comauqtios.

Approximately 40 percent of

world sugar productive in recent years has been derived frm tho sugar
boot, an auaual plant pto- in teuperWat climtes, which is processed
nmar producing areas directly into refined sugar.

The principal sub.

stitutes for sugar in world trade are corn sweeteners and noncaloric
sweeteners such as saccharine ead cyclamates.
Demand for sugar in world trade is highly price inelastic within
normal price ramps.
enomenflly above

(nly during 1974 and 197S, wham sugar prices rose
mal prices to sre than 60 cents per pound. has

there been much evidence of falling consumptiom and subsitution of competitive products IS response to price increases.

As mmng different

countries, denad for sugar is income elastic. Supply response to
sugar prices is slow because of high fixed costs.

For both beet sugar

and cane sugar, production increases require a startup tine of from 3 to
4 years for construction of factories. Also, sugar cane contuiaes to
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gw and be harvested fro rootstock even W.m prices just cove operat-

ins costs.
Sugar tends to have high price volatility, with sharp price changes,
as a result of relatively mall shifts in supply and demad. There is
a recurrent sugar cycle of 7 to 9 years between price peaks.

High

prices tend to lead to increased investment in productive capacity. This
is followed by long periods of low prices until enough resources are
drive. out of sugar production to allow natural disaster or wartime
stockpiling to trigger another high price surge.
Most sugar is consumed in the country where it is produced, with
only about 30 percent of world sugar production entering world trade.
Nost sugar entering world trade prior to 1974 vest to preferential
markets at premium prices, such as imports into the United States under
the U.S. Sugr Act, imports into Great Britain uder .the Eommmalth
Sugar Agreement, and imports into the U.S.S.R. from 0ub.

Only about

a third of international trade, or 10 percent of world production, has
been in the so-called free market.

This free market tended to be a

residual market for surplus sugar which could not find an outlet in
preferential markets and was put up for distress sale for whatever
price could be had.

Because sugar production continued on the basis of

the blend price resulting from sales in both preferential and free
markets, free-market-sugr prices often remained below costs of production for years.

Structure of the suIar agree

nts aad adinistzative

mnts

Two notable International agreenmets oa sugar antedate the International Suga Agreement of 1937. The Irussels Cmnvention of 1902 was
effective for

owethan 15 years in putting a stop to caqetitivo export

subsidies which had characterized the Europe= beet sugar industry for
decades.

The

e AgreemIet of 1931 was a major but futile effort

by major world exporters, to stabilize prices in the early 1930's through
export quotas.
There have been four International Sug
the

Agem t. 1

Agreements subsequent to

1937 agreement was foramlated for the

period September 1. 1937, through September 1. 1940.

The 1953 agreement

was established for 194 through 1958, but was sipificantly modified
by the 19S6 protocol, which prided a

amt

for 1957 and 1958.

1h 195I agreement was effective for the period 1959 through 1961, and
the 1968 agreement ws forualated for 1969 through 1973.
The purpose of these areemnts ws to stabilize world or freemarket prices within certain price ranges primarily through the mechanism
of export quotas. Efforts to control stocks wre included in the agreements to avoid the destabilizing effect of excessive stocks or shortages.
Importing countries made commitments to maintain markets for member exportinS.countriesw Each agreemt defined the free market to exclude
preferential arrangment.

The 1937 Internatil9

audboe

Sfte Armmmt,--Tbe failure of the

e Ap~emat to iqmrove world market prices prompted exporting

countries to seek the cooperation of importing comtries in a broader
agreement.

The aterati

l Agreem0t1egarding the Regmulatiom of

Production and Marketing of Sugar was signed as ay 6. 1937.

This

agreeant included countries and associated areas accounting for about
seven-eightbs of world sugar production and comnsution (including the
"United States). although the economic provisions were concerned primarily
with free-market sugar.

The agreement was to became the fmdatia

for

subsequent international sugar greements,
The 1937 agreement established export qotas to the free market
and put upper and lower limits on stocks to be held by amber countries.
It provided only a general price gaideline of cost of production plus

a reasonable profit.

Tbe free market was defined as excluding United

States sugar imports within sugar quotas. United Kingdom imports from
Coma ealth countries within the tams of the Suga Industry (Reorganization) Act of 1936. exports of the U.S.S.R. to associated states, exports
of Belgium within the Belgim-Iuxebour

Custos Wiiant ad the internal

shipments within the colonial wires of Belium Portugal, sad the
Netherlands.
The agreement allowed for changes in quotas am a proportionate
basis as deemed necessary--a vague guideline at best.

Althq-hag

quotas

could not be transferred between quota countries or quota years, pro-
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visiom was made for ardship exteptims to qwtas and for pro ruts
redistributiom of say declared quota deficits. Doe agresmmt attempted
to discourage the accuolatio of excessive stocks of sugar.

Production

in weber comutries was to be related so as to limit sugar stocks to
not less then 10 prcemt

m

re* thae

Internsatimal Sugar Council, Wed
to administer the aroeenent.

21 percwt of production. The
1ted in Ladmos, was established

Voting pow ws
a allocated S5 votes to

exprtIng mdiers md 4S votes to tiporting embers, with votes Ina eac
SnV ypr a

tiomal to eac country's net ilports or exports.

Th 195 International Suur Azr*en t.--oing World Var 11.
c

ataats' domestic product

declined, Aile mny noncombatant

countries increased their production to take advantage of higher sugar
prices.

In a few years following the war, suck of the Europeam beet

sugar production capacity had been restored, and supply again exceeded
demand for sugar.
Discussions concerning a new international sugar agreemat began
shortly after the end of World War II, and by 19553
reached.

agree•nt was

1h general form of the agreement. effective on January 1. 1954,

was similar to that of the 117 agreement; uhich it superseded, exce.tthat it provided specific price guidelines wkich were lacking in the
1937 asreemst.
Major protected sugar trade not covered by the agreement included
that of the United States, moat trade between Commisn

t countries,

.-
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trade between exporting countries and their overseas associated states.
and trade covered by the Commonwealth sugar agreements.

The Interna-

tional Sugar Council was to determine free-market sugar requirements for
each quota year and establish quotas for each exporting country. on a
basis proportionate to its basic quota.

The agreement provided for auto-

vatic quota action when world prices were outside the range of 3.25
cents to 4.35 cents per pound for an excessive period.
also made for making changes in the price ranges.

Provision was

The agreement

provided for pro rata sharing of quota deficits and for dealing with
hardship quota proiams.

Importing countries were obligated to give

preference in buying sugar to exporting ambers and to limit freemarket imports from nonmembers to the same amount as was imported in
1951, 1952. or 1953.
A new International Sugar Council with revised voting rights was
formed for administration of the 1953 agreement.

Importing countries

and exporting countries each received 1,000 votes to be divided among
exporting countries proportionate to their sugar production and among
importing countries proportionate to their sugar imports.

In each

group no country was to have mo• than 2o5- votes ow femw than

IS

votes.

Most important decisions required a special vote of two-thirds of all
votes cast, including a majority of both importers' and exporters' votes.
The countries participating in the 1953 agreement accounted for 84 percent of the net exports and 54 percent of the net imports to the free

60-611

0-

7S - 9
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market In 1953.

For the most part only the largest importing countries

were members.
The 1956 protocol and the 1955 International Sugar Agreement.--The
1956 protocol was primarily a revision of the quotas, taking into account
new membership and changes in the productive capacity of old members.
However, administrative provisions of the agreement were revised to provide for more automatic quota action when prices were above or below
specific points.

This resulted in a min•ium Frice objective of 3.25 cents

per pound and a price at which quotas were suspended of 4 cents per
pound.

When prices passed certain points automatic quota adjustments

occurred with the International Sugar Council empowered to take further
action as it deemed necessary.
The 1958 International Sugar Agreement revised quotas to reflect
new membership, but made few basic changes in the economic or administrative provisions determined in the 1956 protocol.

The membership in

the 1958 agreement represented 94 percent of free-market net exports
in 1959.
The 1968 International Sujar A reent.--In 1963 and 1964, owing to
shortfalls in-sugar supply, prices rose sharply to high levels.

How-

ever, by late 1964 prices were sharply depressed as increased production
in response to high prices brought world prices down to the 2-cents-perpound range for several years.

As a result of these depressed prices,

in 1968 the sugar agreement was revised and reactivated, effective
January 1. 1969, for a S-year period.
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The International Sugar Agrement of 1968 was similar to the 1958
agreement but contained a much more detailed provision regarding automatic quota actions related to various price levels.

The price levels

specified had a new range of 3.2S to 5.2S cents per pound.

The 1968

agreement also included specific commitments for both importing and
exporting

embers to favor members of the agreement in sugar purchases

ad sales.
The free market in the 1968 agreement was defined to include all
net exports, but with major exclusions of exports to the United States,
exports to the United Kingdom within the negotiated price quota under
the Comonwealth Sugar Agreement, exports of Cuba to centrally planned
countries, and exports under the Afro-Nlangasy Sugar Agreement. The
International Sugar Council was restructured into a new International
Sugar Organization with the Council as its administrative arm for
purposes of operating the agreement. Voting rights were reallocated
with importing members and exporting embers each sharing half the
votes.

Within each group, votes were allocated with no member re-

ceiving more than 200 or fewer than S votes.
In 1970 the exports of member countries represented 65 percent of
net exports to the free market, but imports of member countries represented only 51 percent of net imports of the free market.

The notable

absence of the United States, some countries participating in the U.S.
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market, and the European Cmounity were not conducive to the success of
the agreement.
2erations of the international sumar areements
All the international sugar agreements, beginning with the 1937
pact, provided basic yearly quotas (as shwn in tale 5) for
members' exports to the free market to be proportionately increased
or decreased as necessary to achieve price objectives of the agreements.
World prices over the life of the 1937 agreement remained at levels
below the aininm price of the agreement,

but by mid-1939 they were

rising as countries, notably the United Kingdom, began to stockpile
sugar in anticipation of war.

By the third quota year, hostilities

among parties to the agreement broke out. and the agreement broke down.
World prices remained remarkably stable near the minima price during
the first 3 years of operation of the 1953 agreement.

During this

period world production and consumptin were in balance, and prices
were within the guidelines.

World prices surged in 1957 because of

European beet crop shortfalls, and export quotas were suspended.

In

19S8 1prices stabilized near the middle of the price range of the
agreement.
During the effective period of the 1958 agreement (1959-61). world
prices were unstable and generally below the minima of 3.25 cents per
pound.

In June 1960, U.S. sugar imports from Cuba were terminated.

free market (and the International Sugar Agreement) proved unable to

The
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absorb these additiosal quantities oa Cuban sugar, and prices fell to

about 2 cents per pound.
Prices during the 1968 agreeent stabilized at some*hat higher
levels than in preceding years.

Frou 1969 through 1971, prices gradually

rose, but in 1972 and 197Sýworld prices were well above the maximum price
of the agreement, as growth in world sugar supplies failed to keep pace
with the growth in world sugar demand.

Price stabilization was attempted

primarily through controlling redistribution of declared shortfalls.
Economic provisions were automatically suspended in 1972 and 1973

because the prices were above the maxima price provided by the agreemat.
U.S. relationship and effect of the U.S. su ar program on the
International sugar agreements
The United States was a member of the 1937, 1953. and 1958 International Sugar Agreements.

The agreements and mending protocols were

negotiated and ratified as treaties and requireW no other enabling
legislation.

The 1968 agreement did not include & U.S. negotiating

representative at the final session, although the United States has
always participated as an observer.

The United States held that the

terms of the 1968 agreement were too favorable to Cuba and the U.S.S.R.
The agreements had virtually no direct effect on the United States
sugar market.

In all the international sugar agreements, U.S, imports

were excluded from the term, with the U.S. market defined as not being
part of the free market regulated by the agreements.

Because of the
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premium prices that prevailed in the U.S. market. countries preferred
supplying U.S. quotas rather than the free market.

In the few periods

when U.S. prices were below free-market prices. member reporting
countries were generally killing to fill their quotas in the U.S.
market to insure continued participation in the U.S. sugar quota program.

The U.S. Sugar Act was virtually an international arrangement
legislated by the U.S. Congress and actively supported by foreign sugar
interests participating in the quotas.

Because of the U.S. price

premium, the U.S. sugar program was notably effective in achieving one
of its goals, access to sugar supplies.

U.S. quota operations to

achieve price goals resulted in greater instability of the free market,
but efforts of the International Sugar Organization to achieve freemarket price goals had little effect on U.S. sugar price stability.
Figure 2 shows the price discount and relative instability for freemarket (world) sugar prices compared with U.S. sugar prices.
When supply and demand were in balance within the objective
price range of the ICA, it was more a result of happenstance than
supply controls under the ICA.

This balance was frequently upset by

U.S. quota actions under the Sugar Act as well as by supply manipulations
in other protected markets outside the agreements.

U.S. sugar quotas

legislation, in providing a relatively stable price at a considerable
premium above the free market, tended to maintain domestic production
and make the United States less dependent on foreign supplies than it
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would otherwise have bees.

Interestingly. U.S. sugar legislation was

also a deterainativG factor in encouraging growth of sugar production
among foreign countries having quotas in the U.S. preferential market.
Without assurance of access to the U.S. premium market or other premiam
markets, exporting countries were generally unwilling to invest in
increased sugar production.

The free-market price goals in the

international sugar agreements provided less incentive for investment
in sugar production than the premium-market arrangements in the United
States and other preferential markets.
Another consequence of U.S sugar legislation was the encouragement
of government-sponsored sugar-export monopolies in participating exporting countries.

These monopolies were necessary to assure that

foreign exporters rather than U.S. importers received the price
premium available to participants in U.S. sugar quotas.

However, they

may also have been helpful to the International Sugar Organization.
since they provided a basis for administering export controls of the
members.
Current status of the sugar agreement
The International Sugar Agreement currently has no effective
economic provisions, although the International Sugar Organization is
still functioning to provide a frmmwork for operation of any new
agreement. Failure to renew or extend the economic provisions of the
1968 agreement in 1974 was largely due to failure of importers and
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exporters to agree on prices for quota operations.

Even if such agree-

ment had been achieved, the question of quota allocation would still
have been a problem because of changing patterns of world sugar production.
In the near future the achievement of any agreement on prices
between importers and exporters is doubtful in view of the sugar price
instability of 1974 and 1975.

The International Sugar Council has

scheduled a decision, to be made in Novamer

197S, as to whether to

attempt to renegotiate the agreement or to extend the current agreement
in outline form.
On December 31, 1974, U.S. sugar quota legislation lapsed, and
currently U.S. sugar imports are subject only to a global annual import
quota of 7.000,000 short tons, raw value, proclaimed by the President
pursuant to authority in headnote 3 of part IOA, schedule 1, of the
Tariff Schedules of the United States.

Since this quota is much larger

than anticipated U.S. annual imports, if it is not modified, the price
of U.S. sugar imports should vary from world prices by little other
than the duty and cost of freight and insurance.

However, the President

could modify this quota to make it restrictive, in which event it would
have essentially the same effect as restrictive sugar quota legislation
by the Congress.
With the United States in the world market for its imported sugar
supplies, the prospect of full U.S. participation would seem to be an
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ewourswagit

to now negotiations.

Certainly stabilization of the free

market would be much easier to achieve with full U.S. participation.
The market would have a broader base, and the pressures against stabilization of world prices caused by the U.S. Sugar Act would be gone.
In addition, the tLmited Kingdom has joined the European Community.

As

a result, there has been considerable revision in the enlarged
European Commity sugar policy, which will further broaden the world
sugar market.
In hearings before the House Agriculture Commttee in Ju)y 197M.

some witnesses advocated negotiating a new international sugar agreemint.

However, many witnesses, including representatives of foreign

countries, also advocated U.S. sugar quota legislation with supply control features similar to those in past sugar acts.
Other current world sugar developments include meetings by Latin
American sugar-producing countries where agreement was achieved in
principle to attempt to increase the influence of producers on world
sugar marketing.
cartel.

This does not appear to be a threat to form a sugar

A sugar cartel., in contrast to cartels in commodities with

physically limited supplies, could have only moderate short-term gains,
since in the long run most importing nations could become much more
self-sufficient in sugar production through sugar beet planting.
Another now development affecting the current sugar situation is
the rapid expansion of productive capacity for high-fructose corn sirup,
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which is a directly competitive substitute for sugar in many industrial
uses.

Current anticipation is that this high-ftuctose corn sirup may

not only absorb any growth in total sweetener consmption, but may
substitute for existing sugar consumption.
is in the United States.

Currently most production

Not a such sugar is being produced as is

demanded at current prices, so sales are rationed to users.

However,

several plants for high-fructose corn sirup production are being constructed.

Foreign countries are also beginning to view this product

as a threat to world sugar markets.
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V. INTrO~MAfL ORGANIZATIONS
The recent decline in commodity prices after a prolonged period

of excess demand and high prices is of ecosmic importance to all
countries.

Both producers and consumers are actively seeking solutions

to achieve some degree of stability in commodity serkets. Current
discussions in various international organizations reflect this concern
with problems of comodity trade; unilateral actions by some groups of
producers and exporters have already takes place.
of the Organization of Petroleum

The accomplisiments

sporting Countries to date have pro-

vided additional impetus to these activities.
The United States has been involved at all levels, whether
actively negotiating or Merely experiencing the economic effects of
sanctions by producer groups.

The traditional resistance to comdity

agreemnets and any artificial restriction of comodity trade has been
tempered by concern for continued access to supplies at reasonable
prices, for the development problems of may nations, and for the
maintenance of adepate productive capacity through ne

investment.

This new attitude has resulted in a number of proposals in international forums concerning continued development of an unrestricted access to
supplies and in an indicated readiness to discuss arrangements for
individual commodities os a case-by-case basis.

These international

organizations provide the forms for mew development of ICA's, the
possible basis of organization for new cartels, and the means to
achieve solutions for specific problems of conodity trade.
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General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
Within certain constraints, participation in or institution of
commodity agreements are permissible under GATT.

Under the original

agreement, numbers may adopt or enforce measures in pursuance of obliptions under intergovermntal comodity agreements, so long as there
is no disapproval by the contracting parties.

Under part IV, which

was added to the agreement in 1965 to deal with problems of trade and
development, contracting parties may act through international arrangements to improve access to world markets for primary products of particular interest to developing contracting parties and to devise
measures to stabilize and improve conditions in these markets, including measures to attain stable, equitable, and remunerative prices.
GAIT efforts relating to trade and development were, however, intended
to be made in collaboration with the Uaited Nations and its agencies,
including institutions created by UNCTAD, and with international
organizations having cmpetence in the field of financial assistance
for economic development.
During the last decade, commodity trade problems, including commodities subject to existing international commodity agreements, have
been discussed intensively within the GATT.

Discussions on commodity

matters are currently concentrated in groups and subgroups of the GATT
Trade Negotiations Comittee.

The NIultilateral Trade Negotiations

Groups on Agriculture and on Tropical Products are the two subsidiary
groups of the GATT Trade Negotiations Committee most directly concerned
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with the comodities which could be included in the UWIT

integrated

program for coindities or an which other international action my be
propoe.
The Agriculture aoup considers that it has m•de a good beginning
in sorting out countries' approaches and priorities for three mai

sub-

groupings of products--dairy products, grains, and meat--for which it

has set up specialized subroups.

The most active of these subgroups

have been those oa dairy products and grains. The Agriculture Group
has yet, however, to isolate problems and co

to grips with the U.S.

position that the objectives of the Tokyo Declaration can best be
achieved through seeking commýo rules for industry and agriculture.
although it has agreed that tariff and nontariff measures affecting
agriculture would be taken up in the overall context of the negotiations
and not just in agricultural negotiations.
The dairy products subgroup has agreed that it should first consider the most widely traded dairy products--butter, anhydrous milk
fat, principal cheeses, dried milk, and casein.

This is in line with

the European Comaity (Dc) proposal for international arramets
that would provide for minimum and maximum prices on dairy products
beyond those covered in the existing GAIT anment, which covers
only skinmed milk powder and milk fats, and the so-called gentlemen's
agreement on wole milk powder concluded within the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Developmemt.

The United States, which par-

ticipates in those agreements only a an observer, holds the consistent
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position with respect to a11 agricultural comodities that trade liberalization should be the principal objective of the WN and that export subsidies and countervailing duties (in both industry and agriculture) should be a major concern.

The dairy subgroup met in June and

is not expected to reconvene until October 197S.
The rains subgroup has discussed but has not reached any conclusions with respect to market and price stabilization and assistance
for developing nations.

It last nat in June and is to reconvene in

October 1975, at which time it may also discuss variable levies, minimum import prices, and export subsidies.

In view of the discussions

that have boee taking place in the Wheat Council in London, the matter
of grains reserves may also become an issue in the trade negotiations.
The WIN Group on Tropical Products has initiated negotiations with
respect to the definition of tropical products.

Tropical products

include cocoa, coffee, vegetable oils, tea, bananas, pepper, tropical
fruits, shellac, and many others, some of which may also be produced
in temperate zomes, such as rice, sugar, and tobacco.

The N group

met in June and reviewed lists of products on which exporting
countries wish to request concessions; the lists already received by
the United States cover both agricultural products and important industrial raw materials.

The group agreed that multilateral consulta-

tions on specific products should proceed promptly; the Tokyo Declaration called for special and priority treatment of tropical products.
Possibilities for multilateral action are to be considered in the group's

next meetings, which are to take place in October.
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The Secretary General of WMTAD has been invited to attend all
meetings of GATT KIN groups and subgroups held thus far, and a special
unit has beeo

set up in the GAUT Secretariat to assist developing

countries in preparing for the negotiations.

In all aspects of the

negotiations great attention is to be paid to the noods of developing
countries, particularly to the problems of the most seriously affected
participants, so as to move toward achieving for them a substantial im-

crease in foreign exchange earnings and diversification of exports.
These issues and their relation to ICA's remin to be resolved.
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
Action on the so-called btegratod p.oogm for cemodities of
interest to developing countries, on which UNCTAD has been working
since 1974, has yet to be taken.

The effort to formulate such a pro-

gran has, however, reached an advanced stage.

Studios on various

elements of the program have been completed or are in progress, and the
UNCTAD Secretariat is currently planning to present a completed proposal at the final meetings of the 197S (eighth) session of the Committee
on Commodities of WCTAD's Trade and Development Board (the executive
organ of the Conference), scheduled to be held in December 197S.

The

developing countries hope for a comitmmnt at that time which will lead
to ratification of soe form of integrated comodity plan early in 1976

during WuTAD IV.
This multidimensional program for commodities is considered a
principal component of the 'new international economic order" instituted
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by the U.N. General Assembly (Of which UNTAD is now a permanent part)
at the sixth special session in 1974.

Such a comodity program would--

(1) Provide for movement from consultation to negotiation;
(2) Set wider objectives for international commodity arrawgements than the traditional objectives of stable
and remunerative prices; and
(3) Incorporate new principles and techniques, such as
Price indexation,
Cooperativo action mOng producer,
Wider use of buffer stocks.
Wider use of compensatory payments.
The commodity program that is now being prepared has been characterized as a package for a 1omprehensive range of comodities."

As

currently envisaged, it will provide for overall negotiating arrangenents with the comoa objectives of price stabilization at levels
adequate to insure export earnings. more secure market outlets for
producing countries, and more secure supplies for consuming countries
of individual coodities or groups of comodities. particularly those
suitable for stocking.

As means to these ends, the program will in-

clude proposals for-(1) Arrangements for international stocking (international
buffer stocks);
(2) A central fund for financing stocks (a central buffer
stock fund);
(3) A system of multilateral purchase and supply comaitments (long-term multilateral contracts);
(4) Arrangements for compe tory financing of shortfalls
in export earnings; and
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(S) Measures for international assistance in export diversificatios (including processing of primery Commodities
and mrwe liberal access to developed c€Antry markets .
In the context of this integrated program to stabilize prices of
cemodities ePorted and to relate then tof the prices of imported
goods, the concept of price indexation has been in

d

.

Price indexation, the use of index umbers to compare relative
prices, is under study for possible inclusion in UICTAD's integrated
commodity program.

Developing countries are concerned about the

relationship between the prices of the comodities they export and the
prices of the goods they import--their barter terms of trade.

They

want to propose a mechanism for preventing or compensating for the
decline in the real prices of their commodity exports.

Such a device

would be incorporated in all comodity agreements, so that nominal
(money) prices of primary comodities could be linked to the rate of
increase in prices of manufactured goods.
Whether or not indexation would be a desirable instrument to help
primary producers was not decided by a group of economic experts
recently consulted by the Secretary Gmeral of UNCTAD.

Y/ On the

basis of the statistical data with which it was provided, the group
17 Te Expert Group on Indexation was chaired by Professor Hendrick
Houthakker and participated is by nine other embers. Observers included representatives of the U.N. Industrial Development Organization,
the International Labor Organization, the Food and Agriculture Organization, the International Monetary Fund, the International Cocoa
Organization, the International Coffee Organization, the International
Sugar Council, the International Tin Council, and the International
heat Council.
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found that they could ot mk a

tuition with respect to deteri-

oration of developing countries' net barter terms

of trade in the long

run, but it did agree that in the short rum such terms of trade fluctuate substantially.
Amog the problem associated with indexation are objections that
(1) indexation would benefit industrial countries most and would have
an adverse effect on countries which are net importers of raw materials,
particularly foodstuffs, (2) such a Wscme would cause misallocation of
resources distortion of investment patterns, and introduce increased
rigidity in the world econoq. and (3) there are serious technical
difficulties, such as which conmities to use in a price index, in
inpl-miting an indexation scheme.

United Nations Study Groups
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
is one of the major international forms where intergoverTmental discusssions are currently being held concerning problems of international
trde in agricultural comodities. Since 1955, 11 intergovermntal
groups have been established by the FA Comittee on Comodity Problems
to study the production and consumption of, and trade in, the following
agricultural comodities: Rice, cocoa, grains, citrus fruit, jute/kenaf
and allied fibers, oilseeds/oils and fats. bananas, hard fibers, wine
and vine products, tea. and neat. These groups emrae both producers
and consumers; the United States is a mmber of all 11 bodies.
The Intergovermental Group on Cocoa has for all practical

purposes ceased to function, since its activities have bees successfully transferred to the Interatiomal Cocoa Organisation.

Of the other

10 groups, the United States is a net exporter of the products studied
by 4. i.e.. rice, grains, citrus fruit, and oilseeds/oils and fats.
Moreover, although the United States is a net importer of wine and
neat, it is also a major producer, and the ratio of imports to consump-

tion is relatively low. Thus, only 4 of the comodities covered by
the 10 study groups are products for which the United States is depesdent upon imports to any appreciable degree and regarding which the
United States could he potentially adversely affected by exporter
activity.

These four products--bananas, tea, jute/kenaf and allied

fibers, and hard fibers--ar

all tropical products produced almost

entirely by developing countries.

Whereas most of the other study

groups are concerned primarily with problems of market access, exchange
of information, research, promotion, grading, and market evaluations,
these four groups have also taken, or recoenended, concerted action to
effect international arrangements conernin

commodity prices.

The

groups studying two of these commodities, bananas and tea, have each
established a Sub-Group of Exporters to explore methods of dealing
with their major problem, a longrus decline in real prices.

The groups

that discuss jute/kenaf and allied fibers, as well as hard fibers, have
established informal price or expor arranemets to counteract their
fundamental problem, the instability of their markets.
coamodities are discussed below.

These four
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At the most recent meeting of the Intergovernmental Group on
Bananas (IGB) in April 1975 at Abidjan, Ivory Coast, a working party
consisting of representatives from 11 countries (including the United
States). both exporters and importers, was created to draft an international banana agreement.

This action was takes after the IGB's Sub-

Group of Exporters expressed concern over the continued deterioration
in the terms of trade of producing countries in Latin America, the
Caribbean, Africa, and the Philippines.

The sub-group rc

that

d

the IGI negotiate an international agreement in consultation with the
banana-importing countries to improve banana prices by regulation of
supplies to importing countries.

The difficulties faced by prospective

market-sharing and quota arranemnts include the naetur of the fruit,
which is perishable and subject to the vagaries of the weather, the
required support of the multinational companies which handle the bulk
of world trade in banana, differences in price and quality among
various suppliers, and the need to take account of potential new
suppliers.
The Association of Banana Exporting Countries (UPEB) was formed
by Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatmala, Honduras. and Panama in 1974, but
membership in UPEB remains open to all other exporting nations.

This

organization has bees empowered to act on pricing, marketing, and ower
policies.

It has met strong opposition from the multinational corpol

rations that dominate the banana trade and has endured retaliatory
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action a"d other pressure from these frms.

Although the arrangemet

called for producing countries to implement export taxes or minimum
prices, only Panama, Honduras. and Costa Rica have instituted this tax.
Significantly, the price provisions have not yet beeo

linked with any

control over export quantities, although this was one of the original

aims of UIns.
Tea
An international tea agreement was established as early as April
1933 on the initiative of India. Ceylon, and the Netherlands East
Indies, after a prolonged period of rising production, depressed
demand, and falling prices.
it expired in 1955.

No importing countries participatedand

The agreement proposed regulation of exports by

quotas (no limitation on output) and cessation of most new plantings.
It was generally successful in reducing yearly fluctuations in prices
and preventing the price of tea from falling precipitously during the
1930's.

In the postwar years the export quotas were too large to have

any effect on output, trade, or prices.

Since the end of the tea

agreement, tea producers (mainly India, the People's Republic of China,
Sri Lanka, east Africa, and Indonesia) have faced the long-term problem
of price declines caused by production increasing more rapidly than
demand.

In 1969 the current FAO Intergovernmental Group on Tea (IGT)

was formed, and since 1970 its Sub-Group of Exporters has net each year
to fix informal export quotas, although with no real effect on prices
because the quotas have been very large.
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The IG,'s Sub-Group of Exporters, at its meeting in June 1974,
directed the convening of a working party to examini

the feasibility

sad advantages for the tea-exporting countries of a Multidinensional
international agreement.

This working party was convened at Rome in

April 1975, but the delegates were unable to agree am the key issue of
instituting a minimum export price arrangement or an export quota
scheme to support prices, and the working party was unable to make any
concrete recmmmdations to its parent body.

On the issue of a minimum

export price arrngmet, the major difficulties were the diversity in
prices and qualities of tea and the reluctance of soaw governments to
set up machinery for the requisite export licensing and price control.
The proposal for an export quota scheme was also attacked om the grounds
that the informal quota arrange

ts of the past few years had been

ineffective and that difficulties would be encountered in regions where
tea growing was expudiago especially east Africa.
Jute
Jute and its close substitute kenaf (hereafter "jute" refers to
both items) are camodities for which a partially successful informal
price agreement to stabilize prices has operated.

The major producers

of jute are India, Bangladesh, the People's Republic of China, and
Thailand. The economics of the jute trade revolve around three major
factors.

First, the unp-edictable weather conditions of the Indo-

Bangladesh jute belt create supply instability from year to year.
Second, jute as a cash crop nust compete for acreage with the rice crop.
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Third, the availability of synthetic substitutes for jute, primarily
polyolefin fabrics, sets a limit on the price which jute can command
and still retain its market.
need for a maxium-minim

These conditions appear to indicate the

price arrangement to stabilize jute prices

while preserving jute as a viable traded commodity.
India and Bangladesh have attempted to stabilize domestic markets
by supporting growers' prices with raw jute purchases.

In order to

stabilize jute prices om the world market, an informs price arrangeent has been operated since September 196S by the Intergovernmental
Group on Jute, Kenaf

and Allied Fibres, in which producing and con-

sming countries in the group have recommended an indicative, or tarpt,
price range.

The agreement has contributed to same stability in world

markets even though it is entirely dependent on the policy of the main
jute-exporting countries and without any international mechanism to
provide physical support for the recommended price.

However, in 1974

the group was unable to recommeand indicative prices for jute, and
Bangladesh raised export prices on eight occasions.

Suggestions voiced

in FAO proceedings concerning possible international participation in
the financing of national buffer stocks include private or governmental
loans, foreign aid funds, and World Bank/lnternational Monetary Fund
assistance.
Hard fibers
The term "hard fibers" as used herein includes sisal, henequen,
abaca, and coir, sisal being by far the mest important of the four in

60.4M 0 - 7S - 10
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tems of value of exports.

Sisal is produced mostly in southern and

eastern Africa, Drazil, eM Haiti.

HsMequen is produced primarily in

Nexico; abca, in the Philippines; and coir fiber, in Sri Laa&and
India.

All of these fibers are threatened with severe competition by

synthetics, which was only partially mitigated by the recent oil crisis.
In 1967, a year after the FAO Intergovernmental Group on Hard
Fibers was established, with sisal prices falling, the exporting
countries agreed informally on national export quotas for ray fibers and
manufactures of sisal and henquea calculated to meet the level of world
requirements estimated by importers. within an indicative price range
agreed upon with the importing countries.

Despite the high degree of

price stability achieved, the main objective of raising market prices
to the indicative range was not achieved because of continued overproduction and quotas which proved too high.

In 1970 a free market pre-

vailed, and prices returned to low levels; in 1971 the arrangements were
reinstated, and the declining price trend was halted.

However, with a

shortage of supplies occurring frem the end of 1971 through 1974 and
resulting high prices, the quota arrangements became virtually inoperative.

Despite this situation, the intergovernmental group has

preserved the informal arrangements in principle by continuing to
• recomend both export quotas and iidicative prices appropriate to normal
supply conditions.
At an exporters' meeting in 1973, the possibility was raised of
negotiating a formal international agreement on sisal and hesequen to
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contain both quota and price provisions.

llowever, the intergovernmental

group felt that the time was not appropriate, and the proposal was
deferred.
Low prices for abaca resulted in an informal arrangement in 1968,
with an indicative price agreed to by buyers but without any other
support mechanism.

This arrangement had little effect on prices, and

in 1971 the group decided to discontinue its price recommendations.
In the market for coir, no formal or informal international price
arrangements have been attempted in the past.

However, in 1974 a docu-

ment prepared for the group suggested future informal agreements for
abaca and coir similar to the jute arrangement, since one or two countries
virtually control the world export supply of each and there is a pressing
need to stabilize price within a range preserving the long-run competitiveness of the commodity.

Producer/Exporter Groups
Among the critical raw materiAlks that the United States requires
to maintain its industrial production and of which it is a net importer,
seven are currently the subjects of formal international associations
of producqr./exporters, viz, petroleum, bauxite, copper, natural rubber,
iron ore, mercury, and tungsten.

These organizations range in scope

from the effective, fully functioning petroleum cartel to the fledgling
consultative group of iron ore exported*

I addition, the Lead and

Zinc Study Group, an intergovernmental organization under U.N. auspices,
meets regularly to consider technical and trade matters, but does not

e
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intervene in the market or fix prices.

Although an Intergovouimontal

Consultation on haganese Ore was hold under UNCTAD auspices in April
1974,go concerted action has yet been taken on this strategic mineral,
for uhich the United States is almost completely dependent upon imports.
The seven "organized" comodities are described below.
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries is the inspiration and model for many of the current attempts to organize effective
producers' organizations for various commodities.

Established in 1960,

OPEC presently consists of 13 oil-exporting countries, representing
over 50 percent of world production.

In the fall of 1973, OPEC uni-

laterally quadrupled the posted (tax reference) prices of crude oil.
During the winter of 1973-74, in the aftermath of the Arab-Israeli war,
the Arab embers of OPEC attempted to convert their economic power into
political leverage with an embargo on shipments to the United States and
the Netherlands.

Although the political embargo was short-lived, the

sharp rise in prices has bees maintained and appears to be supportable

/

for at least several years to come.
The success of OPEC can be attributed to several factors.

First,

a handful of developing countries (most of which have strong political
ties) control the bulk of world exports, making collusion practicable.
Second, demand for petroleum is relatively inelastic, i.e., not very
responsive to price changes in the short and medium term.

Ti-.rd, the

petroleum industry is dominated by a small number of vertically
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integrated multinational firms. making it administratively simple to

increase revenue by merely taxing these companies.

Fourth, the huge

capital requirements and long load time required to increase petroleum
production capacity make OPEC's hold formidable in all but the long run.
Fifth, there aro adequate substitutes available, at least in the short
run.

Sixth, production of petroleum is not labor intensive, thus pro-

duction can be reduced without causing unemployment problems.

Althmugh

the markets for other commodities way resemble OPEC's situation in one
or another aspect , it is unlikely that the factors that have modo this
cartel so uniquely successful exist for any other comodity.
International Bauxite Association
In 1974 the International Bauxite Association (I1). an intergovernmental association of bauite-producing countries, was formed to
coordinate information on bauxite production and to increase revenues
from bauxite operations in member countries.

It currently has 10 mem-

bers, which produce over 6S percent of the world's bauxite and account
for 80 percent of bauxite/alumina trade, viz, Australia, Guinea, Guyana,
Jamaica, Sierra Leone, Surinam, Yugoslavia, Dominican Republic, Ghana,
and Haiti.

Soon after the IsA's formation, Jamaica, from which the

United States imports 54 percent of its bauxite and 27 percent of its
alumina, doubled the cost of bauxite by legislating a sevenfold increase
in its revenue by means of a production tax.

Following this lead,

Surinam, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic instituted similar taxes on
their production.

At the IRA's next ministerial meeting, scheduled
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for November 197S, attarts will probably be made to arrive at a comon
pricing formula for all members of the association.
Sustained unilateral or cartel action to raise prices may be

thwarted by the desire of some producers to expand production, by the
fact that a developed country. Australia, is the largest single producer
of bauxite, and by the availability of substitutes such as steel, plastic, and copper.

Noreover, although the United States imports approxi-

mately 90 percent of its bauxite and has reserves sufficient for only
2 years' needs, it does possess virtually unlimited sources of alumina
contained in other materials such as kaolin, laterites, dawsonite, and
anorthosite sands.

A doubling of bauxite prices may make these alterna-

tive sources economically feasible.

However, achievement of self-

sufficiency has been estimated to require 10 to 15 years and $2 billion
in new investment.
Intergover meItal Council of Cotper Exporting Countries
In 1968 the Intergvernmental Council of Copper Exporting Countries
(CIPEC) was formed by Chile, Zambia, Zaire, and Peru, which together
accounted for about one-third of global production and two-thirds of
world exports between 1968 and 1972.

One of this organization's main

goals is to establish and maintain a minimum price for copper.

In

Novmber 1974. because of depressed prices. a 10-percent reduction in
copper exports was agreed upon.
creased to IS percent.

In April 197S this reduction was in-

The success of a proposed concomitant reduction

in production levels, however, is in doubt.

CIPC has at times also

considered the idea of establishing an Internatiomal Monetary Fumdfinanced buffer stock scheme, although this has never materialized.
Any sustained cartel action would probably be thmarted by CIPWC's lack
of sufficient control over the world's copper resources (especially
without Canada's participation); the availability of many substitutes
for copper in its major uses. including aluminum,

steel, plastics, and

zinc; the increasing use of recycled copper; the difficulty of curtailing production without causing major uneploymmnt; and the existence of
huge stocks throughout the world.
The United States is virtually ipervious to cartel-like action.
As the world's largest copper producer, the United States is almost selfsufficient in the metal, producing over 90 percent of its copper needs.
Moreover, U.S. reserves are sufficient for approximately 40 years' consumption at the 1974 rate.

In contrast, Japan and Western Europe import

over 90 and 80 percent, respectively, of their copper requirements.
Association of Natural Rubber Producint Countries
The Association of Natural Rubber Producing Countries was formed
in 1971 and consists of Nalaysia. Indonesia. Sri Lanka. Singapore,
Thailand, and Vietnam.

In contrast, the International Rubber Study

Group is conpsed of producers and consumers of both natural and synthetic rubber, including the United States.

In November 1974, as a

result of natural rubber prices plunging to a 2S-year low, Malaysia, as
the major producer, moved to establish a price stabilization buffer
stock and since then has purchased rubber in the market.

Following this
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action, the six association mers agreed in May 1975 to limit natural

rubber exports.
the one hean,

The difference between actual production and stock, on

and exports, on the other, would be channeled into am

international buffer stock under a supply rationalization scheme.

The

members are hoping for International Monetary Fund backing to finance
this project.
Natural rubber constituted only 22 percent of U.S. new rubber consmption in 1972; synthetic varieties accounted for the rest.

The United

States is completely dependent upon imports for natural rubber, and the
U.S. Government stockpile contains no more than several months' supply.
Any prolonged cartel-like action that curtailed production would have
to contend with widespread rural unemployment and hardship for small
family-owned plantations in producing countries.

The availability of

synthetic substitutes also tends to forestall cartel action.
Association of Iron Ore Exporting Countries
Although an informal group of countries producing iron ore had met
in the past, an agreement to form an Association of Iron Ore Exporting
Countries was approved at a ministerial meeting only in April 1975.

To

date, Mauritania, Algeria, Chile, India, Venezuela, and Australia have
already signed, with Tunisia, Peru, Sweden, Brazil, and Sierra Leone expected to sign shortly.

Australia, as the world's leading iron ore

exporter, has been an important moderating force in this group, guiding
the association away from the precepts of a producers' cartel.

Instead.

the association is primarily a loose grouping of countries with no
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authority to establish prices or production levels and committed to
consultation with consuming nations is matters affecting their interests.
The United States imports only about 30 percent of its primary consumption of iron ore, mostly from Canada and Venezuela.

Canada's nom-

meibership is thus significant regarding the viability of actions by the
association, particularly from the U.S. point of view.

Should the United

States be forced to rely on its own resources, domestic reserves which
amount to over 60 years' consmption at the 1973-74 rate are available,
although significant costs in mining increasingly lower grade ore would
be entailed.

There is no Government stockpile of iron ore.

Other

strategies that the United States could employ include the substitution
of wood, plastic, and aluminum in some limited uses and the increased
use of scrap iron.
International Association of Mercury Producers
The five major producers of mercury are Spain, the U.S.S.R., Italy,
the People's Republic of China, and Mexico.
percent of total known world reserves.

Spain possesses almost 40

In 1974 Algeria, Italy, Mexico,

Spain, Turkey, and Yugoslavia (with Canada as an observer) formed the
International Association of Mercury Producers and set a minima sales
price.

Although this resulted in a rapid 20-percent rise in New York

prices to about the floor price, prices fell to less than half of the
established price by August 1975.

Efforts in the past by Spain and

Italy to raise prices by stockpiling have been judged similarly unsuccessful.
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U.S. consumtion of mercury has fallen in recent years owing
primarily to environmental factors.

Because of low prices during the

first part of this decade, U.S. production declined from almost 45
percent of consumtion in 1970 to less thua 3 percent in 1974, although
a domestic facility capable of supplying one-third of U.S. requirements
opened in 1975.

If higher prices were sustained, U.S. nine production

would probably be increased (U.S. reserves equal over 7 years' consumption at the 1974 rate). and substitution would occur in battery applications, e.g., nickel-cadmium, and in the chemical industry. To

eet

any short-term disruption, the U.S. stockpile excess is sufficient to
cover approximately 21 years' needs.
Primary Tungsten Association
The Primary Tungsten Association was organized in April 1975 in us
attempt to formulate a united approach by producers to stabilize tungsten
prices.

Participants include producing companies from Australia, Bolivia,

Korea, France, Mexico, Peru, Portugal. and Thailand, with companies from
Canada, Brazil, and the People's Republic of China as observers.

One of

the world's largest producers, the U.S.S.R., is not represented.

The

organization supplements UNCTAD's Committee on Tungsten, which functions
with representatives of both producers and consumers, including the
United States.

This committee also has recently called for a *tudy of

the feasibility of taking measures to stabilize tungsten prices, possibly
including a system of maxim. and minimum prices agreed on between producers and consumers.
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In recent years the United States has produced just under half of
its tungsten requirements.

Any possible cartel action against the

United States would have to contend with a large U.S. Goverumest stockpile excess, sufficient for at least several years' consumption.

More-

over, U.S. reserves are sufficient for another IS years' requirements.
Although molybdemnm could be substituted for tungsten in specialty steels,
and titanium and tantalum carbide could be used in wear-resistant applications, these substitutes would likely be more expensive and less
satisfactory.
International monetary Fund
Compensatory finance
The compensatory finance facility of the International Monetary
Fund (INF),

established in February 1963, is available to those nsober

countries experiencing balance-of-payments difficulties produced by
tenorary export revenue shortfalls.

This facility is limited to pri-

mary comodities and is particularly aimed at those countries whose
exports depend upon a single raw material.
In 1966 the limits of the facility were revised upward from 2S to
SO percent of a member's quota, and greater significance was given to
qualitative estimates in determining the amount to be drawn.

An annual

interest rate of 4 percent is levied on all drawings for the first S
years, and then the rate is increased to 6 percent.
pected to repurchase drawings within 3to$Syears.

Members are exOutstanding purchases

in August 1975 totaled special drawing right (SDR) 519.2 million

(approximately $619 million).

Total purchases under this facility have

been SO31o000 million (approximately $1,193 million).
Compensatory funds to stabilize export revenues are an alternative
to ICA' s.

In soe aspects they are superior because compensatory schemes

do not interfere directly with market prices or production.

Constraints

on the market mechanism do not inhibit its roles as an indicator of
scarcities and a regulator between supply and demand pressures.

Export

revenue shortfalls of specific countries are compensated for directly
rather than by the indirect momn of market restrictions which affect
groups of countries.

Buffer stock fine
The buffer stock financing facility helps IMW members meet the costs
of contributions to an approved buffer stock incorporated in an ICA if
this obligation to contribute would result in balance-of-payments
difficulties.

Purchase limits are 50 percent of the member's quota, but

total purchases under both facilities may not exceed 75 percent.
purchases are to be made within 3 to 5 years of the drawing.

Re-

Outstanding

purchases in August 1975 totaled SDR 7.6 million (approximately $9.1
million).

Total purchases, all for the tin buffer stock, have been 3)1

25.4 million (approximately $30.3 million).

Members of the International

Cocoa Council are eligible for drawings, but none have been made to date.
Studies and proposals
In January 1975 the IMP Interim Comittee called for consideration
of possible improvement in both compensatory and buffer stock finance
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On September 1, 1975 at the Seventh Special Session of the

facilities.

United Nations General Assembly the United States specifically proposed
that (1) a mew development security facility be set up to stabilize
overall export revenues; (2) the facility would provide loans up to $2.5
billion in a single year with a potential total of $10 billion in outstanding loans; (3) the assistance would be available to all developing
countries; (4) the poorest countries could convert their loans into
grants, financed by the sale of INIgold through the proposed $2 billion
trust fund now under negotiation; (5) eligible countries could draw most
or sometimes all of their IW quotas in addition to their normal drawing
rights; (6) the formula for calculating shortfalls would be geared to
future growth as well as current and past exports; and (7) this facility
would replace the current IW compensatory finance facility, and not be
available to industrial countries.

This is a new, more comprehensive

approach because the facility would be available to exporters of mamfactured goods as well as primary comodities.
European Commity Compensatory Program
STAUX is the code name for a system of stabilizing export earninp
from com• ity trade between an organization of African, Caribbean, and
Pacific countries 1Y and the BC.

The convention creating STAMEX was

I

was signed in Lome on February 28, 1975, and mast be ratified by the
member States of the BC and by at least two-thirds of the ACP States.
CuaaCAIr
Y Members in the ACP Statps include 18 African States and0
as signatories to the Yaounde Convention, 21 comoawealth States in
Africa, the Caribbean, and the Pacific, and 6 other African nations.

6089 0 - 71 - 11
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The earliest expected date for the convention to become effective is
early 1976.
Commodities
A member of comodities are individually covered--12 principal
comodities / and 17 subproducts incorporating initial processing.
only commodity which is not agricultural is iron ore.

The

Two sets of cri-

teria determine the selection:
(1) The importance of the comodity to domestic employmset, the individual terms of trade, and the level
of developmmnt of the various ACP States;
(2) Unstable export revenues owing to price or quantity
fluctuations and the degree of dependence of the
ACP States on these products.
In order to qualify under the program, the commodity must originate
in the ACP State and be exported by it to the baropean Community.

The

product may be for consumption within the European Coammnity or brought
in under inward processing arrangements.
mechanism
An ACP State may request a financial transfer if its earnings frm
the export of one of these commodities to the EC are at least 7.S percent
below reference level earnings, calculated on the basis of an average of
the 4 preceding years.

In the year preceding the year of application,

its earnings from the export of one of these commdities must represent

Y The 12 coinditles are RId an skins, coffee, cotton, cocoa.
wood, bananas, tea, sisal, copra, groundnuts and oils, pals products,
and iron ore.
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at least 7.S percent of its total earnings.

Y/

STADEX will be funded by the BC in annual installments of 7S million
units of account for S years--approximately $93 million per year.

Re-

payment provisions are limited in that countries are only encouraged to
replenish the fund; the least developed countries will not have to contribute.

No interest will be charged.

This system of compensatory payments for export shortfalls for
individual com•odities is limited in scope.

The annual installments

constitute a very small percentage of the trade in these comodities-approximately 4 percent of $2.4 billion.

Given the snail size of the

fund and the limited repayment of transfers, significant instability of
export revenues will result in total claims in excess of funds available.

y For the 34 least dev-loped, landlocked or island AWt States, the

above threshold of 7.S percent is reduced to 2.5 percent. For harundi.
Ethiopia, Guinea Bissau, Rwanda, and Swaziland. the financial program
will apply to exports of the products irrespective of destination.
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APPENDIX 5

HAVANA OHARTELE-CHAPTER VI,
INTER-GOVERMErIAL CONt4DITY AGREEPMNS

CHAPTER Vl--INTER.GOVE.oMENTAL COMMODITY
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(b) Other Inter-Movernmental commodity elements sa be subject to the
vigons ot this Chapter other than those of Section C. It, however, the

mistiorde"

anhtrean
ewa which Involves the regulation of produe..

ti in or the quantitative eontrof exports or imports Is not a commodity control
ireement within the meaning of paragraph 2. it shall prescribe the provisions
C, f any,
that agreement shall
conform.the purpose of which
.&$tion
An exiting
or to
p which
Moped
inter-governuental
agreement
Is to secure the co-ordinated expansion of aggregate world production and coosumption of a primary .comodity
may be tieted by the Organization as nol
being a commodity control agreement, even though the agreement provides fhr
the future amplicatIon of price provisions provided that
(a) at-the tln* th agement Isentered Into, a commodity conference
finds that the condiion conWW
tempolated ar in accrdnc With tI provso
of Arnicle U, and
(6) from the date on which the price provision becom operative, the
agreement Shall conform to all the provios or section C, except tha mn
further folding will be required under Article 62.
6 Members sal enter into any new commodity control agreement only
through a conference called In accordance with the visions of Article 59 and
after an appropriate finding has been made under Article 2. If, Ian 0excptiona
case. there- has been unreasonable delay in the conveninm or in the proceeodan
of the study group or of the commodity conference, - embers whic consider
themselves substantially interested in the production or consumption of, or trade
In, a particular primary commodity, may proceed by direct negotiation to the
ncusiom of n agreement, prOVided that the situatn is one contemplated In
Artkie 62 (a) or () ad that the agreement conforms to the other provisions of

th Chapter.

SECTnoN C--1I!E3tGOVS3NMEWxTAI, CouxomiTn CoxmLro Atoaz•mx
A.rrtR•L t. clMcuTIs
CSAGOcNovmnaxw TmS us or coxxoDnn coxvaos
The Members agree that "commodity control agreements may be entered into
only when a findin- has been made through a commodity conference or through
the Ormanition by consultation and pefneal agreement among Member sub.
stantiallv interested in the commodity, that
(a) a burdenome surplusof a primary commodity has developed or is
expected to develop
Ni, in the absene of specific governmental action.
would cause serious hardship to producers among whom are small producers
who account for a substantial portion of the total output, and that these
conditions could not be correctcb normal market forces in time to prevent
such hardship, because. characterMitically in the case of the primary omm* modity concerned, a substantial reduction in price does not readily lead to a
significant rease
umption or to a significant decrease in production;
(b) widespread unemployment ot ud.e-plcy.ns-t Is esminetls. winh
a primary commodity, arising out of difficulties of the kind referred to in
Article 639 hua developed or is expected to develop, which, In the absence
of specific governmental action, would not be corieted by normal market
forces in time to prevent widespread and undue hardship to workers because,
cla-rateristically in the cae of the Industry concerned, asubstantial reduction
in pries does not readily lead to a significant increase in consumption but to
a reduction of employment and because arms in which the commodity is
produced in substtial quantity do not afford alternative employment
opportuims for the workers involved.
)
ArMICLM IL ADDMOXAL ?PASCclL55 C.OVXRNIIfl COMMODITT CONTROL A(REEMNTIS

The Members sha observe the following principles governing the conclusion
and operation of commodity control agreements, in addition to those stated In
Article 0.
(a) Such agreements shall be designed to assure the availability of supplies
adquate at all times for world demand at pries which are in keeping with
the provisions of Article 67- (), and, when practicable, shall provide IMe
meaures designed, to expand world coumption of the commodt.
(b) rnder such agreements, participating countries which ar mainly hke
terested in Imports d the commodity concerned shall, in decisions on sub.
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APPENDIX 0
BRIEFS AND STATEMINFS SUBD[TFED IN CONNECTION
WITH THE INVESTIGATION
American Farm Bureau Federation
Sumte yRgrFlowing
e
The American Farm Bureau Federation opposes international commdity
agreements which attempt to control prices, share market,, or- engage in
mnagement. Such agreements are inconsiAMP&k with
international supply
the competitive enterprise system. International agreements cserv4 a
useful purpose only if they reduce the barriers to trade and provide %
timely market information so that producers can compete on the basis of
comparative advantage.
American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI)
The American Iron and Steel Institute indicated Zitk, in the past,
they have recommended that the United States not become a member of the
International Tin Agreement because t "operated virtually exclusively
in the interest of tin producing countries." In the view of AISI,
progress toward achieving the objectives of the agreement has not
occurred. The buffer stock and export controls have been ineffective
in protecting consumer interests. The AISI concludes that "the issue
of price intervention and stabilization in international commodity
agreements still persists and is apparently no further advanced" and
that until it is, reliance upon the strategic stockoile is the most
prudent alternative for the United States.
It is noted that the AISI does not categorically state that it will
oppose the United States' joining the fifth agreement, although it appears that the basis for its past opposition has remained unchanged. It
is known that the Department of State favors such U.S. action and is in
the process of meeting with steel industry officials in an attempt to
obtain their support for U.S. participation.
d
vvit
Billiton Trading Company, a major tin-trading firms, indicated that
it would be in the economic interest of the United States to join the
tin agreement, but that domestic control of the strategic stockpile
should be maintained.ý Such participation woult ": . . show our good will
and friendship to part of the Third World . . ." and would encourage
"...

other consuming nations to contribute to the funds available to

the Buffer Stock Manager, enabling him to better control the wide swings
"
in the market. ....
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Chica~o Board of Trade

&umbttedby Warren V. Lebeck
The Chicago Board of Trade feels the United States must continue to
develop new markets and expand, or at least maintain participation in
present markets and do everything feasible to keep other nations from
curtailing U.S. exports by erecting high tariff and nontariff barriers.
Moreover, the United States must avoid the strangulation effects of international commodity agreements containing maxims and miniumm prices.
Debovise. Clinton, Lyons, Gates
A brief indicating that an international agreement on copper was
unnecessary was filed on behalf of copper companies which acemunt for
some 60 percent of total U.S. primary copper production. Reference was
made to the International Tin Agreemnt, asserting that it has failed to
stabilize tin prices.
Godfrey Associates Inc representing continental cane sugar producers
umit by
a
.
frey
It is assumed that Congress will continue to establish policies
with respect to sugar. If serious negotiations should be undertaken
with respect to an international comodity agreement for sugar, the
continental cane sugar producers would like to participate in the discussion.
Great Plains Wheat. Inc.

SubMtted by Joseph Halow

Great Plains Wheat, Inc., fools that either a successor to or extension of the current International Wheat Agreement (INA) should continue to be the domain of the International Wheat Council. An INA should
not be negotiated in the most-favored-nation negotiations, since wheat
interests could be negotiated away for some other questionable gains in
other areas.
Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association
Submitted by Roger N. Sullivan
7
The United States should take part in any negotiations for a new
international sugar agreement. Aay international discussions should be
carried on with the expectation that Congress will act in the field of
sugar policy, and any conflict, actual or potential, should ie avoided.
"laluma Tin Bureaul

...

..

...

..

......

The Malayan in ureau indicated that the International Tin AgreeMent is a matter of proper concern to the Malaysian Government, not the
Bureau, and thus did not request to appear at the hearing or file a
brief.
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Millers' National Federation

The Millers'i

Nat iii Federation concludes and recommends the fol-

lowing:
(1) The International Wheat Council has been a useful forn for
discussion of world supply and demand problems;
(2) The experience with specific minimum and maximum prices and
guaranteed export and import quotas under the IVA's during the 1949-71
period has not been favorable;
(3) It seems likely that the period of surplus wheat crops and
excessive stocks is over. Consequently, future emphasis Jn any wheat
agreement should include how wheat can be most effectively produced and
distributed to meet the increasing world food needs.
National Association of Wheat Growers
Submitted by Carl F. Schwensen
The National Association of Wheat Growers firmly believes that the
United States should continue as a signatory to the Wheat Trade Convention, and the Food Aid Convention and continue to be a full party and
strong supporter of the International Wheat Agreement.
National Farmers Union

Submitted by UGbrt G.. Lewis

The National Farmers Union favors international commodity agreements
on agricultural products. The National Farmers Union submitted three
papers for Commission use:
1. Competition and Cooperation in the Pricing of U.S. Wheat in ExMarkets,rtrtpaper submitted by Robert G. Lewis at the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Third National Wheat Utilization Research Conference,
Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, November S, 1964.
2. Report of the Working Group on Grains, International Federation
of Agricultural Producers, December IS, 1972.
3'." Iupaci-on Agriculture of Future International Trade Agreements,
statement of Robert G. Lewis, National Farmers Union, public hearings cf
the U.S. International Trade Commission, April 9, 1975.
National Grain Trade Council
Submitted by William F. Brooks
The National Grain Trade Council requests that no international
commodity agreements or treaties covering the use, sale, purchase, or
retention of grains and oilseeds be discussed by the U.S. representatives
at the forthcoming GAMT discussions.
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National Grane

MIR

onWCt4b
Scott

international comodity agreements have a place in agricultural
trade policies. This is especially true of those comodities which tond
to be in oversupply os the world's market. Although there is a differ.
once of opinion on the desirability of trying to allocate markets, there
is little argument against attempts to develop international agements
to prevent the total collapse of international markets for strategic
food noo"d and supplies. The most promising approach will be to examine
the position on a comiodity-by-comodity basis and to devise comodity

rrang~mnts or agreements, only as appropriate, for individual comodities or groups of codities.
National SuEarbeet Growers Federation
Submitted by Richard W. Slnke
The most effective U.S. sugar policy would be one which would pro-

tect domestic production at reasonable prices through new sugar legislation and at the same tima allow cooperation and active participation
in the development of an international agreement on sugar.

Poultry and Egg Institute of America
Submited by
Campbell
The Poultry and Egg Institute of America favors expansion of international trade based on fair and equitable competition. The Institute
questions the allocation of international markets through the use of
politically determined international commodity agreements.
Tea Association of the United States of America. Inc.

Sumtted by M.F. H.Flmg

The Tea Association of the United States of America, Inc., emphasizes the following complications regarding the concept of an international tea agreement:
I. Tea cannot be stockpiled because it is a perishable commodity.
2. Access to supplies has been achieved by a time-tested process
of world buyers operating at open auctions. Any interference by formal
comodity agreements could lead to a chronic breakdown in the entire
machinery governing tea disposal.
3. There is an infinite variety of tea by grade, type. and origin.
United States Beet Sugar Association
Submitted by David C. Carter
The United States should be a participant in future international
sugar agreement negotiations. However, it seems prudent for the United
States to determine its own sugar policy in advance of such international
negotiations. It appears that the Congress will move toward establishing
a definite sugar policy in the not-too-distant future.
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United States Cane Sugar Refiners Association

mtted b ~g R.POvi

The United States should actively particiAte in the development
of a new international sugar agreement.
Keonncott Eopper Corporation
SuW~tted by Franklin R. Milliken

The Kemecott Copper Corporation is in agreement with the brief
filed b* Debovise, Clinton, Los, Gates on behalf of a group of copper
companies. The brief indicated that an international agreement on topper
was unnecessary and made reference to the International Tin Agrement.
that
It bas failed to stabilize tin prices.
40
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of
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Ageement.

Io
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fruratione 2 yrs,

Exporters: Argentina
Australia, Canada,
U.S.A.
-"

Importers U.K.

Planned duratlon, 4 years

Durations 5 yrs.
1948/49-1952/P3
(not ratified)

19.L Export quotas
determined on the basis
of ancesti ted trade
',volumeof 560 mill, bu.
-ill.bu.

No provision

Qantitative CommitRents on Imports

j Production and National
policies

Stockbolding
Provselone

inertrers AiuatralIa
Canada, U.S.A.
,,

fganstan
p rts
Austria, Belgium, Brazil
China, Colombia, Cuba,
Ceeohoslovakia, Dernark,
Dominican Rep.,Zcu ador,
Egypt, France, Greece,
Ouateaala, India,
Ireland, Italy,Lebanon,
Liberia, Maxico, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Normay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal,
South Africa, Swden,
Switsaerlarna, U.K.
Venesusla.

No provisions

ConceeSIOtal
TransactionsoodAid

Other

54
45

Maximu andMinimum
prices:
1948/.4
1949/50
1950/51
1951/52
1952/53

82,00
82,00
82,00
82,00
12,00

81,50
81,40
$1,30
31,20
81,10

export quotas'
Maximum
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milf.bu.
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Argentina 25
95
Australia 19
200
40
Canada
80
U.S.A.
16
"
500
If required, secondary
export quotas will hbe'
daterminad in proportion
to the p"reaitted'surplus
stocks"., If no perSitted
surplus stocks.exiaiti
quotas go to countries
with available supplies.
Suppl mectary export
quotas will be determined
if one of-the exportera
in not able to fill its
basic export quota.
Country

%

Tv
The agreement covers
only a part of total
exports of member
countries. Exporters'
supply commitments are
fixed in absolute terms
to apply only at the
Marim= priest
Lill.bu.
85
Australia
Canada
230
USA
I.5
50C

also recognsie

No provisions

No provisions

The

the
necessity snddesirability of a reduction
in quantitative import
control.

nommitment concerning
production control was
made by the USSR.
Imorters undertake not
to take advantage of the
voluntary export reetriations of exporting ocuntries by encouraging the
extension of their mo
wheat aroes.

-4-8
5,562
j¶343s Expoirt quota of
each country to be 15%
lass than the average
yield of the average area
of the•ypars 1931-.33,
after deduction of normal
domestic requireannts. If
additional exports@would
be, nocssary, additional
quotas would be given to
Canada and the
proportion to their carryover stock.
Xinimum andsLxiwm
prices to be eat by
the Council each
August for the coming season. Prices
ara to be "reo=nerative to producers in
exportingcoountrisas
fair to consumers in
iaporittng ountrism,
and~in reasonable
relationship to prices
of other con-odities,

No

by 15%in 1934/3.

105
200

Australia
Canada
Danubian beasi
U.S.A.
USSR and other
countries

Danube countries undertake not to extend their
wheat area in 1934/35-.

Importers unsdrtake
to lower import duties
if the price of wheat
*..f,. U.Kxports
exceeds a special
level for more than
16 weeks. Importers

The USA,CanadetArgentina
and Australia agree to
reduce wheat Production

No provisions

110

Argentina

Baltic Statee, Bolgiump
CseohelcvTakia, Denmark
Franca. Oreecs. Germany
Italy, Lituania.
Netherlands, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, S•itzerland, U.K.

in London

1%48 IV
6 March 1948
in Washington

QuAsntitativ. Cocmittente
an Exports

Price Provisions

?

!iI~t

JArgentina
lxporteor_
.rulgaria
Final Ant of tbe Australia
9
Canada, Humjary,Polmd
Conference of
USi,
U.S.A,
IsaAnia,
Exportlng
Wheat
Yuoslavia.
aod Importing
o
muptr
eCountries
tin
Importers 'Austria,
25 Augstries

Memorandum of
Agrement
concerning the
Draft Wheat
Convention
22 April 1942
in Washington

AOL-LTS FOR
IN
OTIPMAUIPOVISINS 1INT3UATIONAL

aximum and miniama
Importers are to
guarantee the function- limits of carryover
stocks:
ing of the agreement
Country
lain, •_a_•_
by refusing imports
from an exporting
130
Argentina
35
country which has
80
25
Australia
filled its quotas.
80 215
Canada
U,SA.
j1O0 40
290
The holding of "excess
stocks" can be allowed
if resulting from above
average yieldi.

The areeent covers
only part of total
trade of member
countries. bzporters'
purchase co=itaente
are fixed in absolute
tarts to apply only
at the minimum prices.

reporters are obliged to
hold minim-m stocks ae
follows:
Mill.bu.
Australia
Canada
U0SA.

25 a
70na
170 b

Xporting countries ti
take suitable measures
to reduce" production
if and when their carryover stock exceed a
specified saxtme level.
Poeratted "excess stocks"
carr/r no obligation to
redwue production

Countries have complete
freedom in their domestic
to
policies,their
but are
policies
opate
in a ay which does not
impede the free movement
of prices within the
price ranges.

No provision

No provision

No provision

No provision

go Froviaion

No provision

S

excluding stocks
stocks
including
o
oncfarm
on farm
both
inadditiong
importing W exportIng countries are
required to maintain
price stabilization
reserves aounting to
i0% of their respectlye quotas.
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nag ountry
in tarts of a specific alhtll, rndaevomorto
volume and apply only main
. tain stocks of old
at the minim~u of the crop fheet at the end
prices atws
of its crop ypar at a

Qotth
Isrntina

Australia
Canada
France

opr,

erdeavour to,
maintain stocks of old
crop cheat at the end
of its crop year at a
level adequate to ensure
that it will fulfill its
Islee under
this Agreemlent in each
crop year,
shAll

No proeeisone

Noprovislon-

No provisions

No prcvisionu

Na provisions
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siiei j1mioo

Nstherlea4.s. New, eland,
NIcaraIguaoNorwsPy,i'ia
Peru,
Pilippisns0 Portugal
Saudi ArabieSpainsOwitIarlas 9,,8outh Afriosa
Vatican City, Tenesusla,
--rTugoel
.l
•i...+ , " 4,•, ý
LL"
avicm•rtr,
rtortsl'•-ir
,ntizna,
Bastio'iiabmaa sad
In association with one
Australia, Canada, France maexinn• prices too
another exporters are
ltaly,'Mozleo, Spain,
the duration of the
to supply all the
Swvedens,
U..A.
Agrseosat, Canadian som
oial raids of the
IDuratin3
rtrmi
-t -s.u'•tr,
No. I Manitoba
importing countries at
Belgium an led'
AUmbcarg,
:orthern,
in store
prices within ther•ics
Broael,
,CubIDei, 1ark
Fort
A
;ill-ort
range
o.IOgrow.price
o

'.1+'1

Importers'$cnnibments
quoted as ao specific
percent#*g of their
total coosamrol
purchases of wheat
from all sources at
prices within the
rang.

No special pir'....on,
however, number exportera should to the
ousiu atent feasible
maskheeat available
for purchase to mest
Sheir obligations under
the Agreenent.

NoprovisioneThe

1oo-•sy, Peru,
i
apricer,
Portug&l•, ,hdesia and'
Nyasalanl Foed•:Saudi
Arabial SwitmerlAnd
South ifrica, UD.1 .1
VAttnma.
tt,. VavJwim•a
ExportersAgtina,
BasicKMos"
and
Xastral1aCana~d~isa;ý oe maxlma poises for
Italy,
Sp•in,
Sweden,,Usuioa,
U331, U.S.A.
Iao.s r
*, '
Belium aA auc.rtsa ,
Brasil CeyloniiCuba e
Domtini
Ca•.itp?•;onrmnp
P..I.; ediofRhodsida
and llymsalarnj ondia,'
Indoasis, Ian'l•eland,
Ierl,
JapA liberia,
Libya
andtherljos
leeZealand, Nigeria,
Norway, PhIlippina,
Poland, Portugal, Rpp
Eoms, SscdiArabia,
South Africs, Ovitserlend,OUA,, 11.1.
Tatican
City, VTnesauel

duroa-iot o of the

the
Agreement.C Canadian
be
No
ZIKaito
Norther, in store
Fort Willia, /FPort
t.
Sax.: 02US.2
Kin., U351.6

oucil'aprosons
within its purvilew
not only enoereitl
purohaseshet
1a11s
specal| transactions

Noaprovisions

Introduced by the
coverynen rnofed
oountr o fncened,
do not notice+•
conform
coinni
with teUs UalI

Max::
US 1.50/ba.
u.5which
Kin., Ufl
P", or.,
aeoneEa~itind, O~eO~ora-t~ipi
Minm.9UiSI.90/bu.
ol
il';++orsa++
oo
IltbsraelJ
owo' sa,

Duratian3rs.
1962/63-•1.4/65
with yearly sotensioas
with
substantive ,
5So005it prorisio
soupiring
on 31 Jdly 1961
ad adaimsetrstive
Provisions taPiring on 31 July
1968

Noprovisos

level adequate to
fulfill Its guaranteed
sales under this Agreesent In etobsubsequn
m
eseoprt b

'000 at.tons
400
823
2 800c
450
175+:

India, .Indonsa.•elrlend,
a,
I

1942ISA

NoIrovislos

ocommervialpractises,

whether or not within

In association withsoneanother e*Xortara
.

to..
.

mZppiya11 thegcoeroial
needs of the importing
countries
at jriosoe
within the pricerange.

Comnitm'enI quoted as
.. e..*e .........

howev
......

of icro-toreo total
cormerial purohases
of whsst frvoall
source at prices
within the price
range.

exporters
should to
the mai.ameextent
feasibla,
make whiat
availahie
for purchase
tomeet their bllgtione
un-erthe Lrreemnt.

No specal

provision9
....
r.....

No pr

osT

Come lt taker

NI provisiowa

..
wll*ln Is Lc 9i"t1

net onipemereial
puro~kase
bWt ales
specla1 treasaetiocn"
Introduced by the
of a
gvernssannt
oot-pyoncernead,
whizc, do atocomfora
with the oiual
cemaernial prasticee,
not
whether or btthis
the prces range.

(Ccatts.eed)

,-I

No provision

oprat iom
ftarsan

Participating Countries

GAOTMaoristm

Arentina, Austraia,

Schedule of minimsa and

of Agreteet

Cenada, Denmuk, Finland,
Japen, Norway,
Seaden,
Seitsmrland, U.K., U.S.A.
flU.

in aesociation .with
one another' that
wheat'shall be made
vTailable
for Iric.Oa$/t
ohas
by importing
''"'b*'
countries in aWy
Canada
crop year at priaee
Manitoba No.1 1.95*2.35•• Oinsistant with the
Mahltoba 1o.3 1.90 2.30 price range in
quantities sufficient
U.S.A.
to satisfy ona
Dark Yortharn
andcoistent
e
Spring 16.1,
basic the ommercial
1.83 2.23
14%
requirosents of those
tArd1sW fnlter
subje nt to
countries proviions
No.2 (ord starbl.73 2.13
the other
of this Agreement.
Western White
To.1
1.68 2,08
loft Rod
1.60 2.00
winter No.1
Argentina
1.73 2.13
Plate

3June 1967
in Gena

• II'• ..
S

1968
1sa
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Convention
eusti6o
Auut1-7
ur•ations 3 yr..

1968/69-1910/71

tcorterem Argentina
Canada, .,t
re
K n,
e ,
Spain, SGweden US.ai.
SpinSw n ,•U"

Price Provisiona

sent on Export.
kporterie und•rtake,

maximum prices, basis
f.o.b Gulf ports, for
duration of Arrangement
Max.
iin
.)

Australi a
f.a.q.
Er.
Standard
Sweden

1.68

Noah member country,.

Provisions
To praisiorsNo

National Poliaies
provisions

Iraneaotions

Food Aid

Others
•i this

party

No ProvisionsiCoruntries

importing what oasdetakes that the maxiom
possible share of its
total commercial putochanse
oofw hat
in any crop 7yer
shall be purchased trom
member conJtrite, except
whean&exeptinOaf
million
granted by the Council due
to extraordinary circastaenis

ou.whntfroI
onmpmbr
to dcoutla
udoerteanon-amb
undertakes to do
prices conistent with
the prioe range. lack
amber omntr wen

4.5
mitom.
be m Otattlefor Unmast
aoomsation. Members
may pecify a recipient
me-itients
cuntit• oro ontre.
of mamberys
0 tct
m,
of

exportinge whet undorteoeiste
sorthIce
price rane.

23
225
495
27

Japan

1 035
225

Norway
Sweden
Swittorland
U.K.
U.S3.A.

14
54
32
I 225
890

EXC

1.50 1.90
1.50 1.90

ach member countrn

rAieeme ntwere toaentribute wheat
grains, or the cash
equivalent thereof,as
aid to the developing
countries, to an a•••t

Argentina
Autralia
Cannad
Denmark

2.08

-

aj
of mg for atralia,
Schedule prices
damton of rranest
(aSa per bushel) baeis
f.o.b. Gulf ports)

Iqport er!sa Rerbel~dom ,
iBosaw---livia,
Costa ta. •in.
Canada
Cuba, Deomark;" DominSilan
S
Finland Manitoba No.1 1.95*
Rep., Eoua•rorjE
Manitoba No.3 1.90
ftatmala, India;7Ir La
Ireland, Isrel, Japan,
D.a
ortrn
Rep.tarea, LebanonLibya,
.
prn
Netherlands, Nigria,
1.83
14%
Norway, Pakistan, Paru,
Portugal, Saudi Arabia,"
Hard Red Einter
South Africa, awitrerland,
o,2(ordinwrý 1.73
21rinidad and Tobago•,T"isia
Western Vhits
OAJ. U.K., Vatican City,
No.1
1.68
Venezuela.
Soft Wst
Winter No.1
1.60
Argentina
Plate
1.13

Max.
2.35j
2.30

2.23
2.13

No provisions
country
memberwheat
undertake,
ERporters
in
aSSOciation
with
&mainhn Each
importing
underone n&other,'that'
takes that the atunde
wheat shall be made
possible share of its total
available for u
commercial purchases of
chas, by importing
countries in any crop
year at prices consiatent with the price
range in quantities
sufficient to satisfy
on a regular a"d continuous basis the
commercial requirecents of those
countries subjeot to
the other provisions
of the Convsntion

2.08
2.00
2.13

Australia

f.a.q.
EEC
Standard
Sweden
Greece
Spain
Pine wheat
Con=on wheat

meote on Imports

1.68

2.08

1.50
1.50
1.50

1.90
1.90
1.90

1.60
1.50

2.00
1.90

Austaliap~ior

wheat in an crop year
shall be purchIassd from
member countriesexcepttr
when an exemption is granted
by the Council due to
extraordinary ciromsstances. The shares shall
not besles than a percenter established by
the Conncil in agreement
with thec country concerned.

No provisions

Seo 0a Food Uid
Convention
following

Concesaicual grain tranenations should be 0ondusted in such a
as
a
to avoid interfetrenco
with normal patterns of
proution
ad ntr
national oMmercil
. mbr countries
shall undertake appraprivate measures to eno
mure thAt Oncssional
transactions are &dditional to normal :oemerciai
s$lee. Iah measures shall
be consistent sim the YFA
Principles of Surplus
Disposal wad Guiding Limes.
A sesber country offering
wheat c4 concessional terms
is to consult litm any
ameber whose csmercial
exports eight be affected
by suchto transaction.,
toe conclusion
of such arrawsnfoo

commriareistrant

Nash member country
when importingg heat
from non-amber
countries undertakes
to do nsoat pries
withath
price ramer
. Ehry
er ontry W
exporting wheat
undertake* to do go
at prices consistent
with the price range.

e wit

recipient countries.

Mexico (basis f.o.b.
Mexican Pacific port
or at the Mexican

border)

Wheat on sample
or description 1.55
(b) FoodAld
Convention
Aaust 1967
in
10
1D68/6o-19n0/s1

Argentinal, Austr•la,
Canada, Denmark, ]C,
Finland, Japan, oerway,
Swedan, SawtsurlnNd,
U.IS., U..ia.
U.eatonU3301r.dustral

-Qartitativs

1.95
Cosa.itof Members
'000 u.tone
Argentina
23
Aurentina
23
225C
Canada
495
19680ark 1D
2
EE•
1 035
14
fnlnand
225
Japan
14
Norway
54
Seeden
32
Switssrlsnd
225
U.K.
1 8I0
U.S.A.
ment

Food aid ender this
programs sill be
supplied cm soft terns
(s a grant or against
payment in local
currency which will,
except for &amounts ep
to1%, act be available for us: by the
ountributing country).

Members agree to contribute
sheet, coarse grains,'or
the cash equivalent thereof
as aid to developing'
countries to the amount of
4.5 nill.tore "annually..,
Grain contributions must be
suitable for human consumption. Contributions Canbe
made bilaterally or ma tilaterally with contributing
members free to specify a
recipient country or countries.
Where munfetarygrants are
made special regard shall be
given to facilitating grain
exports of developing member
countries.

P1,

Cents

ýid
57-S

Per

Pound
57.50

I

'E.50

57.00

5600
55M

5650

5600
55.50
55-00
54.50
5400

5500
5450
5400

S350

YEARLY AVERAGES
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io
51.50
)o
5100
io
5050
)o
450D
0
4950
)o
4900
io
4802o
a
47.500
47.00
0
4650 0
4600a
4S.500
45020
0
0
4350 D

8.9089

1972
197;1
1970

7983
7.39112ý
6940 4

_____
_____________

1965

6.Q297ý
5.7951

1964

569,7.8,•0

5.863,1

7,28T,f1963

.119

8.4815

5;5630 .

2.9671

5.3556

2.5959

2.9129
3.1407
2.9671')

2.4427

3.4980
5.1589

1.91511
.1473

1960

5.3502

1959

1400
13.50

5.34485

1958

5.4131

1956

5.3062
5.0945

1955

4.9963

1954

3.2384

5.2072
5.4237
5.3532
5.0699
5.0878

3.2602
3.4098
4.1658
5.6733
4.9751

19517,

1300
12-50
12.00
11.50
1100
10 50
1000

_____1953

1952
1951
1950

950
900

-

3.3708.

5200
5150
5100

)N OF U. S. AND WORLD PRICE
RAW SUGAR-9 )60 -CENTS PER POUND
Monthly Av(erages-1950-1975
Co,'RGH,

50.50
5000

,_.

49,50
4900

L8.50

48.00
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SHOWING
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._2
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______L

World Price
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1969
1968
1967
1966
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1973
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World Price

Year(a)b
19756:
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1974
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17,00
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Calendar
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1750
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